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FOREWORD

This case study of the Vietnam Revolution f, om 1941 to 1954
is the third in a series of such studies being prepared at the
Special Operations Research Office (SORO) for the Department
of the Army. The first study covered the Cuban Revolution
(1953-1959), while a second, on "Algeria (1954-1962), was com-
pleted later.

As noted in the Summary, the revolution which is the subject
of this study is not to be confused with the internal war which
is being waged. in South Vietnam quite vigorously at the time
of this writing. However, this latter war, in which the United
States currently hai a major politico-military commitment, has
many roots in the ear'ner revolution and its outcome which, are
studied herein. Indeed,, a strong case can be made that the
ongoing war in South Vietnam cannot be fully understood with-
out thei kinds of knowledge about the earlier colonial type
revolution synthesized in this case study. Many of the social,
economic, and political factors which provided the contexItual
setting of the earlier revolution are still relevant in today's
situation in South Vietnam, although, of course, many new
situational dimensions have appeared along with the changed
nature of the revolutionary movement.

All of the case studies in this series are part of a broader
research effort at SORO which is concerned with increasing
our understanding of insurgencies, revolutiofis, and internal
wars, primarily those in the developing nations. The scope
of the research covers the development of concepts and meth-
ads of forecasting such conflicts,.,ag well as analysis of prob-
lems associated with their management, their resolution, and
their aftermaths. All three revolutions in the series are being
studied from a common fr4me of references which will allow
later comparative analysis; but with a format that does not
preclude examination of unique factors in each situation.

Other related studies include an analysis of the Guatemalan
situation between 1944 and 1954, and preparation of a Casebook
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PREFACE

A few words concerning the style of this case study of the
Vietnamese Revolution are required in order, to avoid misK1n-
derstandings about its concept and intent,

The case study is not a chronological narrative of the revo-
lution from beginning to end. That type of historical case
study is valuable for many purposes and a number have been
publi'shed (see Bibliography). Rather, this., study attempts
to aflalyze, individually and successively through time7 a num-

berof factors in the revolutionary situation and thd revolu-

tiohary movement itself which, on the basis of prior studies
op revolutions, have been identified as being generally related
"to the occurrence, form, and outcome of a revolution. The
case study, then, is devised to test the "explanatory power'
of certain statements of relationships in terms of their appli-
cability to the Vietnamese Revolution in particular. For this.
reason the reader is urged to read, the definition of terms and
the conceptual framework underlying the study which appear
ih, the Technical Appendix.

Such an approach has both advantages and disadvantages
to the reader. One who is 'interested in a, particular topic,
(e.g., social antagonisms, revolutionary organization) 'need V.
only read.that section to get all the essential information on
that topic. The reader who i'ý interested in the entire case
study will inevitably, notice some redundancy from section
to section, although every attempt has been made to keep
.unnecessairy repetition to the absolute minimum. But some
.redundancy is inevitable for two reasons: a given historical
event can have multiple significance (e.g., both social and
economic significance, or both psychological operations and
sabotage significance) and there is an interaction among
event8 in a given society (e.g., political actions may be related
to economic actions, or underground supply effectiveness may
be related to guerrilla interdiction effectiveness).

The rationale for using such a systematic approach goes
beyond the quest for analytic understanding of the Vietnam-
ese Revoluition itself. Companion case studies have been

v



prepared on the Algerian Revolution (1954-1962) and the
Cuban Revolution (1953-1959) using the same conceptual
framework and evaluating the same facturs.* At the same
time, a case study of the situation in Guatemala between
1944 and 1954 is being prepared, using a different approach
more suitable to that situation. Thus, a basis is being pre-
pared for comparative analyses that will, hopefully, provide
generalizations applicable to more than a single revolution.
The net result of this approach for this case study is a series
of related analytic conclusions regarding the 'character and
dynamics of the Vietnamese Revolution, but not a smoothly
rounded literary story.

All of the sources used in preparation for this study are un-
classified, and for the most part secondary sources were used.
Again, certain adva itages and disadvantages accrue. As an

unclassified document, the study will be more wiqlely distrib-
uted and whatever contribution to understanding it contains
will be put to wider use. Reliance on unclassified secondary
5ources, however, may have led to the exclusion of certain
significant considerations or to the use 'of unreliable informa-

tion and thus 'to factual and interpretative errors. It is
believed, however, that the advantages outweigh the disadvan-
tages. If, becausep'f"its sources; the study adds no new infor-
mation about the nrevolution, it. does claim that maximum,
systematic, analytic use of already available open information
is a meaningful contribution to the study of insurgen-,y and
revolutionary warfare.

Finally, the intent of this case study is not to present any
particular "slant" on the Vietnamese Revolution, the actors
and parties inm it, or the role of foreign (to Vietnam) powers.
Rather, the intent is to present as objective an account as
possible of what happened in terms of the hypotheses being
evaluated.. Thus, some of the case study necessarily deals with
how the Vietnamese perceived events, or, more accdrately, how
it is believed they perceived events.

The aim has been to prepare the case study from the view-
point of an impartial, objective observer. Perhaps such an
aspi'ration is beyond grasp--the events may be too recent, the

sources. too unreliable, the "observer' too biased toward ,
objeutives compatible with Western democratic interests.
For these rfasons, no infallibility is claimed and it is readily
conceded that tlhis sudy c. 1nnot be the final word on the Viet-
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namese Revolution. Subsequent events always have a way of
leading to reinterpretation of prior events. However, any

errurs of omission or commission are not deliberate, but truly
errors-and they certainly are not a result of an intent to
foster any particular political "slant."

At the same time, there is no question that many of the sub-

jects discussed are "politically sensitive." It must be re-

corded, therefore, that the above denial of any deliberate intent
to "slant" the case study also means that there was no intent
to "cover up" historical facts and hiterpretations which might
be perceived as reflecting unfavorably on any party. Little is
to be gained in terms of increased understanding of revolu-
tions if justification of past particular policies, or advocacy
of any given current policy, was the real intent under the guise

of objective analysis. An effort was made, however, to avoid
use of a style and language which in itself would be unneces-

sarily offensive or in poor taste.

Beyond the resolve of objective analysis in the preparation

of the study, sources were selected on the basis of their judged

reliability. A balance was sought among sources of known

persuasion in order not to unwittingly bias the case study in

one direction or another. As a final check, the study draft was

submitted to two arýa specialists, Dr. Bernard Fall of Howard
University and Dr. William C. Johnstone, School of Advanced

International Studies, The Johns Hopkins University. The

experts reviewed the manuscript for accuracy of fact and rea-
sonbleness of interpr~tations and their comments and criti-

cisms provided the baýAis for final revisions. Although their

contributions were substantial, final responsibility for the
manuscript, both with respect to substantive content and

mcthodology, restssolely with the Special Operations Research

Office.
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PURPOSE OF STUDY

The objective of this case study is to contribute to increased
analytic understanding of revolutionary (internal) war. Spe-
cifically, the study analyzes the Vietnamese Revolutidn by
examining two types of information in terms of their relation-
ship to the occurrence, form, and outcome of the revolution:

(1) Social, economic, and political factors in the prerevolu-
tionary and revolutionary situations;

(2) Structural and functional factors of the revolutionary
movement, such as the composition of actors and fol-
lowers, revolutionary strategy and goals, organization

and techniques.
The study is not focused on the strategy and tactics of coun-

tering revolutions. On the premise that development of U.S.
policies and operations for countering revolutions -where

that is in the national interest-will be improved by a better
understanding, of what'it is that is to be countered,, the study
concentrates on the character and the dynamics of the
revolution.*

ORGANIZATION OF STUDY

The first two parts contain the major analyses of the case
study. Part I presents an analysis of social, economic,'and
political factors in the revolution, Part II, an analysis of the
revolutionary movement, For the benefit of the reader, a brief

Epilogue' of events after 19.54 is presented in Part III.
This Summary is for readers who must restrict their reading

and is focused primarily on major analytic conclusions, For
those readers who wish to study more deeply the aspects of the
revolution, a Bibliography is provided which contains refer-
ences to the source materials used in the preparation of this
report. The Technical Appendix contains a description of the
rationale and the study procedures used, reserving this Sum-
rnary and the other parts of the study for substantive content
and analysis,

SYNOPSIS

In 1941 Ho Chi Minh and other leading Vietnamese Commu-

nists formed the Vietminh, a revolutionary orgzanization work-
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Summary

ing to overthiow the French, who had controlled Indochina*
since the late 19th century, and the Japanese, who occupied the
French colony throughout World War II. Although the organi-
zation was under Communist.-,ontroi at all times, the Vietminh
carefully refrained from identifying itself with Communist
ideology and radical social doctrines. Its only openly avowed
political goal was independence from foreign rule, and it called
for the unification of the northern, central, and southern re-
gions of Vietnam into an independent and democratic republic.

Operating as a clandestine u-d.crground organization, except
in certain remote areas where it early assumed overt political
power, the Vietminh cautiously laid the foundations in the
1941-45 period for a nationwide seizure of power when the
opportune moment should arrive. That time occurred in Au-
gust of 1945 when a power vacuum was created by the capitula-
tion of the Japanese and the delayed arrival of Allied forces,

together with the absence of the French colonial administra-
tion, which the Japanese had destroyed earlier in the year, and
the lack of any other government to oppose the Vietminh.
On September 2, 1945, Ho Chi Minh announced the formation
of a provisional government under his leadership and pro-

claimed the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV).

This Vietminh regime exercised de facto control over all of
northern Vietnam and •imuch of the south until Decemlber 1946,
although since March the French had maintained garrisons in
the DRV's capital city of Hanoi, and other key positions in
the north. In November-December 1946, after negotiations
between Ho Chi Minh and the French over Vietnam's political
future had broken down, military' hostilities broke out between
the Vietminh guerrillas and the French regular forces. When
a concerted surprise attack on French positions on December
19 failed, the DRV Government fled Hanoi and went under-
ground to embark on a protracted' war of independence.

Over 7 years of military, political, and psychological warfare
between the Vietminh and the French and the Vietnamese
allies ensued, at a cost to France of nearly one hundred thou-
sand casualties and $11 billion. Total cost to the Vietnamese
in terms of lives and money is not known. The nature of the

Franco-Vietininh hostilities ranged from guerrilla warfare and

lliil.ir'lijirriIlrd.r, Ihlirma a,rl{I']lraliariliri ifll{ ,t,,irils froni ('hint, a tqthe. G;ulf tol Siail. Fatr tltlnjixt,'i,-
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Summary

counterinsurgency operations to a combination, in the later
stages of the war, of guerrilla warfare and regular warfare
involving conventional military operations. After 1950 the
conflict developed from a local colonial war into an interna-
tional crisis threatening a confrontation between the Com-
munist and non-Communist blocs.

The interplay of international diplomatic pressures, and
domestic political considerations in both France and Indochina
led to the Geneva Conference of 19.54 which ended the war.
The Geneva accord partitioned Vietnam, similar to the models
of Korea and Germany, into a northern Communist state and a
southern ndn-Communist state. Further, the accord termi-
nated France's official connections. with the Indochinese states
of Laos, Cambodia, and the divided Vietnam. Thus, the Viet-
minh's goal of Vietnamese independence from foreign rule
was achieved, but the goal of natioaal unification remains
unfulfilled at this writing.

SELECTED ANALYTIC CONCLUSIONS

" .Why was a Communist-dominated nationalist movement able
to seize power in Vietnam when in neighboring colonial areas.,
of Southeast Asia the Communists were unsuccessful? In
Malaya, Indonesia, Burma, and the Philippines-all colonial
countries with a socioeconomic profile similar~io that of Viet-
nam-Comimunist guerrilla movements were defeated or con-
tained in the decade following World War II. There was never
any serious threat from Communist revolutionaries either in
independent Thailand or in Cambodia, Vietnam's sister state
in French Indochina. The following analysis will attempt to
show why and how a Communist-nationalist revolution came
about in Vietnam.*:

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Vietnam was a Iprosperous area by Southeast Asian stan-
dards; it, had long been an exportc; of rice and raw materials
and the French had introduced new export crops, such as rub-
ber, and had laid the foundations for light industry. Generally

iNl, ntsuI ipt n in.. II a nadu that any givv t n t i. 'd,- inl, en-n11nIC , or politic'al ,muditliona will in vit W y I ell
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hpeaking, the Vietnamese standard of living was rising, prior
to World War II when the economy broke down under the
impact of Japanese occupation and Allied bombing which re-
sulthd in extreme poverty and mass starvation in some areas.
Revohttionary potential initially was generated by the lag in
social and political r/b'}'ns which failed to keep up with rising
living standards and by the social implications of, Vietnaam's
colonial and plantation economy.

Economic Maladjustment

French control of the Vietnamese economy had the salutary
economic effect of providing ,foreign capital necessary for
development; this was done at a time when such capital was not
otherwise readily available. However, the economic drawback
of French regulation of the local economy appeared during the
war when Vietnam was cut off from the outside world and had
to depend on local industry for manufactured goods which had
formerly been imported. The social implications of French
(and in some areas Chinese) economic hegemony in Vietnam
were of contributory importance in the generation of' revolu-
tionary potential. The Vietnamese middle class found itself
frustrated in its commercial and industrial ventures by power-
ful economic interests injoying political and financial support
from the French colonial regime, which were employed to stifle
Vietnamese business competition.

The lack of a diversified economy limited opportunitivs for
social mobility among the Vietnamese. Although the French
introduced a number of different export crops, these did not
alter the basic nature of Vietnam's plantation 9ociety. The
presence in Vietnam of a large European population of the
lower and middle classes, as well as a sizable Chinese popu-
lation, curtailedothe opportunity, of the indigenous middle class
to advance itself through employment in government and busit
ness. Only during, the war years did the 'Vietnamese middle
class participate in significant:numbers in the public adminis-
tration and economic life of the country; it was this degree of
national participation which appeared to the Vietnamese to be
threatened by the return of French colonial rule in 1945--46.

The living conditions of the rural population made this group
susceptible to Communist agitation for land reform. Those
peasants who owned their own land, as was most often the case
in northern Vietnam, were chrtonically in debt to local money-
hnbde s. The lack of a workable system (if agricultural credit
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was a prime source of rural discontent. Another social group
whose revolutionary potential was enormous wab the body of
frequently unemployed migratory workers-the so-called
"floating proletariat." From these discontented masses came
the rank-and-file followers of the Vietminh.

Social Antagonism

The establishment of French rule in Indochina near the turn
of the century initiated the demise of Vietnam's traditional
society and the evolution of a new social group, which may be
referred to as a "middle class." The earliest members of this
group were those Vietnamese who attached themselves to the
"French as translators and local functionaries; often these Were
Vietnamese of the lower classes, since many of Vietnam's
traditional elite were contemptuous of Westerners and Western
ways and chose to ignore the French presence in their country

as long as possible. Later, when the advantages of Western
education became clearer, many Vietnamese aristocrats over-
came their reluctance to send their children to French schools.

By the end of the coloni i1 period, a sizable minority of the
Vietnamese population had become acquaint,ed at lcast super-
ficially with Western ways and values: anU some Vietnramse
were highly educated and thoroughly imbued with French
culture. A degree of Westernization became the touchstone of,
the emergent native middfle class, which drew recruits from
both the traditional elite and the traditional masses and in-
eluded professional people, skilled workers, civil, servants,
miltary personnel, businessmen:, and students. It was from
this numerically smd'rl but so c-ially significant native middle
class that the Comnwnist-naionalist leaders (f# the revolution-
ary movement were drawn.

Sources of social tension in colonial Vietnam included con-
flicts between landlord-moneylenders and peasant debtors,
rivalry between mandarin traditionalists and Western-
educated reformers, racial prejudice and discrimination be-
tween French and Vietnamese, and the traditional antagonism
between the Vietnamese, and the ethnic minorities (e.g,., Cam-
bodians, Chinese, inmtotagl -nrds.--or hill tribesmen). Coim
munist and nationalist revolutionary leaders exploited these
social tensions for purposes of political ag'itation anid recruit-

ment in to the revolution ary organization.
The numb11er' of marg'inal intolhcctu als* who fouLIT theirt
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way into the revolutionary movement would indicate that this
social group was particularly susceptible to the influence of
nationalism and the social ideology of the Vietminh. Viet-
namese intellectuals were caught up in a cultural and psyholo-
gical dilemma. Their acceptance of Western values-! and
modern ways conflicted with their traditional culture, yet
few of them were fully accepted into local European society.
The result was psychological strain which gave rise to social
tension, both among themselves and in their rp.lations with the
French. Vietnamese intellectuals often viewed their economic,
social, and political dealings with the French in the light of
their own personal frustrations. The attitudes of racial and
cultural pride, verging on xenophobia, which were character-
istic of the traditional mandarins, were transmitted to a gener-
ation of Westernized intellectuals who strongly voiced modern
Vietnamese nationalism.

The cultural shock of the French conquest of Vietnam at
the end of the last century cannot be overemphasized. It
created an ideological break which for, many Vietnamese

intellectuals could best be repaired by the revolutionary ide-
ology of communism; others found solace in various religious.
sects and nationalist theories (iLe., Sun Yat-sen's Kuomintang
nationalism, Japanese fascism, and Christian syndicalism).

Political Weaknesses

Economic conditions in Vietnam-even, the social tensions
noted above-would not have been sufficient in themselves to
generate revolution had it not been for certain weaknesses in
the political structure. Foremost among these was the lack,
of sufficient Vietnamese participationin the governing procers,
referred to in this study as "political inbalance." Had Viet-

namese demands for wider participation in yoveinment been
met in time, the r~evolutionary movement might have been de-
prived of its chief source of popular appeal and mnay qf the
issues between the French and Vietniam•.,ese .might have been re-
,ol'ved through nonvioicevt channels. A hard core of revolu-
tionaries would likely have continued in violent opposition to -

the government, but they would not h-ave had the populh-
support that the Vietminh enjoyed.

Vietnamese political demands began quite modestly in the
MW20's, and consisted mainly of demands for wider participa-
tion in the French colonial administration. After World War
II Vietnamese political leaders first demanded various degrees,
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of self-government and local autonomy within the French"
Union, a political status similar to that of the self-governing
(lominions in the British Commonwealth. The political re-
forms which the French were prepared to put into effect in-
variably lagged behind the current dem.ands of politically
conscious Vietnamese; reforrns were made, but they were too
few and, above all, too late.

Prior to its overthrow by the Japanese early in 1945, the
French colonial regime operated efficiently with respect to
routine administrative functions. It successfully put down
two major uprisings, in 1930 and again in 1940, and generally
maintained order in the country. When the regime was re-
imposed in 1945-46 it was not able to operate with its customary
efficiency because of the political and military situation then
prevailing in Vietnam. Purges of traditional colonial adminis-
trators who were sympathetic to Vichy also impaired the
efficiency of French operations. Conditions of political im-
balance and fragmentation of the ruling elite undermined
the efficiency of the machinery of government at a time'when
the revolutionary movement had attained the physical means
of challenging the colonial government's authority openly
in many parts of the country.

REVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS

Environmental factors alone were insufficient to bring about

a nationalist revolution in Vietram. An organized revolu
tionary effort was necessary to (4omplete the equation. This
function was performed by a group (some Communists and
some non-Communists but all of them Vietnamese nationalists)
organized early in the 1944,'s, under Communist control, as
the Vietibinh (League for :Independence of Vietnam). The
salient characteristics of the Vietminh's leadership and fol-
lowing, stfategy and g. oals, ideology, organization, techniques,
andI frei,,n support are summarized and analyzed below.

Actors

"Tleh rlvo'itim)(i1; / 'tlders/hip ca(lO, primarily from the emer-

.d It I 0 irdd!t C/ds,8, (s did (IImch qf i's early lblhtwing, Although
the runk and MI tt' ofthe Victminh's gL'urijilla and regular army
f'(l/os werpe for th(e mllost part peasants and urban workoer •r,
the ill tormdialt '1nd hIwer ei,(,olnn 'oade.rs the ; dcalhcd

"linki.ac (,(rt~s"- were from the lower middie klass and nIl
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had somne degree of Western education an d experience. Often
these leaders at village level were, or had once beeni local
civil servants in the colonial administration. Most of these
"dgrass roots" leaders of the Vietminh were Communists,
and as the revolution progressed - especially after 1950 - theirI. ideological commitment to communism deepened and expanded
until all non-Communists were either converted or eliminated
from positions of responsibility in the revolutionary movement.

The top leadership of the Vietminh was composed predomi
nantly of Communists, mhost of the key leaders having been
active in the Communist movement since the late 1920's.
Many of these were highly educated intellectuals and pro-"
fessional people, all thoroughly familiar with French culture
and generally schooled in Western ways, either having lived
abroad for many years or having attended Western schools.
As to social origins, most Vietmin.- leaders were' from middle'
or lower- mi ddle-cl ass families and several` came from (in
aristocratic mandarin background. These Vietmninh leaders
sharoddthe xenophobia which was a part of Vietnam's historical
tradition; ti fheir formative years they had come to accept the
ideas embodied in nationalism, often made known through
personal conitacts with mandarin rebels who opposed the

Frenh. T~y wre ntionlists long before they became

Communists.2I

StrateOy aný, Goals

TJhe Vilvtminh fol, owed the classic Communist strategy of
the "unitedl 0-ont ," whereby a broadly popular goal, such as na-
tional incdep'ende'nce with, soc~ioeconomic 'reform, is articullated
on the publi~c level, while the -more narrow, ideological' goals
of'comm~uni'mn are reserved for articulation amiong.6a small 1,ut
expanding "in-group" of Commu~2nist and potential Qommunist
leaderIs. The Vietminh laid primary stress on Vietnamese
independence from foreign rule; doe lap (independence) ap-
peared in all the' sloga~ns of the r~evolutionary movement.
The possibility of an independent Vietnam "within the French
Union" was held out at first in order to appease pro-French
elements in Vietnam and to improve the Vietminh's bargaining
position with France."* After 19,50, when Communist con-

Nonnixrm '',llrer Vane Ihne - (See leieet reeiehjetelI deelao "nc piveee '7t) jii 'l Phan Kr 'l'eeee, reriern vje'rreY

Jy tieOle early epoetwitr joecrnil(lie Vietminhr soerglet Fri'on oric R pert againiit the' (7eminen wnr~mRrlso

enreyireu norrthern Veie'tmrini eederr ite wortiriri' egreormeni emerniln Il-e Allijed t'rerer; alite, they e'5(ee'e (ml tlee'
"Vrend, C 'rrrrrreteist Paotri to, erier re I)leowee In Priteere eel blnoý peee'ee.
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trol of China was effected, the Vietminh moved rapidly in the

direction of more open identification with communism and the

Sino-Soviet bloc. "Class struggle took its place along with

"independence" in the forefront of revolutionary slogans, and

Communist socioeconomic measures were introduced in ter-

.. 2ritory controlled by the Vietminh.

Ideology

While there can be no doubt that the leaders of the Vietminh
were at all times committed to the Communist ideology, it is
equally true that the ideology held by the Vietminh's nmass

following' was not communism but anticolonialism and na-
tionalism. Nationalism also animat~ed the revolutionary le,ýd-
ers, but in this case it came to be expressed through the jargbn
of Communist ideology. The Vietnamese intellectual was
particularly susceptible to communism, which to many ViAt-
namese seemed to fill the void left by the breakdown of the
r.traditional value system. Although communism Was Western

in its origin, in its practical application it seemed tu point
the way toward the destruction of Western domination over
the colonial East. Communism's ant-icolonial stance was the
primary source of" its appeal among Vielvtnamcse intellectuals;
it provided a doctrinal basis fbor anticolonialism and thus
legitimized the independence movement. Its emphasis on a nar-
row, educated ruling elite corresponded closely to the mandarin
political tradition of elite rule. Thus, communism appeared as
a synthesis of the modern and the traditional, the Western and
the Eastern, and the practical and the theoretical.

The mystique of the Vietnamese revolution had its origin in
the revolutionary leadership's success in .identifying the
movement with popular sentiments for independence from
foreign rule and relief from specific grievances. The Vietminh
kept the focus of its propaganda on the national question until
December of 1949, when an out-and-out Communist orienta-.-
tion seemed feasible. The general popularity and supremacy
of the Vietminh among the masses was achieved thj'ough the
systematic elimination of rival non-Communist nationalist
groups and the uncompromising devotion and energy with
which the Vietminh persisted in its opposition to the return of
French rule. The failure of the French to providi• a genuine
1intioralist alternative to the Vietminh drove the: moderates
into the ranks of the revolutionary movement. Thtis, national-
ism became the Vielminh's major ideological weapon, and with
Lhis psychological mlvantage its mass SUl)l)o1t was itssu red.

ii
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Organization

The Vietminh provided an organizational structure by which
the Vietnamese Communist leadership exercised control of the
revolutionary mover~ent. The "united front" strategy per-
mitted the Communists, who organized and controlled it, to
make maximum use of anticolonial feeling and nationalism.
After August 1945 the. government and army of the Com-
munist-dominated DRV came into being. In 1946 the Com-
munists organized the Lien-Viet (Vietnamese United Front),
a broader front organization,: which included the Vietminh
and several other groups. The Communist Party disappeared
as a separate organization in 1945 but reappeared in 1951
as the Lao Dong (Workers' Party). Individual Communist
leaders kept control of key positions in the DRV' Go 'iernment,
its:' army and guerrilla organization, and the Vietminh and
Lien-VieL political organizations.

The aim of the Communist leadership was first to gain and
maintain control of all organized groups among the Vie tnamiese
and second to enlist the active and organized participation
of the entire population in the work of the revolutionary
movement. The Vietminh's,, enphasis on organized participa-
tion by the whole populatioii, ,fom the lormer Emperor-to the
coolie laborer, was of major psychological and organizational

importance in its success. Broad participation meant that
many people not ideologically committed to communism were
involved in and committed to the revolutionary effort as
such.

Techniques

In a general sense, the techniques employed by the revolu-
tionary leadership included all of the strategy, ideology, and
organizational concepts discussed above. In a more specific
selnse, however, tey refer to operational techniques, which
inay be subdivided broadly into political and military cate-
gories. A distinctive feature of the Vietnamese Revolution was

the interaction and close coordination of lolitical and military
operat ions. Political activities invariably preceded military
operations, for the sympathy and support of the indigenousi
population in tOh oporations area was thought essential to
military success.

Propaganda and agitation units were sent into rural villages,
recruiting for guerrilla and political organizations. After
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1945, governmental actions designed to win popular support

to the DRV regime included tax: reductions, anti-illiteracy

campaigns, and distribution of land to poorer peasants. Of

these political acts the most significant seem to have been

the literacy campaign, which gave the Communists opportunity

for mass indoctrination, and land: reform, which g~ave the

recipients of confiscated land a stUke in the success of the

revolution.
The Vietminh's military techrnique• included terrorist activi-

tiesý and hit-and-run ambush attacks. by small guerrilla units,

progressing to more' complex, large-scale tactical operations

after 1950;. guerrilla operations continued in areas not coin-

pletely controlled by the DRV's regular armed forces. The

military situation gradually. improved from the Vietminh

standpoint, after initial withdrawal of French forces in 1946-47.

By the early 1950's the availability of logistical support from

the Sbviet bloc, together with the practical experience derived
from several years of guerrilla warfare, permitted the revolu-

tionary army to undertake a sustained 'drive against the

French. A series of French military defeats, of which the fall

of Dien Bin Phu was the last and most climaXtic encounter

in the 7-year revolution, led to a negotiated set)ement of the
conflict.

Foreign Support i

The roleos of China, first as aforeeign. sanctuariy and latter arv.

an ally of the revolutionary regime, and oftJapan in destroying,
the machinery of French control over Vietnam cannot be ovelr,ý

looked. It.. seems improbable' that the revolutionary warll:
would have gotten under ,way when it did had thei .Japanese'ý

* occupation of French Indochina not occurred. Not only did

the Japanese accidentally oblige ta" revolutionists by re-

. moving the French from the scene, but they were responsible,

whether by accident or design,,,for thle Vietmmoh's obtaining,

,!much of its first armaments anOi milit~ary supplies and equip-
:.hent. Ironically, the Vietminh lalso received considerable aid

aind support at the time from O.S. forces operating in south
China. To the Japanese the Vietininh repreoented anational-
ist organization to foster and to arm against the possibility

of an Allied invasion of Indochina. OnI the other hand, it rep-

resented itself to the Allies as all lifl. against the Japanese,.
The Vietminh was organized on Nationalist Chinese ter-

ritoiy, and throu1'ghout the revolutionary period China offered

13
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a convenient sanctuary arid base of operation•. Chinese war-
lords in south China, rather than the Chinese Nationalist
central government, were y•.sponsible for the hospitable treat-
ment accorded Ho Chi Minh and other Vietmiuh leade!rs on
numerous occasions. Though not necessarily sympathetic
to communism, these warh)rds were willing to cooperate with
Vietnamese Communists in anticipation of future economic
control over an independent Vietnam. Later, the Chinese
Communists became a significant f0reig'n ally of the Vietminh
revolutionary forces, providing substap, tial logistical and
training support.::

SUMMARY TO SELECTED ANALYTIC CONCII•USIONS

•ln Vietnam the emergent middle class came into conflict
Swi;•h an established foreign minority. Finding access t() politi-

cal channels blocked, certain elements of this social group
turned to revolution for the resolution of the conflict, which
involved aspects of economic competition, socialdilscrimination,
cultural and racial pride, and ideological tension •: all of which
they subsumed under the. general category of "•ationalism."
The Vietnamese were more politically consciou• than other 'i

ethnic groups in French Indochina, due in large part to their i•
Sof a highly develol)ed national heritage, a tradition ii

possession
of opposition to foreign control, and their longer and closer !•

,. association with European civilization. ,'
I That the Vietnamese revo'lutionary movement came under

Communist control was the result of such factors as the per-
s onal aggressi•ieness and ability of Communist leaders and
their successful! elimination of non-Communist competition
for leadership•.IlI Ho Chi Minh developed a well-disciplined

and coordinate(t Communist-led nationalist movement which

enjoyed wide p'ppular support and which was substantially
aided by the c•,iaos created in the wake of the Japan•se oc-
cupation and the Allied liberation. After more than 7 years
of military opem•tions tlm Vietminh achieved partial success
from the Genevl.• Accords of 1954, whose term.• were as much
the result of international, political forces as of a decision
reached on the field ol' battle il• Vietnam.

14
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FACTORS INDUCING REVOLUTION'



ECONOMIC MALADJUSTMENT

The economnic system of Vietnam during the colonial pe-riod
(1860's to 1 960's) was highly vulnerable to the type of national-
hit-socialist revolutio~lnary movement which developed.
Although econom-ic prob~lems need not always lead to a revolu-
tionary crisis, certain indicators of economic maladljustirnent,
such as gross disparities of wealth among the,; popula.ýion
and foreign con~rol of' productive resources, must h~ot he oiler-
looked in an analysis of'.the environment out of wl,'ich revolu-
tion d Ievelops. Vietnam s colonial economy Was ch~iracterivi'd
by foreign control, thý,,ough. French investments '.',nd di "cet
ownership; by conrce ntration of land ownerj~hip; by an Lui~di-
versifi~ed economy ýdepeindent on rice and rubber as expeýrt
crops; and, except 4for br ief periods such a s tl .1at prior to Wo~ld
War II, by, a depressed standard of living i~mong the indige-
nous population.

FOREIGN CONTROL OF T14E ECONQMY

French Trade Policy

European expansion in Asia-during, the latter half of the-- - -

19th centuby was conducted under an.ýýcononjic theory which
ht ente`ýmed neomercantilisni. TH0 colonial territory was
a oe riol'th tariff and commer~jil orbit of the mietro-

p~ilitn or her coun suriied the. metropolitan

ediUntry wit~h rwmtiasndprovidled an outlet for" that
contry's manufactured goods. N o~ercantilism wias de-

'si` ned to advance the economic well -being of the rhiother
co~intry; the economic interests of Ithe colonial territory were
alv~'ays secondary and subservient.'

I ,he twofold -function of French dependencies was to supply
thoi mother country with cheap raw materials and products
whi~ich did not compete with French products and to absorb
Frý nch consumer goods. The economy o f French Indochina,
and thus of Vietnam, became dependent on Paris fixnancial

:1and business i~nterest~s. Rlibsistence agriculture, cotti~ge ill-
lus~tries, and barter exchange largely disappeared und~er the

impact of French commercial relations .2 Disruption of' Viet-
nalmr.~ traditional economy and mnode of exchange had dIrastic
and~ far-reaching sociai and political implications, asý well
as immediate econom-ic effects,
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in the period after World War 1, economic ties between

F'rench and Indochina grew stronger, and by 1938 Some 53
percent of all Indochinese exports went to. France. Of par-
ticular note was th6i role and influence of F rench textile and
mietal industiiies, which accounted for some, two-thirds of all

*French exports to Indochina. French policies did not inten-
tiocnally aimn at the imipoverishment of 'theViotnanmese; indeed,

*they sought to raise t}1 e living standards of the Asian peasants
sol that they 1ould, i4t turn, afford to buy more goods from
Fiance.' Aftqý. the depression of the early 1930's, Paris
g'rl4n ,d the colonial ~overnment, some tariff autonomy, and
ilidoi-ation of good~j 'from otheiP countries;ý was permitted
so, lon~g as these did ý161t offer serious competition to French

Fredlch Investments AdOwnership

-SThe necinercantilist \ýrade policies of the Paris government,
wereý complemented bý1 the preponderant position of French
capital and direct French ownership of various facets of the*
Viet name se economy. French financial control was exercised
throulk the-fBanque d'Indocfii?ie, whiich from its headquarters
i-n-Paris controlled all investment and financing in Indochina.
There was considerable Vietnamese discontent during the

: c olonta~l yearshecause the bank was able to manipulate colonial
policikp-s and veoay proposed social. and potitical reforms

whic, ntheleast threatened the economic psto~fFec
investors.

Another sou~rce of discontent was French control of all in-

'ustry" and commerce; M'ost manifestations of Vietnamese
initiative along, commercial and industrial lines were frustrated
poibithiv eal, st.~agesof Vietnaloesen buIntwsm weren foricd
to hinder Vietnamese business through p~qtty restrictions and
tropyhightier taxesthan. Vithose pi by F~ssen wentrenfredr
nthe samiger nixess bhankinog ratespidb an41incotercst as well s

buintessam licenses ý and in feswreaiger a r 1ithers as~ wTelase
buosciness tricss whichee were from r n economie pointof viewe
Thompemendutarye to th re frdomhisn econmisch asin ofoo vie
compcemeintar minng, and suarreini' cng m, sure geeall fownd
bprthesig miening ord suga ieinaionalswer liigeinerallyiowne.

lh tithe trnhe oi-tnbmesehwee- nutactioaslve n in small-c aren.in
nltwrv ntherpr~inwse e herete Frienachi atoiiesmtallsaed min-

ton of' mineral that was mnine I. and the Vwetnam!' ýe e-ntre!-
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preneur had to sell to French buyers for all export. Foreig'n
commerce was entirely in the hands of the French.-

The French maintained a monopoly over the production of
alcohol and opium in Vietnam. Income from the sale of these
two items provided a substantial part of revenue for the gen-
eral budget. In order to maintain or increase s uch revenue,
the alcohol and opium monopolies levied quotas for the con-:
sumption of these two products on certain villages or provinces.
In spite of the efforts of metropolitah.France to abolish the
opium monopoly, the colonial administration permitted this
practice to continue.: Though this form of indifect taxation

was ,a financial burden on the Vietnanriese, its negative effect
appears to have been more psycholo0i~ial and social than eco-
nomc," ard .had an ominous" mpact ýn the entire society." '

The ,moral debilitation caused by thi' type of government
monopoly and the dishonesty associate~I with the administra-
tioii of this form of taxation was an ;mportant element in
the general malaise, cynicism, And disaffection of the popula-
tion toward the entire colonial regime. I

Pi French economic predominance is ýiflected in , the !fact
that of some $464 million invested in Indochina il!h 1938 (of
which some $328 million was in various commercial or business
enterprises), European capital amounted to-about $303.million,
and. 6,f this, 95 percent was French capital. One-third of

II i:this& F'rench capital was invested in agriculture, the remainder
in fo6d-processing industries, mining, trade, anid banking.
Chine.e capital dominated the rice trade and retail business;
soml 80 percent of all rice mills and roughly half of all whole.
sale t.,ade in other commodities was in the handoi'of Chinese
nationals. The Banque d'Indo•ih'ne required of i ll potential

mining companies that a three-fourths majoritiy on their
Board of Directors bo of French nat.ionality.' !No foreign
financial, interests were allowed to participate unilaterally
in Vietnam;; not more than 49 percent of the total capital in
any mining, industrial, or commercial firm could be of foreign
orig4in."

Impact of(World War 1I

The defeat of' the French and the occupation of Indochina
b, the J.apanese early in World War 11 dea•l a death blow
to the policy of neomercantilism and the assimilation of Indo-
china itto the French economic sphere. Japanese expansion-
ism in the FIar E4st during the years 1940-415, officially labelled

i,"
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the" "Creater East Asia Co-Prnsperity Sphere," grave sub-
stance to the slogan "Asia for the Asiatics." French monopoly
over the economy of Indochina was gradually replaced by
Japanese control. Japan's economic policy toward occupied
colotial countries was basically no less exploitative than the
old E uropean regimes. The, first Japanese economic agree-
mentw~ith, the French colonial government took place in May

191subsequent agreements spelling oit in greater detail
further Japanese demands. In general these called for the

II exportation from Indochina of various raw mAterials and
food (e.O., rice, coal, and phosphate), and the importation
of Japarfese manufactured goods. By giving Japan favored
trade terms, th~se agreements substituted Japan for metro-

It ~politan Fraince a,5 the ýmain beneficiary of thke Indoehinese

'I economy.ý.

failing to dleliver' the -agreed quota of imported goods. For
example, t~he import quota for Japanese .cottohs was sched-
uled a~t soqie 1,850 tons per qu~rter, but in actuality only some

32tol's atived. This wa4,due in part to the effectiveness
ofthe. Al-lýd sea blockade.. A4 t the same tunie, thc Japanese

kept Indochina's .'export~s at minimum price but raised the
price of Japaniese. imnports to~the colony.ý In iaddition, the
power an otol *of th Fench small busines'ýýman were
seriously weakened by the in~ fsalJpree"ecat,and businessmen.Thyi

1 xofsllapreeiehatit Theyduplilzated French stores a4d monopo-
*lizedi to a great extent the, s0all amount of goodsý',which did

come into Indochina," ~-
By 1943,' inflation was becoming a sqiOousiIýjrýblem. To

combat it, the French colonial adrpinistra~ion, lm~osed rigi
(Iontrols over the production, sale, and maxZet'!r.g iýf rice and
coal -the main resources of the colony as fMr as!,thfq Japanese
were concerned. These two items:ý loomed liargý iK; Japanese
plans for Indochina. In 1942, we~l~over a fl~illio:p I 4ns of rice
were shipped to Japan; agricultur.ýal procluh'ioný! tt~lough hin-
dlered by floods, appears to have b~ben at least nbV akl during
the early years of .Japanese domiIjiancb." Rice v).as- particu-
larly desirable in view of the fact that it was more :economical
to ship this crop to Japan from lindochina than ('rom other

arn of Southeast Asia, Trhe ouftput of coal, in contrast to
rice production, declined from ..-the prewar figure; of some 2.3
million tons to 1.2 rnillrnn. WVilh Japan as the onily customer,
coal production naturally (Ivereasod to that amount which
was needed by *apan and for local consumption. '
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As the war proceeded, the ability of the Japanese to continue,
the shipment of rice to Japaný arid of manufactured goods from
Japan declined, Consequently, the overall economic situa-,

and larger towias. The peasant population, accustomed to
primitive living 1standards, was less affeeted by the shortage
of, manufacturei goods and the higher' cost o6f, living. The
decline in imports cost the colonial government one-fourth' '
of'" its revenue )ýreceipts, which came !argely from customs
duties. The Ffench administr~ltion,'s h4rancial 'situation was
no' helped b. -,the fact that ill Jiapa ese occupation costs

• and the salarle~i for their advisers and aiministrative bureau-
crats had to be, borne by the FrenCh co)nial 'regime, Acute
shortages of clj;th goods, tools, electrical supplies, gasoline,
and medical supplies led to more:inflatimn and widespread
black market) ,- '

Indochina, iong idependent on foreign trade', was virtually
isolated from',he outside world during the.war.: Even contact
between nort1 and south Vietnam ,was seriously hampered;
the ships and, liglht transporit boats 46ed in coaitline shipping
were, lost thitough Allied, bombing.ýi Rail traffic, on which ]
the economy w:_s very dependent, was curtailed through bonb-
ing and lack of normal maintenance,. One--train a week i-an
between Saigon and Hanoi, and by la.te 1943 tilere were only
six freight locomotives left in. the colonY.) By' 10944 difficulties

in Ahipping created a shortagre of coal in Saigonj and-although _i
the; 1943-44 rice crop maintilined a relatively high level food
shortages developed becaus6 of transportation difficulties. 1 6
In '1945 approximately a million northern Vie tnamese died
of starvation,

To alleviate the plight of an urban population faced with
mounting costs for food, clothing, and fuel, the colonial regime

instituted pay raises for its clerical workers; created public
work projects for the unemployed transport workers, miners,and other industrial workers; and made vigorous efforts to

build up local manufacturing capability. Lo al industries
began at this time to produce car batteries, autfpmobile tires,
"and ;ersatz petroleum products. Efforts were made to halt
inflation and strengthen the government through bond drives."'

All these economic policies came to a halt when the ,Iap4nese
took direct control of Indochina in March 1945. Until theh the
Japanese per:initted the facade of French control to conl'nue
except in the case of certain strategic iron ore and p)hosphate
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mi ns. 1 After that time, all capital and wnrkin" assets were
appropriated by the Japanese.

By the late stages of the war, shortages and inflation had
begtun to affect the condition of the peasant cultivator. Even
hismodest standard of living was not, entirely immune to the
dam.aging effects of inflation. For exagiipje, there were certain
ma•ierials that he needed for cultivation and consumption,
stwhl• as tools, farm implements, and cotton cloth. Cotton

c,ýoth had cost some 35 centimes a meter before the war (100
certtimes equal ý piastre); this increased to about 12 piastres
di~rig Japanese occupation."'

Thep Japanese occupation of Indochina, with its contitnuous
denihds on the economy and the disruption of trade and
econ4!nic relations with France that resulted, created an
.condimic situation characterized by' inflation, black ma~rket,

And loss of confidence i 'the French business community.
Particularly among the uwIban, population but also among
the peasants, real econom'cW'privation was experienced duringthe war years. The indi~no~us bourgeois, long resentful

of 'French and Chinese' doniinatlon and control of the colony's

"Ie economy, were treated to tlie spectacle of Japanese economic
F control over their politicalJ! overlords. Under wartime con-

dition'k, the Vietnamese bu~Iiness community, such as it was,
enjoyed greater economic f"reedom than at any other time

in French colonial history. I
Summary

Neomercantilism best describ s the economic relationship .Jbetween France and Vietnan . nder this system the French

introduced Western economfc ýr4ethods to a primitive rice
" "growing and fishing economy and by 1939 had developed a

prosperous enterprise dependent, however, on Paris financial
and business interests. The Japanese ended and gradually
replaced French monopoly: in Vietnam in the period from 1940
to 1945. The economic isolation of the war years created grave
hardships, somewhat alleviated by the establishment of local
manufacturing plants and increased economic freedom for
Vietnamese business interests.

CONCENTRATION OF LAN4D) AND LANDLESS PEASANTS

The concentration of landownership in the hands of a minor-

ity of French and Viehitamese landlords was a significant
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characteristic of Viotn m', r-nlonnul uconomic structure, par-

ticularly in the south. In precolonial Vietnam the village
had been an autonomous community with respect to certain
social and economic functions, not the least of which was the
system among the vijlagers which administered the partition
of communal lands to'indigent peasant families. Peasants
were not isolated individuahl but part of a cohesive and inte-
grated community.

It must not be assumed that before the period of French
colonial.rule there had been no inequality in landed wealth.
However, this inequality was to some extent offset by the
responsibility felt by the traditional leaders of the. community
and the communal spirit among the peasants themselves.
Those peasants who lost ownership of their lands through
the changi)g 'conditions of nature were able to turn for sup-

'port to the',;communal lands. 0 The village commune' system
was not suiied to the type of economic development and com-
' mercfalization which the Fench introduced to Vietnam, so
communal l'ýndf were either neglected or transformed into
the private"'. holdings of individual '.peasants or landlords.

The systeOi of land tenure 'Varied ývidely., In the north in
the Red RivMr Delta area, smn~all holdings under peasant pro-
prietorship predominated, and extreme subdivision of land

prevailed; it is estimated that there' were approximately. 16
million individual plots of land farmed by different cultivators.

SIn',•geperal, t6.e small proprietors :'jrmed' their own land, but
a rhojority ofithe imediumta-sized hoidings and all of the large
rholdings in TVnkin were composed of plots of land which were
S'leased or rentild to tenant farmers.

In the Mel$png Delta region of the south, called Cochin
,China by the French, the landholdings were larger. Most ofji

the French-oermned plantations were in this area. The larger
holdings were1 farmed either by tenants or 'by hired labor.

Even where'small-scale ownership of land was the prevailing
system of land tenure, the small farmer was practically a
tenant. He existed in chronic indebtedness to the local money-
lender, who usually allowed the farmer to remain on the
land in return for annual payments of interest and a certiain
amount of rice.20 1 The rates of interest and land rent varied
from area to area in the colonial period. However, it has

been estimated that the average payment of rent to the land-
lord a-rne to around 40 percent of the entire rice crop. More-
over, the landlord claimed control over the entire crop, so
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that the freedom of the tenant to dispose of his own crop
was severely limited.2 1

The landlord, wo i'l many cases was the proprietor of a
medium-sized farm, was the main source of credit: for the
tenant cultivator and furnished rice and capital to the tenant
at an interest rate estimated at about 50 percent for 8 months
or 1 year. The only alternative to borrowing from the land-
lord was to borrow from the professibnal moneylenders, whose
rates of.interest were between 70 and 80 percent for a 3-month

-Iperiod.Yi, Persons who had land as security could& obtain
capital :through the Agricultural Credit Institutions, set
up by ,the French after 1913, at relatively low interest rates
and could then loan this money to landless peasant cultivators
at the exorbitant rates quoted above. 23

The credit institutions that existed in the colonial period
did not improve the lot of the perpetually indebted tenant
farmer, The landlord-moneylender was unable to invest his
surplus capital in commercial or industrial activities which
guaranteed an attractive profit because of French restrictions
on the indigenous entrepreneur, thus usury was the surest
way for the bourgeois to improve his economic positi0.n.

Chronic agricultural indebtedness and an econonic struc-
ture based on interest payments rather than agricultural
production had a debilitating effect on the Indochinese econ-
omy. 24 It has been charged that any commercial prosperity
which Indochina experienced was spurious and that the true
productivity of the country remained practically stationary
throughout the entire French regime.21 In sum, the con-
centration of land and capital in the hands of a small land-
l6rd~moneylender class, some of whom were French, produced
a state of economic stagnation and general frustration ,'among
the mass of the population which was later capitalized upon
by the nationalist revolutionary movement.

Summary

During French rule the Vietnamese enjoyed two types of
landownership: small holdings under peasant proprietorship
in the north around the Red River Delta; and, in the south
around the Mekong Delta, large estates mostly owned by Viet-
"namese and some French absentee' landlords who reinted
their land to tenant farmers, Major differences between
peasant proprietors and tenant farmers were few because of
the farmer's chronic indebtedness to moneylenders.
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ABSENCE OF A DIVERSIFIED ECONOMY

The cultivation of rice has traditionally been the chief

economic activity in Indochina. Its importance is shown
vividly by the fact that of some 6 million hectares of cultiv-

l •able land in Indochina, some 5 million hectares were in rice
prior to World War II.2-•

During the years before World War I, annual rice expo rts
were generally well below a million metric tons. It was riot
until the boom years of the 1920's with the introduction of rice
production into the semivirgin Mekong Delta region that
exportation: reached over a million metric tons awnually; and
by the late thirties it averaged approximately 1.5 million
metric tons per year. At that time Indochina provided ý5
percent of all rice that e'ntered the world market.,2 7

The e'ffect of fluctuation's in the world rice market bore
heavily on the individuial Vietnamese peasant farmer, wlio
depended exclusively on the sale of rice to meet his economic .
needs. In a good year. when his production was •iigh and thle
demand and' price the same, he cleared a profijt.ý 'The leah

A years,. however, ate up the good ones, for whenm his crop or
;T:• '• tl market failed, he Was'forced to go to the moneylender. 2 8

There was a considerable increase in bankruptcy among small
peasants during the depression, 1928-31, when the price
"of rice fell 68 percent. To make matters worse, there wag,
no corresponding decrease 'in the cost' of t•he man~jfactured '

goods which-t1We peasant bought. Many a.,small fari'ner, try-
ii; ing to meet tlhe'demaands 'of the tax collector and thjý money,
H lender, lost hisl~holdings.19 '... t

''N' ot only w's Indochina overly dependent on thL export
of a single cro4, it was outstandingly inefficient in its produc-
tion. The ave!age yield of 12 to 13 quintals of rice per hectare
was low by w6ild standards.!0 Low productivity was to some
extent caused ';y objective factors related to the soil, climate,,
and technological backwardness of the country. Of equal
significance was the general feeling :of weariness and 1.is-
satisfaction among the mass of poverty-stricken peasantry,
who felt that a man had no control over. his economic fate
and who saw little connection between labor and reward.
The indigenous middle-class farmer was,!mbre concerned with
r bints and interests than with rice production. Consequently,
there was little real support for efforts of the colonial govern-
rnnt to increase rice productivity, The French introduced
thcr cultivation of rubber to Indochina and encouraged cultiva-
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t.ion of cnt.t.nn efffe, tea. and other tronical export, crops;

the socioeconomic result of these attempts to diversify agricul-
ture was similar to that of the rice culture: a plantation econ-
omy. still predominated.

Summary

The Vietnamese economy was overly', dependent on the
cultivation and the export of rice for its reven&e. Rice brought
relative prosperity to the Vietnamese dur\fn• good years, but 7
when natural calamities caused low pr')duction, or when
the world market price for rice dropped, ten Vietnam faced
"serious economic crises.

LABOR CONDITIONS

The estimated number of wage earners in ldochina in 1941
can be set at 280,000, out of a total population of 23 million
people. This represents an increase of 225,000 over 1906,
but both figures are probably underestimates .since the oc-
casional, wage earner is not included.:" These workers. were
low paid by any standard. For example, the unskilled laborer
in Cochin China, the most prosperous region, received an
annual wage of 55 piastres in 1931, compared with the same
unskilled worker wage of 620 piastres in France and 185
piastres in Morocco.12 Unemploymi- t was not, however, a.
significant problem, !.;`1

Rural

The major part of colonial Indochina's labor force was made
up of peasants, most of whom worked in the rice fields of
the overpopulated regions of north and central Vietnam.
Many,, of them were recruited for contract labor in the south,
a practice which began early in the century and reached
serious proportions between the wars.

Elaborate regulations protected contract workers, fixing
the term of contracts and eventually introducing a deferred
pay system, free food, housing, and health servicen'; Work
hours Were fixed at 8 a (lay and a minimum wage scale estab-
lishpd.-I Noncontract agricultural waipg earners were less
favored, remaining unprotected by government regulation
even after the labor legislation'of the 1930's which covered
noncontract industrial workers.
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A prevalent labor practice., eispewially on plantations, was

the use of a local intermediary between European employer
and hired laborers. He was called a cais and acted as fore-
man. The cais was noted for corruption and extorted a good
part of the wages of those under him,"', reducing the worker's
modest income further.
"" The rural proletakiat, or "floating" agricultural worker,

had definite revolutionary potential. He had no ties to the
land which he worked, to the village where he lived, or even to
one landlord. This element of the population constituted
"an "active force" and a "social dafger," and it grew steadily
in size throughout the colonial period.3"

Urban

By the 1940's there were approxim~ate'y 140,000 wage earners
in Indochina employed in mining, iriduistrial, and commercial
"undertakings. Fifty-three thousand of these were in the
mines, *a third of them in the Hon lay mines of northern
Vie`•naitn. Other workers were' employed in light industries

"iand, 'processing of agricultural produý_ts. The shipyards of
Saigon were the only heavy industryý' of note. The colonial
railways employed nearly ten thousand Vietnamese."

* Industrial labor was noncontract labor, recruited locally and
not regulated until the 1930's.8 Strikes were common before.
1930, but participation in one kenerally cost a laborer his job,
for unions had little bargaining power and no legal status.
Settlenwent of disputes by arbitration and mediation was
made mandatory in 1930. A further law in 1932 provided the
machinery for compulsory conciliation, outlawed strikes
against the public service, and forbade collective cessation
"of work except in a particular dispute.ý"' This restriction was
aimed not only at preventing politically motivated strikes,
but forestalling the development of territorial labor unions
and precluding the possibility of a general strike.

In 1936 the Popular Front government in France introduced
labor reforms into Indochina. These included a 40-hour week,

ipaid vacations, right to form territorial unions, and social se-
curity insurance. The reforms were opposed by the colonial
businehs uoiminunity and were not widely implemented. A
series of strikes in the same year, notably a 6-day coal strike
involving 6,000 miners, did result, in the colonial government's
instituting wage :.nd hour regulations. Yet. once again the
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righL to strike andi Lo enter into large scale Union organiza-

tion was strictly regulated.,"'
Although government labor policies were benevolent, the

union movement was not .... tdevelop ,
nificantly in the colonial period. As wJth the agricultural
workers, some induftrialf workers, especially the miners,
profited from labor legislation but otherS, particularly In
the light industries where the cais system was also used,
were not greatly affected.

Summary

The number df wage earners ip prerevblutionhary Vietnam
was low compared witl, the total populadiori. 1,he majority
of these were agricult~ral laborers, whd mxade upa rural.
proletariat with cdnsiderable revolutionary potential. Al-
!though France gave the Vietnamese one oa tde m:ost progres-
s~i4 systems of labbr legislation in Asia d1ring the 1930's,
only part of the labor force was practically. involved. Both
official and unofficial restrictions kept organized labor in
a low state of development.

SOCIAL ANTAGONISM

TENSIONS' WITHIN THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE
The Nocial Structure in Prerevolutionary Vietnam

Prer~volutionary Vietnames'e society was characterized.,
first of all, by its colonial nature. The indigenous populatioA
stood apart from and, in a very real sense, in an inferior posiP
tion to the French colonial population. Even the Vietnameso,
upper class held an inferior position to- the lower-class French.

colonial elemenots with respect to political and social rights.
It is necessary therefore to discuss French colonial society
and Vietnamese indigenous society separately.

To describe the indigenous social structure o! Vietnam in
the familiar lower-, middle-, and upper-class categories would
be inappropriate. It is better to examine the traditional
social structure of the rural agricultural society as one aspect,
and then to analyze separately the emergent and more fluid
urban social patterns.

The overwhelming majority of tHie Vietnamese population
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in the prerevolutionary years were rural agriculturalists
living in small villages. These settlements, concentrated in
the alluvial deltas and lowland coastal regions, continued to
reflect the traditional communal organization of Vietnamese
society and the basic rice culture. Throughout this period
the agrarian social structure remained generally intact, al-
though it came under increasing pressure as time passed.
The small cultivator, whether landowner, tenant, or contract
laborer, lived on a subsistence standard under primitive social
conditions.

The social group, immediately above was that of the 4o-
called "middle" peasant, a landlord or bourgeois, whose pQ)i-
tion in society was determined by ownership of land and the
income derived from farm tenancy. The social status of this
genti y was reinforced by the recruitment from its ranks of
the traditional mandarin bureaucracy which served as the
ruling elite of the village.

Although technically civil servants in the imperial bureauc-
racy, the mandarins were in actuality the mnisters of yiet-
namese society and polity before the French conquest. They
were educated in the Chinese classics and CQnfucian philos- I
ophy and dominated the intellectual horizon of precolonial
Vietnam. Admission to the mandarinate 'and promotion

through the various degrees and ranks of its hierarchy de-
pended on the candidate's passing rigid examinati6ng in

*classical fields. When the French occupied the country, many
individual mandarins were removed from power, but the
mandarinate survived as an institution to be used by the
colonial authorities to administer village affairs.

The most significant social development of the colonial period
was the gradual formation of an urban society. Although
embryonic in comparison with the country's basic agricultural"
mode of society, this urban social structure was a crucial
environmental factor in the Vietnamese Revolution. Urban
society developed largely as a consequence of the French con-
quest and unification of Indochina. The economic activities
which came with the establishment of French rule-industry,
commerce, and railroads-brought about a social organization
markedly different from the society of the old market and
administrative villages.

There were, however, no large metropolitan centers in
colonial Indochina. For example, in l936 there were only three
cities in Vietnam with a population of more than 100,000:
Hanoi, (Cho l,on, and Saigon. The sm aller urban areas Con-
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tained the residences, businesses, and offices of landlord-
moneylenders, small merchants, natiye functionaries, unskilled
laborers, and Western-trained Vietnamese, who worked for
the French administration as translators, clerks, messengers,
or low-level officials:., The standard of living among urban Viet-
namese was generally higher than that of the rural population,
but there were glaring differences in living standards among
the urban social groups.

At the apex of the social structure was the numerically small
but politically and economically dominant French colonial
society. The population of Vietnam in 1937 was approximately
19 million; of these some 19,000 were termed "Europeans
and assimilated groups." Over two-thirds of the gainfully
employed European population were affiliated with either
the military or the colonial government. The next main
category of occupq:tion was professional (law, medicine, and
-eaching); commerce, including banking hnd insurance, was the,
third occupational category, followed closely by mining\ and

tJndustry.l1 Most* of these individuals 'lived in small urban
ýtenters such as provincial capitals, market towns, or maritime
ports. Generally, Europeans enjoyed higher living stafidards
than Vietnamese, although there were exceptions. V

National Antagonisms

Throughout the colonial period theie existed an inher"nt
sociopolitical distinction between the rlruler and the -ruled,
between the European colonials-whetAer government func-
tionaries or private businessmen-and the indigenous society.
The raison d'4re for this distinction 'Was rooted inthe tacit
understanding (on the part of the French and a small minority
of the Vietnamese). Of the superiority of the French in cul-
tural, economic, anqi political affairs. Thus, the realities
of Vietnam's coloniall social structure, i.e., French domination,
were in conflict with 'the social values held by the majority
of the indigenous po6pulation-who believed that V'etnamese
culture was at least ,ý(ýqual if not superior to that of the West
exemplified by France,:.

The Vietnamese p4ri!oup responsible for active opposition
to French. dominatio.I during the early colonial period was the
traditional ruling cli:Le, usually referred to as the mandarin
class. These Vietnamese aristocrats, Confucian and Chinese-
oriented in culture, :were bitterly resentful of the French
who had replaced them a3 the economic and political overlords
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of the country. Many of these Vietnamese disapproved of

intermarriage with Europeans. From this group of mandarin
aristocrats came a number of nationalist revolutionaries
before World War I.

After the 1920's the opposition to the French came from a new
class-the Western-educated, urbanized middle ilasS, created,
ironically, by the French presence in Indochina. Educated
to understand and appreciate Western culture,: with its em-
phasis nn social justice and national independence, "these
Vietnamese were increasingly frustrated by their •oc[in

environmene "t.
Generally the older, more tradition-oriented, ind1igenous

officials, as well as the middle-class Vietnamese, evince'd no
overt hostility to the French in the later colonial period, but
they 'rarely cooperated fully and maintained "a reserved and
distant attitude" toward their social and political masters.
Social: antagonism between the Frehch colonials and the pas-
sive indigenous masses remained za stubborn and "nascent
problem" throughout the colonial period.42

The presence of non-Vietnamese Asians in colonial Vietnam
also gave rise to a certain degree of social antagonism. In
addition to Chinese, Indian, and Cambodian minorities in
Vietnamese -urban- centers and villa:ges, there were approxi-
mately a million montagnards* living in the mountainous
interior regions. They are remnanj•s of prehistoric '.civiliza-
tions which flourished in Vietnam :prior, to the Vietnamese
migration into the area, from south China. The montagnards,

- driveIn out-of the fertile lowlands and seacoast areas by their
more i'Powerful neighbors, were isolated from the outside world
and lapsed into a primitive atid s'stinant..exist,,e~nce.. .

The Vietnameso term them Moi (savages) and look upon them
as infe•rior, uncivilized, lazy, and Wastefully occupying land
that i ould better be utilized by Vietnamese settlers. The
montagnardo, have in turn been hostile to the Vietnamese,
whom they regard as the chief threat to the eontin'anep of'
their tribal way of life. They frequently viewed the French
as allies and defenders.''

Class Antagonisms

Behind a certain facade of homogeneity and national unity
which was based on tho practical fact that a handful of Euro-

.11I' , lrnt",'gc i ,rir n', .f1 thv•v hill tri sesnm n outtwcighn thU ir nufnmericIl iljuprtrn,-L , inri, they
it py nenrly h nlf of tb,' h t,rritory 01 Vietn am,
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peans -was .' overnin v an immense mass of Asians, French

colonial society in Vietnam exhibited the same class antag-
onisms and political dissension which plagued metropolitan
France during the Third Republic (1870-1940). The traditional
French civil-military dispute, the anticlericalism, and the
antipathy between the civil servant class and the business
circles all served to weaken the sense of national solidarity
within the, French colonial community,. Although every
French colonial was a petty lord as viewed by both the indige-
nous Vietnamese and the French, a distinct hierarchy based,
i upon status and wealth was apparent among them.-4

Class antagonisms were likewise 'present beneath the surface
of the Vietnamese social structure. In precolonial Vietnam
social tensions had been neutralized by a sense of'responsi-
bility on the part of the traditional lead~rs and by a communal
spirit among the peasants, though dhere were occasional
peasant revolts. In the colonial period commercialization of
the peasants' subsistence agriculture introduced an antag-
"onism, new to the area, between the pea ahtry and'the landlord

,i class. An economic and legal relationship superseded the old
sociocultural relationship.,' Further, the landlord class .(tra-
ditionally the source of the political elite) lacked substantive
authority under the French and sought td improve its own
status at the expense of the peasantry. Finally, the peasants

Sfelt, contempt for the traditi onal leaders who had become the
puppets of the French. Local governmental functions and the
adininistration of justice were corrupted and weakenied by so-
cial" discontent and class antagonisms.n"i

S6mmary

The largest sector of the Vietnamese population was made up
of iliiterate peasants, most of iýhom lived in small villages and
worked the ricefields. A middle class eniu4l,.ed from the pre--
dominant peasant class shortly after the I )'ench established
their authority. It was made'.: up of merch•[ntý!, officials, and
intelle,:tuals; though Vestern-oriented they", had virtually no
political or economic power. The privileg.cd cl'iass comprised
a small percentage of the plopilition and clinsisted of Euro-
peans (mostly French), Chinene, and a few Vietnamese. Eco-
nomic and social strains of the Prench pres:once created nýxw
tensions between traditional viettnamese elite and the masses.
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DEMISE OF TRAI)ITIONAL SOCIETY

Description of Traditional Society and the Impact of Colonialism

Since the beginning of the Christian era, Chinese Confucian
cultural influences had been dominant throughout the area
known today as Vietnam and traditionally consisting of the
Tonkin, Annam, and Cochin China regions.* The social
structure of the area was characterized by a sharp division
into two main classes: the ruling mandarin-landlord class and,,
the general peasantry. Both classes shared a common world:
view and a common system of values based on the autonomous,,
family, the cult of ancestor worship, and filial piety. Around:
the compact villages :a complicated pattern of interpersonal,!
relationships was ordered and structured within the Confucian
system, and the basic questions of life and ethics were inte-
grated and formalized.47

The Confucian verities and virtues of probity and loyalty,
sincerity and benevolence, reverence and p~ssivity were in-
culcated through the family and provided the value system for
social and political conduct. The Confucian socioethical insti-

tution, which is commonly compared to the role of law and
religion in Lhe West, resulted in a strong sense of social cohesion
and political equilibrium."'

Those who exercised political power, the mandarin-landlord
class, generally had absolute power within the Confucian
ethical code. Although society. was sharply divide.d between.
the scholar-aristocrat-admini~trator and the peasant, there was
some opportunity forent and able men of peasant

stock to make their:,way up ijito the select rank and, through
the system of imperial examijiation§, be admitted to the man-
darinate class. Thus, there existed a certain degree of social
mobility. The peasant mass accepted the traditional way of

'; ~life unskeptically as something respectable and inevitabi6." ',

The failure of the indigenous' monarchy to halt the French
action to "establish a position" for France in Vietnam (1858-83)
seriously undermined the traditional respect upon which the
imperial administration was based. The technical superiority
of t~e West. symbolized by the steam engine and advanced
weaponry, threatened the cogency of Vietnam's ancient system.

Ir I ll- , l ,io A," m A oin -, trld V1tnll:fl had :1,;h:•* .lit u-l ;[ ,,[ co:l [i w~r i-'h.
,io'th pin T omiki i a rid Oil- s - utherri Co hin China rigiono (,arly in tthO 111th century, and had given it m nam e

ill,-o nguagi, , IlI lturl C o thn' r mnt i rv y. T'honA, Lth( terni "Ainnini'" atild "lAnlnlLrln"ie or" f ound n• [vi t rrmno C , , I ll linal p[.erod ir|. (Oil.r-Ijdy i1qmli dil].ril to [ i, tl ri "V•o i fiVl ,

mid11 "Oileln (' Iun,! ill 111'.1-0 CII'1 l •ilni'd'.
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The traditional ethic and routine acceptance of things came to
be questioned by some of the Vietnamese.

Although the French kept many of the forms of traditional
society and polity, the substance disappeared under the in-
fluence of a European administrative organization, with alien
laws and concepts and a dynamic, profit-m6tivated economic
system. (In the economic sphere, as discussed earlier, colo-
nialism brought about the commercialization of what had been
formerly a subsistence rice economy.) The result was a social
revolution. The disappearance of the old way of life had
serious psychological effects on both the uneducated peasantry
and the intellectual elite as well. By the turn of the century
there was evident a social malaise, or "simmering of discon-
tent," within the Vietnamese society, which was'reflected in
sporadic outbreaks of violence.-',

French conquest and coionization implied that the Confucian
tradition had been proved inferior to the Western ethos with
its concepts of individualism, comnmercialism, and rationalism.
While they adopted individual ideas and techniques from the
West, most of the Vietnamese intellectual class regarded
Western culture with disdain and contempt, even when they
rejected the old values as having been found wanting in the
modern era. Resentful, bitter, and frustrated, the Vietnamese
stood in need of a new social ideology by the beginning of the
century-one that woUld restore and revitalize both their na-
tional pride and their political freedom and economic autonomy.
The gradually increasing Western-educated intelligentsia
particularly felt this nejed for an'integrating philosophy.

The Search For a Newi'Value System or Social Integration

Association. During týhe early decades of French rule and
to the 1920's, some Weostern-educated Vietnamese looked to
France for new social and political values. They believed that
the changes effected diring colonial rule would .aineliorate
living conditions and that over the years there would evolve
some sort of Vietnamese autonomy through "assodiation"
under tutelage of the colonial power. They came to accept the
idea that they were culturally inferior and cooperated with the
French in maintaining the facade of the traditional monarchy,
with the understanding that greater power and responsibility
would ewvetually be distributed to the emerging bourgeoisie.
In theory, French colonial policy was based on this associatioll
idea, but in practice the colonial regime never operated accord-
ing to the mrinciples of Franco-Vietnamese association.
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The failure of the regime to support the plans and aspira-
tions of these Viet÷namese in y ... ;...,. manner prevent"
it from winning wide support. Cooperation between French
and Vietnamese was at its best in the period immediately fol-
lowing World War I, but shortly declined. Thereafter, except
among those Vietnamese whose economic well'being was di-
rectly linked with the colonial regime, the concept of "associa-
tion" had little attraction.

Mandarin tradiltionalirm. The mandarin elite led the oppo-
sition to French .,rule until well into the 1920's. These tradi-
tionalists sought to maiitain the social fabric and believed
that the ouster of the "4roreign devils" would revivify Viet-
namese society and the Confucian ethic. They had no interest
in the social and political reforms that some Western-educated
Vietnamese sought via "association" with France.

The Japanese victory in the Russo-Japanese War of 1905 had
a tremendous impact on the minds of some Vie.7namese tradi-
tionalists to whom it was a signal event pointifig the way to
victory over the French conqueror. Pan-Asianis~n reaffirmed
for the conservative elite the innate viability of, tlheir tradition
and implied that the expulsion of the European Coýonists would
be possible under a reanimated monarchy. " The racial and
cultural pride of the Vietnamese was bolstered by the Japa-
nese successful strike against Europe on behalf of the Asian
races. It is commonly asserted that Japan lit -the fires of
nationalism throughout the Orient by its victory in 1905 .51

The influence of mandarin traditionalists in the nationalist
movement receded and leadershippassed to younger, Western-
educated Vietnamese of middle-class origins in the late 1920's.
Beginning in this period and increasing as Western education
"made its impact, was the idea that nationalism should encom- I'
pass broad social reform, including the overthrow of the Viet-
namese elite.

Su'n. Yat.sen and national refbrm, Inspiration for revolu-
tionary national reform, in contrast to a conservative restora-
tion of the mandarinate, came from the noted Chinese revolu-
tionary, Suln,"Yat sen, and his movement, the Tun Meng Hui.
Sun Yat-sen linked the concept of a social revolution with
national independence. He was the first modern Chinese
leader to offer a coherent sociopolitical philosophy to a tra-
ditional Asian society; because of the long traditjon of Chinese
influence in Vietnam, this nationalism and reform appealed to
Vietnamese. A particularly attractive feature of Sun Yat-
sen's idea was its emphasis on "people's livelihood." This
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generally envisaged some type of land reform and government
ownership of commerce and industry... Nationali" . in Viet-
nam became more than the xenophobia of the mandarins; in-
fluenced by Sun Yat-sen, it began to call for both material and
social change.13 With the addition of this teleological orienta-
tion, Vietnamese nationalism became attractive to the frus-
trated intellectuals.

Leninism. It wps at this juncture, in the 1920's, that Lenin-
ism, which combined nationalism with a revolutionary tech-
nique for controlling social change, arrived on the Vietnamese
scene. The national movements of the colonial countries
against their "imperialist overlords" were assigned a conspic-
uous role in the Leninist revolutionary theory.: More impor-
tant, however, in the appeal of Leninism to the Vietnamese
was the concept of a highly organized and vigorously disci-
plined elite capable of reorganizing society. This had wide
appeal among the Vietnamese because of their tradition of
the mandarinate with its political absolutism by an educated
elite.

5 4

Summary

The demise of triditional society with its Confucian et.i..e
left an ideological vcid. Frustrated and disillusioned, but still
hopeful of revitalizing theirL society, the Western-educattd
Vietnamese were at odds not only with French domination ai d
the values it.,represented but also with the value system Of
their own traditional elite. The search for a new integrating
system involved not only the-desire for political in ependence
but for an entirely nbw social orgtnization, and many Viet-
namese found the answer in Lerninm.

MARGINALITY OFR INTELECrUILS

Intellectnalsi as a (lass ,
In a society in wlici,•h most peoplý) are illiterate, the role of

the few who are educ~ated is out of priportion to their numerical

importance. In such a society theieducated element stands
in sharp relief and may be defined 'asi- a distinct social group,
usually weferred to as the intellectual class. For the purposes
of this analysis, the term intell(ctual is defined broadly to in-.
elude all educated Vietnamese not engaged as laborers in
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agriculture or industry. It includes students, teachers,
journalists, lawyers, doctors, and other professional people, as
well as the functionaries who served as clerks, translators, and
minor officials in the colonial government, and even skilled
workers. The mandarin class, still nominal rulers at the vil-
lage and province level, and the imperial bureaucracy at the
court in Hu6, must also be included in this intellectual category;
however, these traditionalists had little in common with the
Western-educated Vietnamese who, during the colonial era,
became the overwhelming majority of the intellectual class.
White-collar workers-the minor officials in the light technical
industries, railroads, banks, mining companies, large estates,
and commercial establishments-may also be considered a
segment of the intellectual class. Most intellectuals lived in
the provincial capitals and market towns and in the larger
cities such as Saigon and Hanoi.

The Vietnamese intellectual class provided the link between
the social antagonisms of the colonial period and the revolu-
tionary movement. First the mandarin intelligentsia and
later, after the 1920's, the Western-educated intellectuals took

the initiative in formulating and voicing national and reform
demands. Traditionally charged with political leadership and
social responsibility, this element of theVietnamese population
bore the psychological brunt of French colonial rule. Their
reaction to colonialism was of crucial significance in the even-
tual defeat of French authority in Indobhina.

"Problems of the Intellectual

As the Vietnamese intellectual turned his back on the tradi-
tions of his native culture and adopted French ways and
European sociopolitical ideas, hefound himself culturally iso-
lated, no longer at home in the Asian milieu yet not accepted in
the' world of the Europeans. Traditional ways and values
became increasingly less viable as the exposure to European
civilization continued. The intellectual element was not
alone in this cultural dilemma, but it was naturally the one
most articulate in voicing the hopes of the Vietnamese peoplle.

If partially fulfilled aspirations rimong employed intellectuals
made difficulties for the colonial regime, unemployed intellec-
tuals posed an even greater problerI, that of finding employ-
ment, other than in government, for the young intellectuals
who had left technical school. Commerce and industry did not
appeal to the educated Vietnamese, as they could not compete
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in these fields with the Europeans and Chinese who had supe-
rior financial hacking and organization. Moreoyer, the French
did not welcome such competition in economic affairs.`,,' The
situation led the French to restrict education at secondary and
higher le'vels to those who could be absorbed into the public or
industrial life of the country.?

It. has been said that colonialism, by aggravating social
tensions, nurtures the forces which are destined ultimately to
destroy it. The Vietnamese intellectual, influenced by tht .
harsh realities of Indochina's political and economic depend-
enceon France and by the theories of socialjustice and national
self-determination learned from the West,; was vulnerable to
the appeal of the paiticular type of revolutionary natiohiaiisill
which developed in the 1920's. Western sociopolitical con-
cepts opened his eyes to factors which he believed responsible
for the misery' and poverty 'about him. Moreover, he had
dreams of power and influence in keeping with his mandarin
traditions.

Summary

The Western-oriented intellectual class was composed lf all
educated Vietnamese who rejected the traditions of their
native culture and accepted Western sociopolitical ideas.
However, the members found themselves in a cultural dilemma,
when, after accepting Western ways and ideas, they were re-
jected.by the European circles. Soct'al tensions were generated

when they began to articulate th60 appeals of revolutionary
rnationalism.

POLITICAL WEAKNESS

POLITICAL IMBALANCE: REPRESENTATION, PARTUCIPA-

TION, AND DISCRIMINATION

Pre-World War II Period

Throuuýhout the prewar colonial per~iod the indigenous

peoplks of Indochina had a minimal degree of political represen-
tation in the various (Comseils (councils) established by the

French, which were partly elective and partly appointive.
Administrative laws were made by the French colonial admin-
istration in the colony. Judicial and executive powers were
exercised by French colonial officials a;d, In some cases, by
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mandarins and traditional judges acting under French
supervision.

The French employed direct rule in Cochin China, but in
Annam and Tonkin, and in the non-Vietnamese territories of
Laos and Cambodia, they developed a system of indirect govern-
ment, involving parallel structures of local and French admin-
istrative cadres. However, French hegemony prevailed
equally throughout the territory. There was always more local
participation and representation in government and 'adminis-
tration at the commune and provincial levels than at higher
ones.

At the federal level there was the French Governor General,
appointed by the government in Paris and given cettain powers
and responsibilities for the administration of the;five regions of
Indochina. The Governor General was assisted by various con-
sultative and advisory bodies composed of high French military
and civil officials and a few pronminent Vietnamese. For. ox-
ample, in the late thirties the 37-ilember Conbeil de Gouverne-
ment included five Vietnamese repiresentatives (one from each
region), and half of the 56 membOrs of the Grand Conseil des
Intfrgts L9conomiques et Financiedrs were Vietnamese. They
funtioned in a staff capacity only, 4,nd were either appointed by
the Governor General or elected indirectly by local asseiliblies;
these did not represent the indigenous population. in the usual
political sense.

The French Governor who headed the colonial administra-
tion in Cochin China was assisted by two adv!fsory bodies1 i the
Conseil Privg, composed of eight French and two Vietnaiiese
officials nominated by the Governor General, and the Coiseril

Colonial, composed of 10 members elected by universal sufftage
of resident French citizens, 10 members elected by a restri' ted
Vietnamese suffrage, an(if 4 delegates from the chambers of
agriculture and commer-e. These bodies had no legislative
power and were, consulted only on budgetary matters; the
Conseil Prive cotild overr!ple the.advisory opinions of the Con-
reil Colonial. In the village commune the French retained the
institution of a Conseil de Notables, composed of locally promi-
nent and well-to-do Vietnamese, French residents of Cochin

China, of whom there were some 16,000, were represented in
the national legislature in Paris by one deputy elected by
Uniwvrsal suffrage. The number of Vietnamese who became

* naturalized as French citizens and were therefore eligible to
vote in this election was negligible.
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In the protectorate states of Annam and Tonkin, the form,
but not the substance, of Vietnamese participation in govern-
ment prevniled. Here the French colonial administration
paralleled the traditional governmental structure of the
Annamese monarchy and used the latter to administer the area
for France. The Emperor and his Court at Hutf and the pro-
vincial mandarins in the market towns did ncr represent the
interests of the people. At the village level there was some
political representation through the mayor and the Conseil de
Notables; however, that council was not a democratic institu-
tion but a self-perpetuating oligarchy of prominent landlords.
In Tonkin there were two such administrative councils at
village level, and since both bodies had to agree on any de-
cisions reached this bicameral arrangement further diminished
local political action.

The French administration was headed by a roqident superi-
eur in each of the two protectorate states and by a resident
in each of Annam's 16 and Tonkin's 23 provinces. These offi-

.1 cials were assisted in a staff. capa.city by the same type of
consultative bodies that functioned on the federal level and in
Cochin China. Vietnamese representation in all of these coun-
cils was of minimal political significance. The councils did not
and were never intended to function as representative legis-
lative bodies in the sense that legislative councils, for instance,
have functioned in British colonial areas."7 Even the elective
Chambre Indigkne des Repr•,sentant.s .du. Peuple, which assisted
tlre resident supbrieur, has been describcd as a mere camou-
flage for French control. "Most of its members were elected,
but by a narrow group of officials and others of trusted loyalty.
Even then it could not debate political subjects, while on other
matters it could express its views only if the r4sident superieur
agreed to a debate.""'

Japanese Occupation

Until March 1945 the Japanese forces occupying, Indochina
left the French colonial administration intact in accordance'
with diplomatic agreements between Japan and the Vichy
French regime for economic and military cooperation, The
Japanese needed the French to administer Indochina, which
was vital to the Japanese war effort foreconomic and strategic
reasons, and the French needed to retain at least the facade
of administrative control in the colony against the (lay when
the intern-ational situation would permit the ouster of Japa-
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nese influence.59 Realizing the psychological impact on the
indigenous population of the fall of France and the Japanese
occupation, Governor General Vice Adm. Jean Decoux* sought
to parry discontent by liberalizing the colonial regime.

The chief effort along this line was to bring more and more-,

Vietnamese into the administrative structure. From 1940 to
1944 the number of Vietnamese in the intermediate and upper
echelons of the colonial administration more than doubled,
Paradoxically, this effort provided the future revolutionary
regime with a number of trained and experienced officials.30

(Efforts to increase Vietnameso participation in colonial ad-
ministration had begun early in the coloni!4l period and had
receiv•ýd active support from several Gover'nors General such
as Saiirault (1911-14) and Pasquier (1928-.34), but the results
of thepe efforts were meager in comparisibn to the wartime
developmenta.) .

Decoux encouraged decentrali.zation and the separate de-
.velopment of the Indochinese states; he sought to strengthen
the prestige of Bao Dai** and the kings of Cambodia and Laos.
Moreover, he urged a closer social relationship between French
and Vietnamese elites, (for example, requiring the French to
use vous, the polite form of address, to Vietnamese, instead .
of the traditional tu form)*** and encouraged the teaching of
the Vietnamese language to the French. To counter Japanese
influence among the Vietnamese, Decoux opened new schools
to provide technical and vocational training, and le instituted
a national youth movement for sports and physical education,
with a paramilitary undertone. These groups later became
hotbeds of nationalism.

'While Decoux's paternalistic policy involved greater partici-
pation by the Vietnamese in the administration and removed
many aspects of social discrimination, it took.away even the
minimal degree of political representation enjoyed in the pre-
war colonial period. In November 1941 Decoux dissolved all .. -
elected bodies except municipal councils, creating instead a ,]
Federal Council of Indochina with 25 indigenous members
chosen for; their loyalty to France. In 1943 this body was
changed to a Franco-Vietnamese Grand Council, in which

Iel)cton x wire Comrmalnder in Chi ir of the I! Fracch niti.. l formcec in tdoe Ftir .HL it 1940., In July cf that

y,,tr "i), w c•i appointed (Nwvernor (;neral ot f cC i chirnn by the Vic'hy (overnmenL, a poot which he id
ontil he wits interned hy tin Jinpnwtni in Mare'h 19)46,

.13ic, lit. D i be-nccci mn c-ror in 192.5 ci tritjjiý .l fl of l it h ciiti hit t hterw . Emperor Kclai DinhI. How-
,ci. lit, did not c;ir.ninc i tlthrcc t L iit ] H13f2 crir liht., h c niii te hi. vd(,d ticcithtn in Franc,,; he wait, Lt,

Pirtl Icitcnch-edclcnte "ruhc r" ,tI " Vil'iet liini M, hIol h iti pow rii I[cccser.

' Vh,- th , fo it, s - o ciod in obbr.,.iiw c t ic . vicicitiniene ow- •ci coicld ci jc tk it child -i. s-rvcmint, tIiioi

InI11 onI" il,-iriority.
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Vietnaonese outpnumbpred French 30 tn 29. This conncil, how-
ever, did not have even the budgetary powers of the prewar

councils but was purely advisory, and its members were all
appointed by DecouxA1

After March 9, 1945, when the Japanese arrested Decoux and
dismantled the French colonial apparatus, Vietnamese partici-
pation in government increased beyond anything previously
experienced. The Japanese Commander in Chief functioned as.
Governor General and the Japanese Ambassador and other
members of the Japanese diplomatic, corps served as political
advisers to the indigenous governments of the Indochinese
states* and as mayors of Saigon, and Hanoi, but all other posts
were assumed by Vietnamese. One of the first acts of the
Japanese was to release between eight and ten thousand
political prisoners, many of whom assumed positions in the
new administration. Although the Japanese did not institute
a representative democratic administration in Indochina, they
disrupted the structure of French control, destroyed the illu-
sion of French power, and permitted the establishment of
government by Vietnamese.6 2

Summary

The French administration in Vietnam was highly centralized
and dependent on the Paris government. Within this system
the Vietnamese could play only a minimal role. Real power
was exercised by French colonial, officials. Various councils
which included some elected or appointed Vietnamese officials
were established, but these bodies w,-re primarily concerned
With local affairs and then only in an advisory capacity, French
administration remained relatively intact under the Japanese
occupation during World War II until March 1945, when the
Japanese dismantled the French colonial apparatus, and the
Vietnamese took over the administration of the government.

POLITICAL FRAGMENTATION. OF RULING ,,ELITE AND
OPPOSITION GROUPS

Pre-World War II Period

On the surface the colonial regime appeared t•o be a mono-
lithic, centralized bureaucracy with control emanating from

'Emperor Hao )in dilclarr I Vietnam iidp..iidvunt undcr .linijinvi ! "protection" oil AMarch II, I1945. lIn
it.r u i gI u mv',i it 1,16, tl i tii ,litioiru l Ii t 1iiL fit o Vitnum, and nutteiipt(I to vephitee li ' Frenclh

alIjnoinmi rittion. IiJio DIL I it b iljd ii-ii In fit.vir of Ito ('Ili Min It's V t Li nh in I , uilouerit ir Ai guitllt .1• .
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Paris through the office of the Governor General. Below th,
surface, however, French colonial politics were beset by all the
political dissension of France's domestic politics, compounded
by administrative and bureaucratic rivalries. In fact, since
the beginning of French rule in the 19th century there had been
a continuous and bitter difference of opinion over how to
approach the problem of ruling Indochina and how to carry out
a policy once it had been formulated.

Governor General Paul Doumer (1897-1902) is generally
credited with laying the administrative foundations of French
Indochina, which in the 1890's had been fused into a. colonial
federation out of a hodgepodge of separate French holdings in
the area. Doumer's centralizing policies aroused opposition
from those colonials whose econpmic interests were hurt by
more direct French control in the' area, from the Vietnamese,
from those Frenchmen who disapproved of the policy of "cul-
tural assimilation," and from military officers who looked with
disfavor upon civilian control of the colonial government.
Doumer also caused concern in Paris by his independent atti-
tude and vigorous administrative measures.fe3

From this time the colonial administration was characterized
by the struggle of the Governor General for greater executive
independence from Paris and for greaberj~olitical control over
his subordinates within the colony. Ifis position became
equivocal: a string man tended to be despI tic over subordinate
echelons, while.a weak ýgovernor signaled a reign of intrigue
throughout the officialdom. Many were ýpoliticiang who had
fallen into disfavor in France, and were 1'kiIcked upstairs" in
this way;"' they were 'gnerally well-educ•t'd and some were
first-rate. Although appointed for 5 year• colonial governors
seldom lasted long due to the nature of French parliamentary
politics. Between 1892 and 1930 Indochina had 23 Governors
General and even more colonial ministers in Paris.",

The arrival ýof a new governor and his retinue invariably
touched off a Olash with career functionaries, Bitter opposi-
tion by the loxWrer officialdom to the central bureaucracy of the
Governor Genýiral's office occurred throughout the colonial
period. Admiriitrative decentralization measures and the
policy of "association" which came after Doumer tended to
weaken the hold of the Governor General over local colonial
officials, especially in the protectorate states. When Governor
General Sarrault (1911-14, 1917-19) proposed more formal
trainin ' for colonial officials, there was strong criticism ag ainst
him from those who had risen from the ranks. Governor
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General Pierre Pasquier (1928-34), who had himself risen
from the ranks, ran into similar opposition when he undertook
to improve the quality of French colonial administrators in
the 1930's.

The most serious rupture in relations between the Governor,
General's office and the colonial elite occurred during the term,'
of Alexandre Varenne (1925-28). A Socialist member of Par-'
liament before his appointment, Varenne first alarmed colonial
officialdom by opening various administrative positions in the
civil service to Vietnamese aspirants. His efforts at the same
time to protect Vietnamese workers through labor legislation
aroused indignation in "both metropolitan France and Indo-
china. In addition, he dared to speak openly of the colony's
eventual independence. Thus, he became the target of sus-,

tained and unmitigated attacks on the part of the colonial
ruling elite.

Varenne's successor, Pasquier, was not a politician but an.
administrator who had spent 30 years in the colony. His poli-

cies were almost identical to those of Varenne and they encoun-
"tered similar opposition, but the personal attacks on Pasquier
were less violent.0(i His efforts to reduce salaries in order to
balance the budget during the depression years, and to reduce
the; number and improve the quality of French officials by
stiffening civil service examinations, brought on the wrath of
his former colleagues. Throughout the interwar period, an-
tagonisms existed between the local functionaries of the colo-
nial regime and the career officials' of the French colonial

service who were theiir superiors.".

Japanese Occupation and Postwar Period

Political dissension among the French in Indochina was in-
tensified after the fall of France in 1940 and the resulting split
between the Axis-oriented Vichy regime and the Free French
Forces under General Charles De Gaulle. In 1940 the Vichy
Government sent Admiral Decoux to head the French colonial
administration of Indochina. French officials suspected of
anti-Vichy sentiments were removed from power and often
replaced by "reliable" Vietnamese. Expanding Vietnamese
participation in the colonial administration during this period
has been described as a convenient way of ousting De Gaullist
French personnel from positions of power.""

Decoux planned to keel) his position by avoiding the least
hint of provocation of Japan. lie hoped to be in a position to
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negotiate for a peaceful evacuation which would leave French
control intact. In August 1944, after the liberation of Paris
and the establishment of the Free French Committee of Lib-
eration as the provisional government of France, Decoux urged
that the status quo be preserved in Indochina and that there
be no provocations.'"

The De Gaulle forces, to ensure the return of Indochina to
France after the war, insisted that the colony take an active
part in a liberation campaign against Japan. To countq'
foreign designs, particularly Allied postwiar plans for IndO-
china, the De Gaullists promised a new political status for the
colony in the postwar years. In addition, an unofficial Free
French military mission was sent to Vice Admiral Mount-
batten's* headquarters in Ceylon and another to Chungking,
the headquarters of the Chinese Nationalists.?

Free French missions soughtto establish an underground
organization in Indochina to serve as an operational framework
for the l'iberation" of the colony. However, because of the
suspicion' and distrust among the French in Indochina, who
were reltictant to cooperate with the Free French for fear that
Decoux ififormants had penetrated the organization and that
their careers and positions in the colony would-be compromised,
this planý never developed, According to one observer of the
wartime ýtuation in Indochina, "very few Frenchmen entirely
trusted 4iiost of their countrymen until they had been thor-
oughly tjsted."'' In the end, this suspicion and political
discord uAdermined efforts to seek ,a coordinated approach to
the impasse presented by the Japanese occupation.

The March 1945 coup widened the breach'between Vichy
and the IDe Gaullist French in Indochina. Decoux, arrested
and jailed by the Japanese, believed that the recklessness of
Free '1French sympathizers on his own -taff had precipitated
the Japanese move. Later, Vichy adherents blamed the De
Gaullists for not demanding, at the time of the Japanese sur-
render, the release of those French forces arrested in March,
and for not using the French forces who had escaped to Yun-
nan Province in south China after the Japanese coup to liberate
Indochina from the Japanese in August 1945, before the Allies
arrived,7 2 One group charged the De Gaullists with preferring
to lose Indochina rather than use its members in the liberation
of the colony, Fragmentation of the ruling elite reached its
extreme at this point.

'V i, Mnl - .,1d % ,nI l . rMtv, .n SW r,'1,n AIIIwd .'.In.in,•,r in, . hmlnst In. dlr g World,

Wair 11.
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This dissension in the immediaLe postwar period prevented
the French from devising a political program which would be
acceptable to the Vietnamese nationalists and yet would keep
Indochina within the French sphere of influence. It facili-
tated a policy of drift which tempted the more traditional-
minded colonial officials to opt for a military solution at a time
when a political solution was needed." At this crucial juncture
in Franco-Vietnamese relations, certain telegram communica-
tions from Ho Chi Minh to the Frnenh Government in Paris
were unaccountably "delayed in transmission." Since com-
munication lines between Hanoi and Paris ran through Saigon,
the stronghold and center of anti-Vietminh sentiment, it hhs
been suggested that French officials in Saigon sabo'aged th se

negotiations by delaying messages. 7 4

The Vietnamese opposition to the French was similarly
fragmented. There were religious sects in Cochin China, sdph
as the Oao Dai and Hoa Hao, which maintained paramilitary
organizations and favored sopmq sort of political autonomy for
Cochin China; though nation!listic, these sects frequently
fought among themselves. Th,ýV eventually joined the Frenchý
forces, against the Vietminh, ýThe Vietnamese Catholic hier-i
archy supported the Vietmini) 'during the first years of the,
resistance war, until CommuniSt domination of the revolu- .
tionary movement became apparent. The Vietnamese nation-
alists were divided into three main groups during the resistance
war period: the "hard core" or Vietminh adherents; the "mod-
erates" around Bao Dal; and the so-called "attentistes" who
adopted a "wait and see" attitude, remaining aloof from the
various schemes devised by the: French and the moderate
nationalists to give Vietnam sorhething less than complete
independence.

Summary

French colconial politics were beset by differences of opinion,
dissension, and rivalry, particularly between thb local party
functionaries of the colonial regime and the career officials of
the French colonial service. During World War II and even
greater breach exiited between the Vichy Government in
France and the De Gaullists. This fragmentation in the
immediate postwar period prevented the French from arriving
at a political solution agreeable to the French factions and
those Vietnamese nationalists who were demanding moderate

concessions.
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INEFFICIENCY OF GOVERNMENTAL MACHINERY

With respect to routine administrative functions, such as
maintaining public order and providing, public services, Indo-
china's prewar colonial government operated with reasonable
efficiency, consistent with the area's technological development.
Charges of administrative inefficiency have not been con-
spicuous among the many complaints brought against the
French by critics of colonialism in Indochina. However, a
government has the additional function of providing a viable
political mechanism through which the demands of conflicting
interest groups may be processed and reconciled in an orderly
manner. Failure to adapt old institutions to new situations
and an inadequate response to the revolutionaiTy movement in
its initial stages constitute governmental inefficiency in one
sense and indicate political weakness in the prerevolutionary
environment.

Failure to C-ntain Vietnamese Nationalism

In the years following World War I, Western-educated Viet-
namese began demanding wider, participation with the French
in colonial administration and also a part in the political
processes of the colony. As mentioned earlier, the official
French policy envisioned a gradually expanding Vietnamese
role in administration in accordance with the policyof "associa-
tion." Aside from the psychological implications of wider
participation in administration, such a policy had advantages
of a purely administrative nature in that better qualified
ViJtnamese personniel could be employed at less financial cost
thi~n French civil s4ervants. It was such financial considera-
tiodns that lead to employing more Vietnamese during the
depression yeargs, despite the protests of French bureaucrats
who felt threatened by local competition.?,

Although the French did not countenance the development
of self-government by the indigenous population of any of the
five regions of the federated colony, they made some attempts
to meet.the challenge of rising nationalisms through reforms in
certain colonial and Vietnamese institutions. In the early
twenties, local membership in the Conseil Colonial of Cochin
China was increased from 6 to 10, and throughout Indochina
the native electorate for provincial vnd local economic advisory
councils was set on a somewhat broader base. After 193()
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wider repreoskntation was given on the Grand Conseil des
InttdrPts Oconomiques et Financiers, and in 1932 the French
permitted the young French-educated Emperor Bae Dai to
make certain administrative changes in the Annamite court
at the expense of the mandarin traditionalists and in favor of
the Western-oriented new elite.7 6 One of the the latter was
Ngo Dinh Diem, a young Vietnamese provincial official "known
for his perfect ' integrity, his competence and intelligence";
he was appointed Minister of Interior at Bao Dai's court and
made secretary of a reforms commission! in May 1983. Find-
ing his efforts sabotaged by the French and the antireform
elements at court, Diem resigned in September.7 The greatest
upsurge of Vietnamese participation in government occurred
under Admiral Decoux's Vichy French Regime (1940-44).

Reforms invariably lagged behind nationalist aspirations,
however, for what the French granted the Vietnamese in 1940-
44, for example-and then only under obvious international,
duress-was what the nationalist leadership had demanded
much earlier. The physical isolation of both Indochina and
France during the whr years, the psychological shock of
France's sudden defeat by the Axis bloc, and the effect this
event had on both French and Vietnamese contributed to the
fragmentation of the French ruling elite and encouraged a
policy of drift in colonial affairs during the crucial. 1945-47
period.

In March 1945, soon after the Japanese move against the
Vichy French regime in Indochina, De Gaulle announced that
after the war the colony would have a federal government pre-
sided over by ' French. Governor General and composed of
French and Vietnamese' ministers; there would also be a

"mixed" federal assembly, De Gaulle's proposal was roughly
comparable to what had been suggested by French liberals in
the early 1930's. According to one observer, it actually
amounted to less homc rule than Indochina had under Decoux's
Vichy regime.7M

At the time Dc Gaulle made this proposal few people in a
position to influence the course of events were aware of the
depth and breadth of the revolutionary and nationalist move-
ment in Vietnam. When the French finally began returning
to Indochina, roughly a month after the collapse of Japanese
authority in the area, they found the Vietminh revolutionary
organization exercising.,: various degrees of control over Viet-

nam. Vietminh control was strongest in the Tonkin regions
of the north and weakest in Cochin China. The international
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situat.ion (see page 108) strongly favored the consolidation of
Vietminh authority over Tonkin and northern Annam; conse-
quently, the French found it necessary to enter into diplomatic
negotiations with the Kanoi-based Vietminh regime of Ho Chi
Minh before French Army pnits entered thesBe areas.

On March 6, 1946, a preliminary Franco-Vietnamese agree-

ment was. reached by Ho Chi Minh and De Gaulle's emissary
Jean Sainteny.. The HoPý$ainterjy Agreehment recognized
Vietnam "as a free state witlhin the French Union with its own
parliament, army, and finý,hces," but it left decision on "the
exact status of Vietnam as ,a member of the Indo China Feder-
ation and the French Unin . . . [and] the question of diplo-
matic representation" for a later conference. A referendUm
was to decide;!. Cochin China's future.7d9

The next, andqlast, important peacetime meeting bet~VIen
representatives of France and the Vietminh occurred at thbp[
Fontainebleau Conference in France during the summer; o!
1946. For a variety of reasons, many of them ccnnected with
the vagaries of French domestic politics and the machinations
of extremist, elements in Indochina-both French' and Viet-
namese-no 'permanept agreement was ever reached. On
September 14, Ho Chi Minh, who at this stage was eager for a
peaceful settlement and a politic.U understanding with France,
signed a inodus vivendi dealing with financial, economic, and
cultural relations with France, and calling for a cease-fire
between French troops and Vietnamese guerrillas by October
31. This agreement also provided for a resumption of talks by
January of 1947; however, in November-December 1946 large-
scale fighting broke out in the Hanoi-Haiphong region and
negotiations were abandoned by both sides. The chance of a
political settlement with the Vietminh had been lost and the
contest entered the military phase.

The French made several attempts during the course of the
* fighting to institute a political alternative to the Vietminh

regime which would attract non,-Communist Vietnamese away
from the revolutionary movement. When the attempt to
create an autonomous puppet state in Cochin China proved to
be a complete failure, the French turned to the ex-Emperor
Bao Dai, who by this time had broken with the Ho regime and
taken up residence in Hongz Kong. Negotiations with Bio Dai
began in the summer of 1947 and continued until March of
1949, when Vietnam was accorded something' less than doriinion
status as an Associated State in the French Union with Bao
Dai as chief of state. This so-called "shadow independence"
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failed to win the wide support of Vietnamese naLionalists,

Ngo Dinh Diem, speaking for the nationalist majority who
refused to commit themselves to either Ho Chi Minh or Bao Dai,
turned down all offers to head Bao Dai's Cabinet, declaring that

"the national aspirations of the Vietnamese people will' be
satisfied only on the day when our nation obtains the same
political status which India and Pakistan enjoy."'10

Inadequate Response to Revolutionary Movement in Its Initial
Stages

The French responded to Vietnamese. nationalism and the
revolutionary movement which grew out of it with a variety of

countermeasures, ranging from political and socioeconomic
reforms to police and military action. Some of these political

measures were discussed and evaluated in the preceding
section.

In the wake of a major uprising in Yen Bay in 1930, the

French undertook certain reforms, such as public works proj-
ects, liberalized agricultural credit facilities, and reforms in the

colony's tariff structure; there were even official recommenda-
tions that the government bring about "a broad agricultural
reform based upon individual property ownership,""' Later

in the 1930's there were other significant reforms through
labor legislation enacted in France under the left-of-center
Popular Front regime of Leon Blum (1936-37). The main-
tenance of French rule in Indochina during the 1930's depended
less upon civil action, however, than on military action; the
organizational weakness of the revolutionary movement at this
time also contributed to the success of French control.

The uprising began in February 1930 when two companies of
Vietnamese troops stationed at the Red River port of Yen Bay

revolted and killed six of their officers. Insurrections and
violence against the French spread quickly to every part of
Indochiina. The French authorities reacted quickly and "with

the most tremendous severity. Every kind of manifestation,
even unarmed demonstrations, was broken up by force and so
many of its leaders were arrested that the [VNQDti]* party
dissolved.""" To suppress these disorders, which continued
into the fall of 1900 and included peasant revolts as well aIs
urban mob violence, "the French were obliged to summon
every available source of power, not only wing reg•'iments of the
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Foreign Legion but also employing tribal [non-Vietnamese hill
tribes] retainers and rickshaw-pullers in the capacity of spies
and detectives.""'' In some instances, planes were used against
rebellious villages.

Thus, prompt and vigorous military suppression and con-
tinued police surveillance reestablished French control and

frustrated this first attempt by Vietnamese nationalist to
come to power. In this limitedsense, the French reaction may
be regarded as an -adequate response to the revolutionary
movement in its early stages. Had the time thus gained been
used .to reach a mutually satisfactory political 'understanding
between French and Vietnamese interests, the military action
in 1930 could be regarded as an unqualified success; but such
was not the case.

The repression of Vietnamese nationalism in the early 1930's
had a demoralizing effect oa the leadership and organization
of the nationalist movement. It has been suggested that non-
Communist elements such as the VNQDD, in the nationalist
movement, were particularly hard hit by the events of 1930.
The Communists, who had the advantages of a powerful, if
remote, foreign patron, a clearly defined doctrine of clandestine
operations, and greater organizational' discipline, were in a
much better position to operate underground. Thus, one of
the results of the 1930 repression of political activity was the
chance it gave the Communists to gain control of the national-
ist movement by the elimination of their non-Commuhist
competitors.

8 4

The French response to the revolutionary movement in the
early 1940's was conditioned by the fact that France no longer
exercised absolute sovereignty over Indochina. Although in
1940 the Japanese had permitted the French a free hand in
suppiessing Communist-led riots in the south and even an up-
rising by pro-Japanese nationalists in the north, as the war
wore on they began more and more to "prote&'" Vietnamese
nationalists from the French police.R, In March of 1945 the
Japanese swept aside even the facade of French sovereignty
over the colony. Consequently, in the crucial summer months
of 1945 whbn the Vietminh revolutionary movement was in the
initial stages of coming to power, there was no vestige of
French authority left in Indorhina to oppose it. In its forma-
tive years between 1941 and 1945 the Vietminh had established
a base of operations in the remote northern frontier regions
of Tonkin, near the Chinese border, and an underground
network in the coastal cities; it had scrupulously avoided
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premature attempts to seize power until the Japanese had
eliminated the French and were themselves on the verge of
capitulation to the Allies.

When French military units returned to the country in 1946
the situation had so deteriorated that the type of anti-insiýrg-
ent military operations which had been successful in 1930 and
1940 was no longer appropriate. As one observer has noted,
"the French forces sent to Indo China were too strong for
France to resist the temptation of using them; yet not strong
enough to keep the Vietminlh from trying to solve the whole
political problem by throwing! the French into the sea."861

Summary

Generally the French were able to govern Vietnam effec-
tively. In the early years of colonization and in the interwar
period military and police action successfully put down a
number of uprisings. Political reform in the 1930's, though
lagging behind nationalist aspirations, granted the Vietnamese
a number of concessions. The impact of the Japanese occu-
pation and the coup of March 1945completely loosened French
control of Vietnam and afforded the Vietnamese a degree of
self-rule that had not been experienced since the French had I
come to Indochina. The French were reluctant to change the

old colonial setup after World War II, and when violence broke
out they met it with military operations, a course neither
effective nor appropriate.
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(United Press International Photo) Signps attached to the backs of Hanoi bicycle',
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(United Press IiternatifojalU Photo) Open pit coal'mining at Hongay in North
Vietnam. Most of Vietnam's industrial potential is situated in. the Northern

(Commnist)zone.
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(Ui~ ed Preas International Photo) k rench ft20ps 8e'archinti an unnamed village-
in VietnamfioAn Vietminnh guerrillas during the first yjear qf'war.
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(United Press hIternation-al Photo) Viet Congl guerrillas amndflag Captured by
South Vietnamtese troops operating in Mekong River D~elta area near
Truongh Ga.
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PART II
DYNAMICS OF REVOLUTION



COMPOSITION OF REVOLUTIONARY ACTORS

EARLY LEADERSHIP BY THE TRADITIONAL ELITE

Until the end of World War I the leadership of the struggle
against French control was centered in the traditional man-
darin elite who sporadically sought to oust the French and
reconstitute their control over Vietnam. Thereafter new ideas
and new influences gave rise to a new leadership.

THE RISE OF NEW LEADERSHIP: COMINTERN AND KUO-
MINTANG INFLUENCE

During World War I many Vietnamese* went to Frahce where
they came in contact with Marxist socialism and where liaison
was established between the Vietnamese and the French ex-
treme leftwing which shortly after the war organized the
French Communist Party. 1ilthe years after 1918 government
employees, professional people, white-collar workers, skilled
workers, and students swelled the ranks of the Vietnamese
intellectual class. These people assumed the prestige and
responsibility of the mandarin class who had previously led the
stru grgle against the French colonial system. They became the
vehicle for the propagation of a, revolutionary niationalism.
The failure of the French regime in the 1920's to support the
moderate element of the new intellectual class in carrying out
political and social reforms drove the younger and more im-

patient to cast their lot with the violent Marxist revolutionary
movements.

Communist-Oriented Movements**

During the 1920's there were several revolutionary move-.,
nients dominated by various influences and trends. The most
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important for our analysis was the Comintern-directed Than-
Nien (Revolutionary Youth League), which was formed in

Canton in 1925 and initially directed by Ho Chi Minh, who was
at that time a Vietnamese agent for the Camintern. Ho did
not then plan to establish an independent Communist Party in
Indochina, but sought instead to develop an elite organization
for propagating doctrines that would be initially nationalist,
and subsequently Marxist-Leninist, 7.

By 1929 the leadership of Ho's Revolutionary Youth League
had been split by internal dissension and had to be reorganized.
During the following year 11o and other young Vietnamese
exiles met in Hong Kong and finally organized the Indochinese
Communist Party (ICP). It was accepted by the Comintern
into the family of Communist parties. In 1980-31 ICP activities
in Indochina were severely repressed and the Comintern appa-
ratus disrupted by the French. British authorities in Hong 9
Kong, at the request of the French Government, arrested and
imprisoned Ho from 1931 to 1933. This suppression had
demoralizing effects on the revolutionary movement in Viet-
nam, but a clandestine organization continued in existence.

Kuomintang-Oriented Movements

Other revolutionary groups were -formed and were active

in the period after 1925. The most significant of the non-
Comintern movements was the Viet Nam Quoc Dan Dang
(Vietnamese Nationalist Party), better known by its initials

in Vietnamese. This party was modeled after the Chinese
Nationalist Par:ty and the Kuomintang, and its leadership
looked to China for support. Never an organization of mod-

erates, the VNQDI) initiated and led'the insurrections in 1930.
Severe repressions by the colonial regime decimated VNQDD
leadership and efforts to revive it under the wing of the Chinese
Nationalists during the 1930's and in World War 'I were to no

avail.

Trotskyite Movements

Continued internal strugp-les in the. Comintern-oriented
leadership throughout the 1930's weakened the revolutionary
impact of the movement. T'he effort of the Comintern to exert
.it,3 leade.rship and influence over other revolutionary move-

ments throughout Asia in the 1920's and 1980's was not marked

by any spectacular success. The most notable split among
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the Communist revolutionaries in Vietnam was the Trotskyite
splintering that took place in the late i920's. The Trotskyite
Communists were critical of Comintern leadership, the two-
stage concept of revolution (a nationalist revolution followed
by a Communist revolution), and the emphasis on the peasantry
as the revolutionary mass. They were particularly incensed
by Stalin's control of the Coniintern apparatus. They were
strongest in Saigon and Cochin China where, in the 1936-
39 period, they were able to elect their candidates to the Con.
sell Colonial.""

THE RISE OF HO CHII MINH AND OTHER LEADERS

Besides the problem of factionalism among the Communist
cadres, the leadership was also weakened by the repression
of the party that began in 1939, after a 3-year period of relative
political freedom. The leadership of the revolutionary move-
ment was compelled to flee to China, where the External Bu-
reau of the Indochinese Communist Party was established
in Kwangsi Province. A further split developed between the
leaders in China and those who remained in Vietnam over the
issue of reaction to the Ja'panese occupation of the northern
part of Vietnam in September 1940. Ho Chi Minh, from Kun-
ruing, counseled caution, but the local leadership in southern
Vietnam decided for insurrection. After another round of
repression and decimation resulted, the leadership was reor-
g;-anized in China in 1941 under Ho's domination. His emer-
gence as the legendary leader of the Vietnamese revolution
was helped in no small way by the elimination of possible
"rivals through the successive French suppressions in Vietnam.

It is interesting to compare the careers of some of the most
outstanding le.Lders in the ICP revolutionary movement in
terms of their age., social and edunational bacvground, and con-
tinuity in the, leadership. The first of these is, of course, Ho
Chi Minh. The acknowledged leader of Vietnamese com-
munism since even before t!he ICP was founded as a separate
organization, Ho Chi Minh, oir Nguyel Ai Quoc* as he was
generally known until the 1940's, made himself the dominant
personality in Vietnamese nationalism.

Ilo was born in 1892 in the north central province of Nghe
An, a region well known for its frequent peasant ewvolts.F
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his father was a mandarin ex-ofricial whom the French had
removed from office for his political activity. Reared in an
atmosphere of nationalist intrigue and frustration, Ho left
home in 1911 at the age of 19 to work as acabin boy on a French
merchant ship. He visited the United States and Europe and
finally settled in Paris, where he came into contact with Viet-
namese nationalists and immediately developed an "extra-
ordinary taste for politics." ,1

Ho's first venture in the realm of international power politics
was his submission to the Versailles Peace Conference of a
petition calling on the Allied Powers to apply President Wil-
son's principle of self-determination to Vietnam. Next he
attended the Socialist Congress of Tours in 1920, where le
joined the ultra-left faction which later was organized i,ntl6
the French Communist Party. By 1923 Ho was in Moscow to
attend a Comintern-sponsored congress. There he was edu-
cated in Communist doctrines and the strategy and tactics of
insurgent military operations. On Ho's return to the Orient
in 1925 he began his career as a Comintern agent and Viet-
namese nationalist and revolutionary. He has consistently

remained in the leading position in the Vietnamese revolution-
ary movement and today heads the Vietminh regime of North
Vietnam.!"

Another leader is Truong Chinh,* a key member of the Lao
Dong Party, as the Vietnamese Communist Party has been
called since 1951, and a powerful figure in the DRV Govern-.
ment. Born in 1909, Truong Chinh was active as a high school -

youth in nationalist demonstrations and strikes and clandes-
tine journalism; he was arrested during the uprising of 1930.
He was released from jil during the "Popular Front" period
(1936-39); then when the French moved against the party in
1939 he fled to China. There he was a member and secretary
general of the External Bureau of the Indochinese Commun-
ist Party and a leader in the Vietminh. Truong Chinh is known
as the theoretician of the Party and the leader of the pro-
Peking faction of North Vietnamese communism."'2

The noted military commander, Vo Nguyen Giap, is another

outstLnding revolutionary leader. Born in 1'912 of peasmit
stock, Giap was active in student agitation and arrested in
1930. Upon release he studied at the University of' Hanoi
and was active as a teacher and ag'itator douring the l'opular
Front years. In 1937 he received a licenlle to practice law and
a doctorate in political economy. 2:( Giap fled to (hina in 19:39
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hut later he returned to northern Vietnam to organize the
peasants and the hill tribes for inhurgent operaLions. He

commanded Vietminh's military forces in the 1946-54 hostili-
ties and is a well-known theorist on Communist revolutionary
warfare. Giap's bitterness toward the French has often been
attributed to the deaths of his wife and child in a French
prison in 1943.

Pham Van Dong, the current Prime Minister of North Viet-
nam and long, time close associate of Ho Chi Minh, was born in
1906 into an aristocratic family with a tradition of service in the
mandarinate. In spite of this conservative background, he
began a career of revolutionary activity at the age of 19 when
he joined the Vietnamese exile group in Canton which Ho Chi
Minh had organized as the Association of Revolutionary
Youth. Sent, back to Vietnam to organize Communist cells, he.

was arrested and sentenced to 6 years imprisonment on the
penal island of Poulo Condore, where he functioned as a zealous
Communist propagandist among the political prisoners. On
release, Dong remained in Vietnam until September 1939 when
he fled .to China along with other leaders of the ICP. Pham
'Van Dong was active in the Vietminh and accompanied Ho to

the Fontainebleau Conference in 1946.!'

COMMUNIST CONTROL OF THE REVOLUTIONARY MOVE-
MENT

The revolutionary movement, known as the. Vietmi-nh- after
1941, was a national front type of organization under the
leadership of the Communist elite. Although there was an
attempt to bring into the Vietminh leaders of other nationalist
groups, such as the defunct VNQDD, Lhe power centers of the
Vietminh organization were dominated by Communists who
had been the leaders of the Comintern-directed ICP. The
dissolution of the Comintern by the Soviets in 1943 may have
given the Vietnamese leaders more incentive, and an independ-
enc. from outside control may have aided them in appealing
to those elements which had disapproved of strong Comintern

influence in the revolutionary movement.
The only issue upon which there seemed to be dissension

among the Communist leadership of the revolutionary move-
nent in the postwar period developed over negotiations with
the Frenc h. l'artictlan rly (luring' tihe suminmr of 194(;, whon
Ho Ch ("i inhl was in France for the Fontainebleau (confecr-
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ence, the younger leaders who remained behind in Hanoi
doubted the wisdom of Ho's strategy of moderation and pa-
tience toward the French.115 These leaders, including Vo
Nguyen Giap and Truong Chinh, also favored a more radical
line on social policy and land reform. Nevertheless, Ho's
leadershit• remained intact and his moderate social policy was
reflected in the Vietminh constitution that was adopted in the
fall of 1946. It was during this period that the charismatic
appeal and the popularity of "Uncle Ho" as the coy and folksy
patriarch emerged.""

The outbreak of hostilities in the 1946-47 peiriod contributed
to the strengthening of Ho Chi Minh's leadership within the
Vietminh, By prudently limiting his social policy to less
radical measures than the leftwing elements of the Vietminh
were calling for and by posing as first and foremost a genuine
nationalist, Ho was able to attract a wide following among
the Vietnamese middle and upper classes. His avowed posi-
tion at this time was that he was fighting for national inde-
pendence from the French colonial regime; he said he was
willing to accept a Dominion or Commonwealth status within
the French Union. The Communist. leadership claimed that
the Vietminh was the only true champion of Vietnam's in-
dependence and they dominated the other poorly led, poorly
organized nationalist elements, denouncing as Iýrench pup-
pets any nationalist leader who refused to adher~l to the Viet-
minh line. It should be noted that the coý4tinuity of
Communist leadership in the Vietminh organi ation has
existed down to the present time.g zo

Summary

Although the nationalist groups had the commrin goal of
opposing the French regime, they varied in ideolog"y,' intensity
of opposition, and size of revolutionary following, Most of
the revolutionary leaders, however, were Marxist-Leninist
in orientation.

After 1941 the revolutionary movement was led by the
Vietminh, a nationalist front org:anization. Although the
Vietminh took over most of the non-Communist nationalist
groups, power remained in the hands of the Communists led
by Ho Chi Minh and his comn-,ander in chief, Vo Nguyen Giap.
There was some dissension within the Communist lea(dey-

ship in the immediate postwar period over Hio's strategy of
patience and( moderation with the French, but the outbreak
of hostilities strengthened his position.
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REVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY AND GOALS

iMENIST THEORY OF REVOLUTION

The earliest rebels against the French regime had no co-
herent or comprehensive overall strategy. Their goal was
simply to expel the French and they called for the use of all
types of opposition by whatever'methods were available, As- .
sassinations, plots, conspiracies, and sporadic guerrilla oper-
ations were commonplace, but these were not parts of a unified
strategy. Political motivation was based on racial and cultural 71
pride; it was more xenophobia than nationalism,

It was only with the introduction of Leninism that a strategy
of revolution appeared in Vietnam with a comprehensive
rationale and dynamism. The Leninist theory of revolution
programed a "two-stage" revolution for a colonial area such
as Indochina with an elite cadre serving as the engineers of
revolution. In the first stage 'an alliance of all classes opposed
"to foreign domination would bring about a "bourgeois" na-
tionalist revolution leading to independence. In the second
stage the classic alliance of "workers and peasants" would I
make a "Socialist" revolution leading to the establishment
of a "Communist republic." I

The strategy of Comintern agents in the 1920's:was to work
for a gradual buildup of revolutionary consciousness through
agitation and propaganda activities before forming a small
elite Communist Party. The emphasis in this period was on

political indoctrination and personnel training. This cautious
and unhurried strategy was in marked contrast to the ap-
proach of the non-Communist Kuomintang-sponsored move-
ment. The Comintern's gradualism in Vietnam is reflected
in the fact that it was not until 1930 that the Indochinese Com-
munist Party was formed and affiliated with the parent appara-
tus. Factional disputes over policy and organization had by
then begun to weaken the Revolutionary Youth League, which
since its founding in 1925 had served as a preliminary to form-
ing an Indochinese Communist Party. For the entire decade
between 1921 and 1931 the strat;egy of Communist revolu-
tionaries in Vietnam was focused not on overt action, but on
developing a framework for the organizatioti of revolution,
training personnel, and preparing a clandestine apparatus.

In 1!930 the newly formed IWT was faced with a "revolu-
tionary crisis" in Vietriam which required a shift in strategy.
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The Chinese Nationalist-oriented VNQDD, which halt harassed
the French regime throughout the late 1920's, instigated in
February 1930 the famous mutiny among Vietnamese troops
at Yen Bay in northern Vietnam. This was followed by a
series of armed actions and peasant uprisings. Such a wiqe-
spread "revolutionary situation." forced the hand of the ICP
and beginning on May Day, 1930, it organized a series of
peasant demonstrations. Not to be outdone by the VNQDD,
the ICP called for radical' agrarian reform encompassing the
abolition of taxes, the seizure of land, and the formation of
"rural soviets." The ICP succeeded in attracting many
peasants who had been particularly hard hitby the depression.
There were Communist-organized strikes and demonstrations
in the rural areas among rubber plantation workers, cotton
mill workers, and unemployed rice workers, and in September
1930 peasant soviets were set up in provinces in central
Annam.9 7

The failu re of the uprising in 1930 called for another change
in strateg'y. Admonished by the Comintern for "leftist devia-

tionism," for tactics of terror and pillage, and for defective
security and ineffectual clandestine activities, the ICP con-
centrated (1931-35) on rehabilitating its ranks. '8

"UNITED FRONT" STRATEGY

Popular: Front Period

In 1935 the ICP party congress, held in Portuguese Macao,
formally adopted the concept of the "united front" as laid
down at the Comintern meeting earlier in Moscow. Viet-
namese Communists followed this strategy throughout the
remainder of the revolutionary period, The united front was
devised by the Comintern so that a Communist minority could
enter into coalitions with more popular nationalist and demo-
cratic forces. Organizational and agitational activities were to
continue clandestinely through front-type groups rather than
Communist groups. ICP members were advised to"join all
na~lonalist, reform, democratic, and ti'ade union organizations
that had any mass following at all, and to form Communist
cells within these bodies. The Communist aini was to pene-
trate, win over, and gain control of as many as possible of the
non-Communist organizations in Vietnam under the guise of a

united front',!
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This strategy was based on the belief that an armed up-
rising against the French colonial authorities was impossible
without the organized support of a broad peasant-bourgeois
mass movement. The Comintern warned the ICP against the
creation of "partisan detachments" and attempts to stage
armed uprisings until such time as there occurred a "rising
wave" of the mass movements and an actual "revolutionary
situation" in which all segments of the united front were in-
volved.10 11 The period 1935-29 was the highpoint throughout
the world for the Comintern use of the united front.

The impact on the ICP was of tremendous importance, for
it involved' the temporary abandonment of the struggle for
separation from France. In a strategic about-face the French
Communist Party in 1937 denied the unequivocal right of
colonial people to separation and independence."° .

The ICP was subordinate to the Moscow-directed Comintern
which called for supporting the Popular Front government in
Parisin an anti-Fascist posture. This was part of the Soviet
Union's policy of cooperating with France against Nazi Ger-
many and Japan. In Tonkin and Annam the Democratic
Front, a Communist front body, advocated struggle against
any possible Japanese invasion. Taking advantage of the
laxity of police surveillance under the Popular Front regime
the ICP propagandized and agitated for the anti-Fascist united

front campaign. Refraining from anti-French propaganda,
attempting to create a single national front against Japan,
and demandingi" an increase in political rights and protection
for labor, the ICP held its revolutionary aims in abeyance.

The polical situation in Europe continued to determip.e the
strategy of the ICP, for with the approach of war between
Hitler and the Western democracies and the Hitler-Stalin
Pact, the ICP once again shifted its ground. It prepared it-
self for the outbreak of war and the advent of a possible revolu-
tionary situation in the wake of hostilities. A meeting of the
IC'I Central Committee on November 9, 1939, adopted an
antiwar policy, meaning, to weaken and harass the French
colonial regiime, thereby precipitating a revolutionary situ-
ation. The old Democratic Front was abolished and a new
Inited Front of Anti-Ilmperialist Indochinese People was
foimed to oppose the "imperialht war" and work for the ouVer-
thruow of' the French colonists. 'I' It was this str)ategy -7the

f'lnm'llation of the new united flrolnt-which ultimately bl'ought
succ('ess to (onmmnunist l(eaders inl tlh(oir hid rt51' )olXV(, il l 015

But. in 19,10 the loul lU' leadehrship was overly cncoluraged
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by the sudden fall of France which they interpreteC as the
harbinger of a revolutionary situation in Indochina. Im-
mediately upon the invasion of northern Tonkin by the Japa-
nese in September 1940, the ICP opted for decisive action.
Using the strategy of the united front, the ICP swung into
action. Demonstrations throughout the country demanded
an end to political arrests and police %reprisals against the
political agitators. At this time the ICI? External Bureau in
Kunming, headed by Ho Chi Minh, counsalod against accelerat-
ing violence, but the local leaders wanted armed insurrection
and they were supported by other leftwing nationalists. The
November 1940 insurrection started in Cochin China in a
sparsely settled area called Plai•ne des Jonce. Again armed
insurrection failed, for after coming to an understanding
with the Japanese, the French administration in Vietnam
moved to reconstitute its control through vigorous measures
against the ICP and its front organizations.'°'

Vietminh Period

It was now obvious to the ICP that if success was ever to
be• forthcoming it had to organize wider mass support in a
broad nationalist movement. In addition, political action and
agitation would have to be more complete before military action
could be initiated. In the 8th session of the ICP Central Com-
mittee, held in 1941 in China following the November .1940
debacle, the "essential task" was identified as the formation .1
of an alliance with all social classes and political parties,
patriotic and revplutionary groups, religious groups, and all
people fighting the Japanese and desiring national independ-.
ence from France and Japan. Social revolution and reform
were demoted to minor importance and all slogans for agrarian
reform were extracted from ICP propaganda. Simultane-
ously, it was decided to found a new front group which would
carry out the strategy of the broad united front alliance; this
was the Viet-Nam Doe-Lap Dong Minh Foi (League for Inde-
pendence of Vietnam), better known by the short form, Viet-
minh.

Stressing' the slogan of national liberation rather than the
workert-peasant.-hoiirgeois revolution., the Vietminh soaight to

rally as many disparate elements as possible under the simple
slogan of national independence. Writing, for a U.S. war-
tiii ic agency, a Vietmiinh offliciaal emphasized the fact that the'
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problem of national liberation and independence overrode all
other problems:

AlI political theories are empty talk during a period when there is no
national independence. To obtain national independence, there must
be a national force. To have national unity there most be a conmmon
program acceptable to all organizations, party. and non-party. Na-
tional independence is this ground and base."'

Political mobilization of the masses under the Vietminh
was considered the main task; armed insurrection was given
a secondary role and was not to be undertaken until such
time as political indoctrination was well advanced. Through-
out the period after 1941 until March 1945 this strategy was
carried out to its fullest in the Viet Bac region, the mountainous
area north and northeast of Hanoi along the Chinese border.
Here efforts were made to transform villages into "liberation-
bases" -villages effectively held and controlled by Vietminh
cadres who had won the popular support of the villagers.
After the villagers were politically mobilized into front or-
ganizations, platoon-size armed groups freed from production
and other village tasks were formed. Subsequently these
platoons were incorporated into larger guerrilla units. Even
when the Vietminh had organized whole villages under their
control and had formed their own military units, however,
they did not attempt to set up a revolutionary government
in competition with the existing French and Japanese authori-
ties because the time was not considered opportune.'°0

Four years later the Japanese move against the French on
March 9, 1945, presented the ICP leaders with the opportunity
for which they had been waiting. 'the Party Central Com-
mittee ordered mobilization for national liberation and ac-
celeration of independence propaganda as a "prerequisite for
general insurrection"; preparations were made to shift to
insurrection at the right time. In May 1945 guerrilla war-
fare against both Japanese and Bao Dai forces was launched
and "revolutionary power" was openly established in certain
areas."'7

The cautious strategy of the ICP in the period after the
March coup was based on the lessons of 1940 and the ICP
Central Committee resolutions of 1941. The latter specified
that before another attempt at a national revolution could be
made, certain concrete conditions would have to exist: the
populatiOrn must be Unificd uln !cr the national liberation front;
"the masses must appear ready to support insurrection; the
r lIinIg'rýeri me i. Indochina must he in the midst of a poiitical
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and military crisis; certain "objective conditions" favorable
to an uprising, such as the defeat of Jap;an, the outbreak of
a French or Japanese revolution, or tha landing of British-
United States forces in. Indochina, mustbe present. In May
1944 the Vietminh reiterated these cautions, admonishing
its followers to begin no uprising until the enemy was dis-,
united, all Vietminh organizations were prepared for action,
and the masses supported the national liberation movement.
The ICP cadres were instructed at this time to "feel the pulse
of the movement" so they would know the mood of the people,
and to estimate clearly the world situation in order to "seize
the right opportunity" for the uprising.i"a

Thus, the distinctive aspect of Vietminh strategy was its
emphasis on seizing the right opportur~ty .to strike. Even
after the Japanese had placed the Bao Dai regime in power,
the Vietninh prudently observed a "go sloW" policy. On March
12, 1945, it was decided that the possibility of Bao Dai and Japa-
nese forces reacting strongly to a Vietminh. uprising precluded
nationwide action. The most f avo'lable oppo~itunity for launch-
ing an insurrection would be when Allied •roops; landed in :

Vietnam forcing the Japanesd to send troops against the in-
vaders, leaving the rear vulnerable to attack from the Vict-
minh. The decision of March 12,1945, added:

If revolution breaks out iind people's revolutionary power is set up.in
Japan, or if Japan is occupied.. and theJapanese expeditionary army

is demoralized, then, even if Allied forces have not arrived in our
country our geceral insurrection can be ldunched and win victory,"'

VIETMINH SEIZURE OF POWER

Vo Nguyen Giap, the ICP and the Viethiinh Central Com-
mittee which it controlled, decided to launch the insurrection

and set upl "people's power" immediately after the Japanese
capitulation and before Allied powers arrived. It appears
that the strategy in this 'Phase of the revolution was based
on the political acumen and opportunism of the leadership,
perhaps best exemplified by Ho Chi Minh. The Vietminh's
revolutionary success depended primarily on its having seized
the right opportunity, although prior planning contributed
on important part. Giap has emphasized the great value of
the Vietrninh's using the political and psychological upsurge
of the peoplh, which had been inspired by the ICW and which
was sul)ported bly armed and semiarmed forces org'anized in
the 1941 45 peuriod,
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The immediate strategy of the Vietminh at this stas'e was
first the neutralization and then the elimination of the exist-
ing government. To achieve this it was necessary to seize
and occupy all public buildings and utilities as a vivid indication
of the change of power. Perhaps the Vietminh's most import-
ant single strategic move was the, destruction or subversion
of the Bao Dai regime's administrative apparatus, Moreover,
once the decision was made to strike for power, speed was
essential. The suddenness of the ftit accompli of September
2, 1945, reduced the chances of the development of opposition
to the Vietminh.

VIETMINH STRATEGY AFTER COMING TO TEMPORARY

POWER

Fontainebleau Negotiations j
Although there were limited guerrilla activities by the Viet-

minh in Cochin China in September 1945 (immediately after
the arrival of the British and French), the overall strategy
of the Vietminh during the period between September 1945
and December 1946 was to win popular support and influence
world opinion. Therefore, the Vietminh emphasized its demo-
cratic character and indicated a willingness to negotiate
with the French Government concerning the future political

status of the revolutionary regime.The revolutionary leaders were faced with three altf'rnative

courses of action. They could wage an all-out revolt tionary
war against the French leading to complete victory; Ho Chi
Minh and his cohorts dismissed this course because of the un-

favorable international situation. They could wage a short
war leading to favorable terms with the French; but this
course might lead to the complete destruction of such strength
as the revolutionary regime possessed at that time, for it
would involve some loss of military cadres and a part of its
territory, and many Vietminh supporters would defect to the
French or to a French-controlled puppet regime. Finally,
they could negotiate with the French. Citing as his justi-
fication the Treaty of Brest-Litvosk, which had allowed lenin
time to reinforve his army and political power, Ho Chi Miil
decided to open negotiations with Francc.'1l

Ho's strategy was based on his assessment of the strength
of leftist forces in metropolitan France which he expected
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would help him consolidate his gains. But the course of
negotiations was based on the clear and unequivocal principle
that the Vietminh would fight if necessary to achieve its goal
of complete national independence. Vietminh political and
military strength was not dismissed by U.S. observers.*112

Guerrilla Warfare: 1946-54

With the outbreak of hostilities on a large scale at the end of
1946:, negotiations were suspended and the Vietminh began
its famous resistance war which was to continue until July
1954. The resistance war period was one of all-out revolution
to achieve "national independence" for all three regions of
Vietnam under Vietminh control. By denying any Communist
liiks the DRV and the Vietminh leadership sought to obtain
the widest possible international and domestic support and
also to hold open the way to a negotiated settlement with the
French. The nationalist pose which Ho Chi Minh struck was
an essential part of the strategy.

In 1949-50 the combination of the victory of the Chinese
Communists and the French success in forming a rival na-
tionalist regime under Bao Dai led to a shift in Vietminh
strategy. A common border with Communist China meant
that aid from Soviet bloc countries could now be obtained.
It became possible to plan a military campaign which looked
to an eventual counteroffensive and the shift of guerrilla war-
"fare into regular warfare. After 1950 local counterofferisives
by guerrilla bands were initiated. This signaled the gradual
development of guerrilla warfare into regular or "mobile war-
fare.""14 Giap's concept of military strategy envisaged a three-
stage development- defensive, equilibrium, and offensive-
with each stage blending slowly and imperceptibly into the
other."•.

After 1950 there was also a shift in political str:ategy away
from the former emphasis on nationalist slogans to:! acaiapaign
for radical social reforms along Communist lines',i The ICP,
which had been dissolved in 1945 as a concession to the united
-o't ...... g, was. . reconstituted in 1951 as the' Lao Dong

lParty. '"'
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Summary

With the adoption of .Leninism, the Vietnamese revolution-
aries acquired a comprehensive strategy, and in 1930 the Indo-
chinese Communist Party (ICP) was formed. The policies and
strategies of the ICP shifted. according to conditions, were
militant or conciliatory as circumstances permitted, and gener-
ally followed the "official line" as dictated by Moscow. From
1 f9M5 to 1939 a "united front", policy was followed; in 1939 there
was a shift to an antiwar, anti-imperialist policy and the Viet-
minh (or League for 'Independence of Vietnam) was formed to
assure its implementation.

In September 1945 the Vietminh succeeded in seizing power.
By December 1946, however, large-scale hostilities had bi'oken
out, and the Vietminh, relatively conciliatory up to that time,
adopted more, militant policies and launched a revolutionary
war against the French which was to continue until July 1•954.

IDEOLOGY OR MYTH

ANTECEDENTS OF REVOLUTIONARY IDEOLOGY: MANm-
DARIN TRADITIONALISM, SUN YAT-SEN REFORMISM,
AND LENINIST COMMUNISM

Submerged by tl)e.conquering French, the Confucian ethic
which provided the ideological foundation of Vietnamese soci- k-
ety sustained a serious and traumatic blow, The early oppo-,nears to French rule were-not consciously reaffirming, their 7i 1

traditional ideology. Activated by a selfish concern over losing
power to the foreigners, the mandarins' first attempts to resist

the French lacked an integrated ideological basis. At its
earliest stage resistance was inspired by antiforeignism and
racial and cultural pride.

The ideology of the mandarinate, particularly their racial
and cultural xenophobia, was reinforced in. 1905 by the victory
of fellow Asians, the Japanese, over the Russians. Blatant
pan-Asianism and antiforeig'nisin under the leadership and
inspiration of Japan served as a makeshift but attractive
ideology in pre-Worhd War I Vietnam. The anticolonial man-
darins were attracted to Japan because that country might

serve as a convenient base of operations ond a possible source
of material aid. They believed that Japan and Vietnam shared
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common CUIlural arnd racial heritage, and they regarded
Japan's victory as symbolizing the resurgence of Asia against
the West. Furthermore, Japan's progress and modernization
had been carried out under the auspices of a traditional bu-

namese mandarinate.*

Pan-Asianism was reinforced in a different way by the influ-
ence of Sun Yat-sen and the Chinese revolution of 1911. Sun's
combination of republicanism and nationalism excluded the
possibility of a rejuvenation of thie imperial system and the
ideological validity of Confucianism. Modern nationalism
encompassing total reform of society emerged as the most
significant aspect of the revolutionary milieu.

The most important increment to the Vietnamese revolu-
tionary movement was the introduction of Marxism-Leninism
with its integrating' "messianic" appeal. Nationalism, defined

as the concept of national independence and decolonization,
received due respect as a component of Marxism-Letninism,and

to it was -linked the concept of socioeconomic reform.118 In
addition, t6e Leninist ideology included the idea of an educated
elite to serve as the architects of revolution, a penchant for
organization, and a preoccupation. with strategy q.nd tactics."'1

Woodrow Wilson's influence in the development of Vietnamese
nationalism was also significant; however, Wilsoýi's ideas on i
the self-determination of peoples lacked the organizational and
tactical concepts of Leninism.

FUNCrION OF LENINIST COMMUNISM IN REVOLUTION- -4
ARY IDEOLOGY

Providing a unique combination of Western technique and
anti-Western sentiment, Leninist communism offered a com-
mon ideological meeting ground for both the traditional na-
tionalist, who wanted "to drive the foreign devils out," and the
Sun Yat-sen type of nationalist who wanted to reform Viet-
namese society. Communism linked the anti-French activities
of Vietnamese nationalists to a worldwide revolutionary move-
ment and, at a time when colonialism was under intellectual
attack in many quarters, Lehinism offered not only an intel-

lectual critique but an organizational and tactical basis for
anticolonial operations.
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An important aspect of Leninism for the Vietnamese revo-
lutionary movement was its tactical flexibility; many revolu-

tionists found the tactical retreat and the tactical compromise
difficult to master. An inherent part of Leninism, this concept
emphasized that revolutions could be won by opportunism
rather than by uncompromising consistency with abstract
principles. Operational flexibility made possible the strategy
of the united front which, after many variations and shifts in
the 1935 45 period, ultimately proved successful.

Closely related t6 the idea of flexibility in operations was the
Leninist theory of revolution in two stages. According to the
"two-stage" concept, the Comimunist revolution could occur
only after a nationalist revolution had prepared the way by
creating such objective conditions as the overthrow of the
colonial regime and the establishment of an indigenous govern-
ment." Thus, according to this view the correct tactic to be
followed in Vietnam was one of close collaboration with non-
Communist, anti-French forces in the first stage "bourgeois"
nationalist revolution. These non-Communist allies could
then be dealt with in the second stage "Socialist" revolution.
This provided Vietnamese Communists with a much needed
rationalizattion for their long and extensive collaboration with
non-Comriunists in the Vietminh and other united front
organizations.*

VARIATIONS IN COMMUNIST IDEOLOGY: 1941-54

Ho Chi Minh was able to proclaim the united front in 194.1 in
order to gain control of the revolutionary movement and to
increase its popular stipport. Such Communist ideas as class
warfare and social revolution were not then openly proclaimed
as part of the Vietminh's ideology of revolution. National in-
dependence was made the dominant issue until about 1950.
The Vietminh leaders of the revolution called all classes of the
Vietnamese people to rally behind their leadership in the quest
for independence and liberation. The issue of national inde-
pendence took precedence over all political theories and plans
rior the postrevolutionary period; it wa..... the lowes•t. co-inio
denominator which could serve as an attractive ideology for
the largest numnber of. people,

When Lhe Vietminh bevan to exereise governmental control
over parts of th) eou ntry duriing' 1945-50, the em phasis con-
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tinued on national unity rather than radical social rerorms.
All classes and groups were urged to develop "the unity of the
people" and to fall in behind the "revolutionary banner" of the
Vietminh to resist the attempts of the French to overthrow the
new government. The historic cultural and racial unity of the
Vietnamese people and the need for political unity in time of
crisis were themes stressed by Vietminh DRV officials in the
early postwar period.'2 11

After 1950 and the establishment of Communist power in
China, the Vietminh began to expose the more narrow Marxist
ideological traits of a typical Communist regime. Since then
the radical social revolution and political totalitarianism found
in other Marxist-Leninist states have been apparent in the
development of the DRV. The "socialist rev.olution," "class
warfare," and the "rectification of the Party cadres" have
become common slogans. Marxism-Leninism has been pro-
claimed to be the "compass of all activities" and the "one and

only ideology ... 2 "

MYSTIQUE OF REVOLUTION

The mystique of the Vietnamese Revolution was closely

related to its ideology or myth, which we have shown to have
had as its common denominator the general desire for national
independence and social reform. In many ways similar to the
notion of espn'it de corps, the revolutionary mystique or spiritual
vitality which operated in the Vietnamese situation drew its
strength from the revolutionary tradition of the country, the
charismatic personality of H"o Chi Minh and lesser Vietminh
leaders, and from whatever confidence in the Vietminh's ulti-
mate victory may have been engendered by propaganda or the
Vietminh's actual successes.

When the Vietminh appeared on the scene in the 1940's the
habits and attitudes of insurgency and antigovernment intrigue
were already well-established,in Vietnam. Anti-French revolts
and p:ots occurred sporadically throughout the colonial period,
and violent political intrigrue cert aii:ly predated the arrival of
the French in Indochina.

Ho Chi Minh's personal charisma has been attested to by
many observers."" In the early postwar period HTo's followers
developed a legend of him as the "old man" of the independence
movement. Known affectionately as "Uncle lio," his picture
appeared widely throughout areas under Vietminh control, and
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revolutionary propaganda organs fostered a personality cult
around him. in the January 1946 elections candidates found it
an invaluable political asset to be identified as a friend or com-
panion of "Uncle Ho." 12 ý1 Although his image suffered tempo-
rarily because of his conciliatory attitude toward France, Ho
regained his wide popularity after fighting broke out in 1946-47.

Summary

The Confucian ethic, ideological foundation of Vietnamese

society, was greatly weakened during the period of French
rule. Marxism-Leninism, combined with the Mandarin Lradi-
tion of antiforeignism, cultural, pride, and the force of modern
nationalism, came to fill the ideological vacuum which had
resulted from the breakdown of traditionalism. Communist
ideology provided the Vietnamese extremists with an integrat-
ing, operational, and highly flexible basis for thought and

action.

The Vietminh was uccess 1~ oji;61~ mytq~i"o
TeVtm- ;;a ..... u, in exploiting, t~hu•"mystiqlle" of

the revolution-the Vietnamese tradition of opposition to
foreign rule and the veneration for the charismatic leader- and
in capitalizing upon the popular desires for independence and
reform... It was only in 1950 that the Vietminh began to adopt
more radical, more orthodox Communist strategies and policies.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REVOLUTIONARY
MOVEMENT

VIETMINH: 194.1-45

The Communist-dominated Vietminh underground move-
ment was the best organized group working for revolution in
Vietnam. It was in May 1941 that Ho Chi Minh organized a
meeting of various Vietnamese refugdes in the Chinese province
of Kwangsi and formed the Viet-Nam Doc-Lap Dong Minh Hoi
(League for the Independence of Vietnam) or the Vietminh,
which claimed to represent the ICP and other small parties or
grouups of' Vietnamese nationalists. At the same time the ICP
Central Committee announced the following program: (1) to
develop new organizations for a broad united front in northern
Vietnam where none existed and to consolidate those in exist-
ence, (2) to expand the. organization in the cities, (3) to expand
the united front to non-Vietnamese minority areas where it
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was weak, and (4) to form small guerrilla groups.''1 This
organizational effort was not to be conducted under the aus-
pices of the ICP but under the banner of the Vietminh.

The Communist leaders taught their cadres that it was all-
important to develop broadly-based organizations for the
political support of the Vietminh before, moving into guerrilla
organizations. In the Viet Bac, the mountainous region north
and northeast of Hanoi, the first permanent Vietminh bases of
operations were set up in 1942-43;. Here underground cadres
organized shadow governments; after these came to have con-
siderable mass support they formed armed groups and guer-
rilla units. On December 22, 1944, the first units of the Viet-
minh PLiberation Army were formed, although the first guer-
rilla tinits had been formed as early as September 1943.12.
Underground cadre teams, underground militarized teams, and
armed shock teams gradually appearedi Vietminh committees
at village level controlling these cadres had considerable power,

wnd by 1945 were in a position to contest the incumhent regime
in many areas.'12"

Each village had its V ietminh committee and above the
village there was a committee on the communal echelon. Col-
lective membership and individual membership in the Vietminh
was permitted, the former comprising political parties and
sections for women and youth. By the end of 1944 the Viet-
minh claimed a'" membership of five hundred thousand.- Of
this total two hundred thousand were in Tonkin, and Annam
and Cochin China each had a membership of one hundred
fifty. thousand.'2 7

The underground organization had developed to such an ex-
tent, from the village level through the provincial level tip to the
Vietminh Central Committee, that it represented a new power
bloc and challenged the authority exercised first by the French
and thereafter by the Japanese and the Bao Dai regimes. A
paragovernment apparatus was thus established by the Viet-
minh throughout the northwest provinces of Tonkin and
rural areas in south and central Vietnam between 1941 anw F
1945. Gradually the Vietminh became ready to make an oper
bid for power. BY exercis-gincy political, military, and %i
authority within the limited areas it controlled, the Vietminh
had more or less replaced the political power of the recognized ýj
state and had established a habit of obedience from its sup;-
porters, the indifferent, and even the hostile,

According to Vo Nguyen Giap, before the Vietminh made
their bid for national power in Augrust 1945. the revolutionairy
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organization was the de facto government in many areas of
northern Vietnam.

There were regions in which the whole masses took part in orgainiza-
tions of national salvation, and the village Viet Minh Commi 'ttees had,
as a matter of course, full prestige aMong the masses as an under-
ground organization of the revolutionary power.'2 '

Giap ignored, for obvious reasons, the fact that non-Communist
nationalist groups also held much of Tonkin. The extent of
these non-Vietminh areas is shown by the maps in the mono-
graph, The Vict Minh Regime.'29

In areas securely held by the Vietminh guerrilla troops,
special "revolutionary people's committees" were rapidly
established, and in other localities similar tasks were delegated
to "committees of liberation" and other Vietminh groups. On
April 16, 1945, the Central Committee of the Vietminh directed
that provisional organs of "revolutionary power," i.e., state

power, be formed and headed by the National Committee of
Liberation. Following this directive, committees of liberation
were formredal in factories, mines, barracks, and government
offices, as well as in the villages. Every district, town, prov-
ince, and each of the threeregions of Vietnam (Tonkin, Annam,
and Cochin China) reportedly had its own committee of libera-
tion. The official duties of these groups were: the development
of the national liheration movement; organization of supplies;
the recruitment of armed units of defense and militia for act;ion
against Japanese occupation troops and the Bao Dai regime;
and the safeguarding of life and property of citizens. In
August 1945 they took part in mobilizing the-nation for pro--
visional government before the arrival of the Allied Powers.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: 1945-46

After this Vietminh coup, which transpired between August 7
and September 2, 1945, the structure of the Vietminh led by Ho
Chi Minh became the organizational matrix of the DRV, also

headed by Ho. Following the seizure of power, in the North the

e,'stwhile "committees of liberation" were reorganized into
"people's committees" of villages, provinces, districts, and other

administrative units .... under the Ministry of Interior headed
by Vo Nguyen Giap.

The situation in Cochin China and in southern Vietnam
differed somewhat. There, a United National Front had been
set up in mid-August following the directives of a Nationalist
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Congress that had met in March. It was made up of various
small groups such as the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, Phuc Qu6c, and the
Trotskyites, and exercised power for a few days after the sur-
render of Japan. On August 25 the Vietminh made its bid for
power in the south when it formed a Southern Executive Com-
mittee to serve as the southern arm of the Hanoi government of
Ho Chi Minh. Because of its lack of a popular base the Viet-
minh had to negotiate with the United National Front, and on
September 7,1945, both the Vietminh and the United National
Front organized into a Southern National Bloc Committee.':"

After assuming power in the autumn of 1945, the revolu-
tionary government of the DRV began a critical period of con-
solidation. It first tried to mobilize the existing social struc-
ture behind the Hanoi regime, and the same organs that had
proved so successful in the previous stages of the revolution
were incorporated into the consolidation effort. The national
",liberation front organizations were continued, but"they were:
focusedrmore on resistance to thereturning French than on
revolution. The Vietminh sought to prevent any rival nation-
alist organizations from usurping or challenging its leadership
role and also sought to calm foreign fears of the reported
Communist leadership of the newly established DRV. The
high point of the latter effort, -from-the-organizational point of
view, came in November 1945 when the Communist leaders
decided to-dissolve the ICP. In the same month the DRV pro-
claimed that two c€itegories of authority were to be instituted at
the lowest level: people's councils and administrative comnmit-
tees, the former to be electqdb'y th`6 population at large through
universal suffrage, the latter to be elected through a more de-
tailed indirect system that ensured Vietminh control. Tenure
in office for the councils was setat 6 months. This short tenure
may be explained by the fact that the Vietminh did not wholly
control all of the country and by an assumption that frequent
routine elections would eliminate potential opposition and
advance Vietminh goals.'1' 2

Besides trying to establish at least the semblance of a "popu-
lar" government at the local level, the DRV moved to improve
its military posture, and by the end of September 1945 it had
ten thousand well-organized and well-armed troops in its
Liberation Army. Presumably this figure did not include the
many quasi-guerrilla units;•'1' it may have included a consider-
able number of troops belonging to the Bao Dai regime who had
defccted en masse to the DRV when Bao Dai abdicated in
August 1945."-
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Perhaps the most important aspect of the organizational
activities of the DRV was psychological: the fact that they orga-
nized and administered the country and were the actual gov-
ernment north of the' 16th parallel may have had no imnpact on
the French Government and foreign opinion, but it was not lost
on the individual Vietnamese. The organization of the DRV
Government was quite thorough, and, as the "existing" govern-
ment, it was responsible for the communications system, the
justice, the police, the public health, the public utilities, and the
home guard."3 '

REVOLUTIONARY WAR. DECEMBER 1946-JULY 1954

In March 1948 the DRV administrative areas set up in
August--September 1945 and the military commands were
merged into six interzones.* Each interzone was divided into
provinces, then into districts and villages. At each adminis-
trative level a Committee of Resistance and Administration
performed the joint task of directing the war effort and political-
administrative activities.1 36 The committee at the interzone
level was headed by a military' commander who was politically
reliable and who had overriding authority.' 37

It should be noted that these territorial administrative com-
mittees had many of the same responsibilities and presumably
the same personnel as did the Vietminh administrative units of

the World War II period. The people's councilsand the ad-
ministrative committees of the 1045-46 period were -now re-
placed for the most part by the Committees of Resistance and
Administration as the real source of power'!;' responsihle for

public administration. At the provincial level and below, all
Committees of Resistance and Administration were ordered to
recruit a local militia as well as local security units.'39

The military units organized by the village committees were

the so-called "popular troops,'.' consisting, of two groups: an
auxiliary military group of persons of both sexes and all ages
and a part-time combat group of men between the ages of 18
and 45. In addition, the villages had to produce porters for the
regular army units. At the district, provincial, or interzone

level there were larger and better1 armed units, almost battalion
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size, known as regional troops. At the provincial level there
was a complex known as "technical cells." These cells reported
to the provincial military command on intelligence, special
espionage, political affairs, propaganda, arms production, com-
munications, and military administration.,40

At the apex of the pyramid was the regular army known as
the Liberation Army. After 1950 the r'egular army units were
often increased at the expense of regional forces. The mission
of the regular army was to participate in a "war of movement,"
or "mobile war" to use the term of Vo Nguyen Giap.

Regional troops served as a training school for recruits for
the regular units, but their primary task was to protect the area
and population. They launched small attacks and generally
harassed the enemy; they were the "mature guerrillas" who
kept the enemy off balance and ambushed his reinforcements.
Local militia or "popular" troops served part-time, without
interrupting their civilian tasks. The main responsibility of
the auxiliary arm of the village popular troops was intelligence,
but they also served as guards, built bases, repaired roads,
fortified villages, and acted as porters. These troops unider-
took some guerrilla action but oný,,a small scale."'

Seeking to absorb other nationalist elements after the
beginning of the fighting, the Vietminh formed the Lien-Viet
(Vietnamese United Front) to mobilize all shades of opinion
behind an organization which proposed only "liberation,"
resistance to the French, and maintenance of independence.
This organization of the entire population was made up of

groups that have become known popularly as "parallel hier-
archies." Each person was enrolled in the Liberation Front
as a member of either a military group or of a social organiza-.
tion. The latter were developed according to various social
functions for women, youth, writers, peasants, students, or
religious sects. Everyone therefore became involved in the
government's program. This organization was of the utmost
importance in mobilizing the population in the revolutionary
effort, and although the ICP was reconstituted in 1951 as the
La6'Dong Party (Workers' Party), the Lien-Viet retained its
role as the chief grouping of the Hanoi regime. If the Viet-
minh had failed to rally support behind them in this organiza-
tion, success in the long revolutionary war might not have
been po)ssilelU.*
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ORGANIZATIONAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NORTH AND
SOUTH

The Vietminh's orgariization was always stronger in Tonkin
and northern Annam than in the south. The leadership elite
was based in the north (having been securely ensconced for
several years in the highlands bordering China) where the
geographic propinquity of the higher and lower echelons of
its organizations enhanced facility of communication and per-
mitted the Vietminh to exercise close control over the popula-
tion. The international situation favored the consolidation of
the Vietminh's power above the 16th parallel by delaying the
return of effective French control to the north. The Vietminh's
organizational weakness in the south can be explained in terms
of geogiraphy, the revolutionary tradition of Cochin China, and
an international situation favorable to the French.

The description in the preceding subsectibn of the military
and administrative organiz.ation during the revolutionary war
applies more accurately to the north.1 and central regions than
to the south. It was difficult for the Hanoi regime to maintain
liaison with the Vietminh-affiliated guerrilla groups operating
in the Mekong Delta region around Saigon. In 1947 the Viet-
minh organized a regular command in the south under Nguyen
Binh. "But the long line of communications to the south and
the apathetic and frankly unsympathetic attitude of much of
the southern population made the task of the commander
difficult, and the separate command was abolished in 1952." 142

Nguyen Binh, whom the French described as an able leader,
may have had personal ambitions and apparently tried to
engage in large-scale warfare before developing the necessary
popular base. He died in 1950 under obscure circumstances,
and is believed to have been liquidated.1 4:1

Summary

The greater part of the revolutionary effort was organized
"into the Vietminh, a broadly based nationalist front organiza-
tion formed in China in 1941 and led by Communists. Vietminh
cadres operated throughout World War II, recruiting and
organizing the Vietnamese people so that by the time Viet-
namese independence was declared in 1945 the Vietminh had an
army and a popularly-supported political organization.

After hostilities broke out bietween the Vietminh and the
French in 1946, the entire DRV Government apparatus was
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transferred from Hanoi to mountain bases in northern Viet-
nam. The need to coordinate the fight against the French

resulted in a strong concentration of power in the hands of the
executive, On various administrative levels, from the small
village to larger. units, the Vietminrh administered the areas
not under French control through "Committees for Resistance,
and Administration," which tightly controlled all political,
economic, and social activities of the Vietnamese population.
This cellular structure of the government had the advantage
of being decentralized and flexible while at the same time
"allowing decisions taken by the Central Committee to be
rigidly enforced at all levels down to the smallest village.
Social groups to help maintain control over individuals were
organized and used effectively for purposes of indoctrination
and propaganda.

The revolutionary army closely paralleled the political
machinery, organized as it was on a local, regional, and natioThaii *
basis. There were Irregular 'Local guerri'lla units., compoDiýildf
peasants and other "civilians"; regional military units; and a
hard core of well-disciplined and trained regular troops orga-.

nized nationally. All three types coordinated their activities,
and often the regional and regular units combined forces for
large-scale military action, assisted by local guerrilla units.

The system was flexible and efficient.

'TECHNIQUES OF THE REVOLUTION

POLITICAL TECHNIQUES

The organization of the population into front groups for

eventual recruitment'into the Vietminh's paramilitary forces
became the chief political technique employed during the revo-
lution. The object was to mobilize and involve the entire
Vietnamese people in support *of the Vietminh. The first

assignment for the Vietminh cadres organized in 1941-42 was
to isend propaganda teams into rural villages, particularly those
loc"ate~d in areas far from centers of French and Japanese con-
trdl and suitable for future guerrilla bases. The next step was
to organize youth and women's groups according to special

interest and age. After developing popular organizations
controlled by its agents, the Vietminh began to form units in
bass clo:,.c to China. From these bases armed underground
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cadre groups, called "armed propaganda units," or dich van,
carried out attacks against selected targets. Mostly it appears
that they were used to coerce the rebalcitrants ihito supporting,
oir at least accepting, the Vietminh movement. After the Japa-
nese coup of March 1945, the Vietminh tried to expand its
control to other areas using the same technique: first it propa-
gandized and organized the people under its control; then it
affiliated these organizations with larger national liberation
front groups; and finally it formed an armed force under its
control. From ithe appointment of Bao Dai as Supreme Ad-
viser to Ho Chi Minh to the utilization of peasant youth as
porters in the logistics operations of the guerilla forces, the
Vietminh provided a place for everyone to serve its goals.*

The Vietminh drive to gain popularity, mass support, and
greater control over the' population was greatly intensified
after the Japanese withdrew their forces in August 1945. For
the more than 15 months that the DRV exercised de facto
control over northern Vietnam it made good use of the govern,
ment machinery: it abolished the mandarinate and the councils
of village notables, renlsaeinrc then, with ,'4n"1'.. committees
coritrolled or at least influenced by the Vfetminh; it legislated
against the alcohol and opium monopolies; and it abolished
unpo'pular tftxes,. 45 The Vietminh also derived immeasurable
popularity from Bao Dai's voluntary abdication in favor of
Ho Ohi Minh's regime in late August, from the declaration
Vietnam's independence on September 2, from the campaign
to inýcrease food production in the famine-stricken north,
from tthe election of the National Assembly held in January
1946, and from the anti-ilIlite racy campaign. On November 11, !
1945, the Communist leadership dissolved the ICP in order to

allow its members to operate more freely as Vietminh nation-
alists and to attract non-Communist political support for the
DRV,

The most notable examples of political measures employed
by the Vietminh leaders which not only won them wide sup-
p;ort but also increased the, influence and control over the
population were the anti-illiteracy campaign conducted in the
middle forties and the land reform carried out after 1953. The
Vietminh undertook the anti-illiteracy campaign immediately
after the DRV came to power. It has been estimated that at
that time approximately 80 percent of the Vietnamese popula-<
tion was illiterate. Following an order dated September 4,

To itl r'110 ,idig'.inni1 Cathlcic suipport M,,r.xigrior [.e Hill, opostolie viiiiir flor lot [)ierin, won ,i]o
ait. i Sui-rm ow Advipiwr to 11o C(hi Mirth.'''
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1945, anyone over 8 years of age who could not read or write
quoc ngu* within i year after the campaign had begun was
subject to a fine.147 Through an elaborate but highly efficient
use of cadres and teachers this program appears to have been
successful, The Vietnamese felt indebted to the Vietminh for
the increase in prestige attached to literacy, while the Viet-
,.minh controlled a channel for political indoctrination which was
9mphasized throughout the entire system of education.

The "land reform" campaign was used by the DRV to
strengthen the position of the newly reconstituted Lao Dong
(Communist) Party. In the process of confiscating privately-
owned land for redistribution, Vietnamese landowners were
sought out by the party, tried in People's Courts, and after
being convicted were usually executed or at least imprisoned.
Their lands were distributed to landless peasants with attend-
ant publicity. Land reform thus made the peasants d-epend-
ent on the Lao Dong Party for the acquisition of new lands
and demonstrated the all-embracing power of the Communist
regime. 

4 84

MILITARY TECHNIQUES

The Vietminh kept guerrilla operations to a minimum dur-

ing World War II, realizing their extreme vulnerability to mili-
tary and police action by the French and Japanese authorities,
They used this period to recruit and train guerrilla fig'hters

to be used at a later, more propitious time. Many of their re-
cruits were Vietnamese soldiers of disbanded French colonial
forces "who became the hard core of the Vietminh's nascent
army and who are today the elite of the military cadres of
the DRVN."4 .

When the Japanese moved against the French in March 1945,
the Vietminh held back from a full-scale uprising, although
there were some attacks by Vietminh guerrillas against Japa-
nese supply dumps and some espionage and saboatage in the
cities. In April and May the Vietminh expanded khe revolu-
tionary movement and unified all armed forces 'under the
ILiberation Atimy. In June the Vietminh established a "free
zone" in northern Vietnam; this move had a g•reat psychological

impact on the Vietnamese population. In the sumnmeii of
1945 U.S. forces parachuted new weapons and communica-
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tions equipment into Indochina, the bulk of which went to
Vietminh armed units who were to conduct guerrilla war-
fare against the Japanese occupation forces. The only major
encounter between the Japanese and the guerrillas that has
been recorded, however, occurred on July 17, 1945, when 500
Vietminh attack 40 Japanese gendarmes at the mountain re-
sort of Tam Dao; the Japanese lost eight men. "0

In August 1945 the Vietminh seized control from the Japa-
nese in Vietnam in what was virtually a bloodless coup d'stat.

It was only later when the French and British troops ejected
the Vietminh from control of public buildings in Saigon that
guerrilla operations got under way in Cochin China (during
the fall of 1945). The Vietminh used their period of de facto
control to suppress non-Communist nationalist parties such as
the Dong Minh Hoi and VNQDD in the north and the Hoa Hao
sect in the south. Prior to the.outbreak of full-scale hostilities
between the French and the DRV, there was a series of military
incidents in Haiphrng and Hanoi which preceded the Viet-
minh's surprise, attack against the French on December 19.
1946.

In the 7-year cour-e of the Vietnamese Revolution, from
December of 1946 to July 1954, the Vietminh developed its,
military techniques from guerrilla warfare operations to a win-
ning combination of guerrilla and regular warfare operations.

During this time the DRV armed forces were commanded by
Gen. Vo Nguyen Giap, a master tactician and the author of
one of the best known works on guerrilla warfare. Giap's mili-
tary doctrine called for the gradual development of regular
army units to be supplemented and supported tactically- and
logistically by irregular troops when the final counteroffensive
against the French should begin."'"

During the attacks on French'troops in Hanoi and other gar-
rison towns throughout the country, the inferiority of Viet-
minh military troining as compared with French training was
revealed. This inferiority, however, was partly made up of
firepower. It has been estimated that at the outbreak of hos-
tilities late in 1946 the DRV armed forces numbered sixty
thousand ýmen equipped with some forty thousmid rifles, In
addition t(id individual arms the guerrillas also had I1,300 auto-
matic wealions, 600 mortars, and over 70 cannons, along withiS
French and. Japanese tank..Y.152 By the spring of 1947 the Viet-
minh Government and part of its army had fled into the moun-
tains north of Hlanoi; a French military operation in the fall of
1947 almost succeeded in capturing Ho Chi Minh and destroying
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the DRV Army. Full-scale hostilities broke out; as the Viet-
minh created its guerrilla zones impenetrable to French secu-
rity¢ forces, the war began to lose the characteristic of a "mopup
operation" by "police action" and increasingly resembled a
large-scale guerrilla war.

The inability of the French toL crush the Vietminh organiza-
tion in 1947 and the fact that the Vietminh forces were at that
time unable to defeat the French Army in combat presaged a
long and bitter war. The Vietminh recognized this earlier than
the French, who continued to view the matter in the light of
past experiences with Vietnamese nationalist insurrections,
such as those in 1930 and 1940 when prompt military and police
action had been'sufficient to restore order. The Vietminh, on
the other hand, found in Mao Tse-tung's concept of the pro-
tracted war a theory of warfare that conformed more closely
to the realities of the situation. Thus, with the French in
control of the cities and garrisoned at strategic points through-
out the country, the Vietminh resorted to the age-old tactics
o-f gurr~i~ll 1'-vf& a1m1Q iJino'p frinnR. aiin-l ift'and-ru n

- .... attacks. Its guerrillas..were substantially aided by a sympa-

thetic populace in intelligence and logistics support. They
continued to harass and demoralize the French forces and

began to transform their battalions into regiments and finally
into ten-thousand-divisions. The Vietminh Army, described
by Giap as the "military arm of the Vietminh Government,"
broke the French line on the Chinese border in 1950, captured
the "Thai country" in 1953, and defeated the French forces at
Dien Bien Phu in 1954.

Giap's three-phase plan to defeat the French Army was pat-
terned late in 1950: it consisted of (1) a period of retreat and
defense during which time the Vietminh forces were to be re-
trained and consolidated; (2) a period of equilibrium so as to
reequip themselves with Communist China's aid and to elimi-
nate the French-held posts ii Vietminh areas; and (3) a period
of general counteroffense which eventually was to bring the
French to total defeat.

The Vietminh ieaders regarded the guerrilla activities as a
holding operation to buy tifie-time in which the DRyV regular
army could be trained and equipped for a counteroffensive
and time for the political situation, in France, in Vietnam,
and internationally, to become more favorable for the Viet-
minh's political objectives. The Vietminh leadership correctly

reasoned that France would grow tired of a stalemated colonial
war if pacification -and ulLimaLu victory on French lermis-
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seemed nowhere in sight. But in order to bring French public
opinion to this point, the Vietminh needed to inflict a series of
military defeats on the French. Giap, as noted above, advo-
cated the consolidation of the principal revolutionary forces
for more and larger offensive actions in preparation for a gen-
eral counteroffensive. The guerre mobile ("war of movement")
which Giap called for in this phase was characterized chiefly
"by the absence of fixed fronts~and rear areas, quick concentra-
tion for action, and immediate disengagement after fight-
ing." 1'5` The war of movement was one of attrition, "in the
sense that all efforts, military and nonmilitary, were aimed at
wearing down the French." "4 An essential part of this strat-
egy was the multitude of tactical operations, carried out with
speed and secrecy and resulting in most cases in defeat for the
French.

Vietminh attacks on French outposts began in the fall
of 1950 along the Chinese border. These scattered outposts
wpre- 00 miles from the rmain French line and were surrounded
by Vietminh-held jungle. One by one the outposts fell to the
Vietminh so that by January 1951 northern Vietnam, except
for the Red River Delta which the French were desperately
trying to hold, was controlled by the Vietminh. This sudden
and successful offensive against French positions and outposts
all along the Chinese frontier ensured permanent contact
with the Chinese Communists.

Both Ho Chi Minh and Giap regarded 1951 as a decisive year
in the' Vietminh's military situation, and in January of that
year readied their troops for a general counteroffensive that
included .the 'taking of Hanoi. With its regular army then
numbering almost as many troops as the French forces, the'
Vietminh was developing an ability to concentrate and maneu-
ver in major campaigns, and achieving tactical superiority
because increasing numbers of French troops were tied to
forts and bases. Further, the French were experiencing lack
of.reinforcements and logistics difficultiis.

The Vietminh campaign to take control of the Red River
Delta and thus drive the French out of northern Vietnam
was set under way in January 1951 and interrupted only
by the rainy seasons, generally from April to October. In
their first encounters with the French the Vietminh troops

Umlployed positional or regular type warfare which proved
arisiccCssf•l and gave victory to the French. Giap, realizing
his mistake, qluickly reverted to gu:Lerrilla warfare techniques-
hiL-and-ran attacks, ambushes, and aIssaults that had broken
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t.Lr French n on the C hin~ese border. Here the 'rench dkso
experienced the Vietminh "human sea" attacks in which wave
after wave of Vietminh soldiers threw themselves against the
French lines. Attacks were usually planned weeks and some-
times months in advance. Peasants who acted as Vietminh
agents kept their superiors informed on French military move-
ments and the information was transmitted to the Vietminh
military authorities.

"Second line" troops who were not as well equipped as the
Vietminh main force and who operated from French-held
soil were involved in minor skirmishes ranging from urban
terrorism and ricefield warfare to hill, mountain, and jungle
warfare. They "screened" for the main force offensives and
infiltrated many important French-held areas. Their ability
to disperse quickly and "blend into the landscape" made these
units very elusive and difficult to capture.

To mobilize the population in support of 'their operati"6
the Vietminh used "psychological techniques," which are
plied more easily to organized wrouus. These techniau"s
were used tO"control the minds of the masses by means kif
indoctrination and usually took the form of propagand'i,
rumors, meetings, discussions, pamphlets, radio programs, ai'd
plays. The "morale techhique" of "self-criticism" was mot
effective; it is a form of confession, used popularly within Com-
munist organizations, in which an individual verbally admits
his weaknesses and expels heretical ideas before a group.
During the campaigns of 1953 in northwest Vietnam, increased
sessions of "self-criticism" helped maintain strict party dis-
cipline and restore the morale of soldiers and officers wh4 might
be thinking of deserting. I

The French forces, commanded by Marshal de Lattre ý1e Tas-
signy from 1950 to 1953, prepared for the Vietminh cdunter-
offensive by recruiting French civilians into auxiliary units,
thus lioerating the military for combat duty, and by setting
tip defense units along the Vietminh approaches to -the Red
River Delta. The French had air superiority and the ad-
vantage of heavy guns. In a number of Vietminh attacks the
French repelled the guerrillas with fighter bombers, transport
planes. catrrying bombs, and heavy artillery. Airborne units
were useful in screening the French forces in retreat as well as
facing the Vietminh guerrillas in band-to.-hand combat.

During 1952-53 the French appear to have used two types
of operations against the Vietminh. One was the "meat
grinder" operation by which the French attempted to draw
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and destroy the Vietminh's "hard core" regular units in one
great battle. This operation was unsuccessful because Giap
sacrificed some of his units trapped behind French lines rather
than be baited into a large encounter with the French. The
second type of operation was a brief counterattack launched
either to destroy a Vietminh position in Vietminh territory
or to. cut off Vietminh units from northern bases. This opera-
tion met with some success, particularly at Hoa-Binh, a gar-
rison 20 miles inside Vietminh territory.

While most of the French mobile forces were concentrated
in the northern areas of Vietnam, French operations in south-
ern Vietnam slowed down. It would seem likely that urban
sabotage and terrorism would have increased and presented
the French with serious local problems. The reverse was true,
however, as successful antiterrorist operations conducted by
Vietnamese authorities brought an end to terrorist activities.

".. not one single major incident of terrorism, occurred in
Saigon from the end Of 1952 to the end of the fighting."',

SThe characteristics of the campaign during 1952-,53, up
until the airborne landing at Dien Bien Phu, could 'be sum-
marized as follows: "The French forces were tied down in
the defence of a series of fortified positions, whilst the rebels
were free to move about the countryside as they liked, often
in between the French outposts themselves. The position from
December 1952 onwards was one of stalemate. The rebels
were not able to dislodge the French .from. their positions,
while the French could not bring the rebels to battle in any
large numbers."'"" Although the French maintained nu-
merical superiority throughout the campaign, their effective-
ness was severely curtailed, as shown by the fact that in 1953,
according to reliable estimates, "about 35,000 Vietminh were
tying down three times their number of French forces in the
Delta."l'- In view of the generally known tiedown ratio of
10 to 20 regular personnel to one irregular combatant, these
figures speak for themselves. Furthermore, the Vietminh
generally outnumbered the French in most single military
encounters, and the larger percentage of noncombatant sup-
p)ort personnel in the French forces reduced French combatant
strength and firepower.I`" By 1954 the Vietminh's armed
forces had been increased to an estimated three hundred
thousand.

In 1953 Gen. Henri Navarre took over the French forces in
Vietnam as commander in chief and fcund the situation stag-
nant. He reoir-anized the units so as tr increase their mobility
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and began a series of offensives which were designed to break
the Communist forces by 1955. Ge.neral Navarre -involved
his troops in too many encounters in many different areas too
often and was never able to prepare himself for a large-scale
operation at the proper time. In November 1953 he launched
"Operation Castor" to cut off the Vietminh approach to Laos,
and this finally led to the battle of Dien Bien Phu.

The operation began on the 20th when the first wave of two
paratroop battalions were dropped on the site. Four months
later the Vietminh began its series of attacks on the garrisons.
They positioned themselves in the surrounding hills and
let loose with a barrage of artillery fire combined with inces-
sant Vietminh attacks. Soon the perimeter of the French gar-
rison decreased. Most supplies airdropped to the French
units were captured by the Vietminh, and when the monsoon
weather curtailed French air activity in the spring of 1954,
Dien Bien I'hu was lost. "Basically, three er~rors were CoM-
mitted at Dien Bien Phu," 'Writes an observer, "each at i
different command echelon: (1) the choice of fighting gucha de-
cive bhatt-le sn far frnm the major French centers of strength:
(2) the capital error in the underestimation of the enemy's
capabilities; and (3) the positioning of forces within the fortressitself," 1.•9

Operations continued in the Red River Delta, estimated to
have been a French stronghold. It was soon evident, however,
that the Vietminh had infiltrated and neutralized the French
forces in the area. The last French operation took place in

June 1954. The loss of the French garrison at Dien Bien Phu,
as much a psychological as a military defeat, and the under-
estimated strength of the Vietminh in the Delta paved the way
for a cease-fire and tjhe Geneva settlement of July 1954.
Although the French had a total force of about five hundred
thousand troops, the security of operating from firm bases,
and the complete mastery of air operations, they were misled
in their intelligence information and were unable to form
effective defensive positions,

Summary

Within each phase of the Vietminh's total revolutionary war
strategy, tactics developed and employed successfully by Com-
munist organizations elsewhere we~re applied in Vietnam.
First, mass support in the areas controlled by the Vietminh
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was assured: a place for everyone regardless of political eolora-
tion was found; peoples' committees took over in Le villaves;•
unpopular taxes were repealed; an anti-illiteracy campaign
was undertaken; and basic land reform was carried out. Work-
ing from established political bases, military tactics first con-
sisted of continued sporadic hit-and-run attacks on French gar-
risons; at the same time they were,.training units of a regular
army in the mountains of northern Vietnam and southwestern
China. Military action in the later phase was made up of a
winning combination of regular operations and guerrilla
operations that eventually defeated the French at Dien Bien
Phu and the Red River Delta. The combination of political
and military techniques constitute a classic exercise in Com-
munist takeover.

ACTIVE INVOfVFMVNT OFP' 1FORFIGN POWEWR

The, substantial Chinese aid which the Vietminh regimeU 1 00• , U 611 U1 I ta z j-lv tJl L j It

receive' after .1-u aiu LeiC u1evu•' -Uju1 . .L •1

bloc during the final phase of the conflict must be Viewed in the
perspective of a longstanding tradition of foreign participation
in Vietnam's revolutionary movements. Early. Vietnamese -
rebels against French rule looked to Japan for support, particu-
.larly following the Russo-Japanese war of 1905. After Sun
Yat-sen's revolution in China (1911), that country, too, became
a haven for anti-French conspirators and political exiles fron .

Indochina. At both these times the foreign powers were moti-
vated by their own national interest rather than by visionary
theory or ideology, and, being hard-pressed by European com-
mercial and diplomatic demands, China and Japan were in no
position to give more than passive support to the Vietnamese.
"At various times, since World War I both Chinese Nationalists
and Communists actidely supported various Vietnamese
nationalist factions, Jafjan's occupation of Indochina during
World War II gave the Japanese ample opportunity to support
Vietnamese nationalism, botik indirectly by discrediting the
French and directly by installing a Vietnamese regime, as they
did towards the end of their occupation period.

CHINA'S INVOINVEMENT I)URING THE INTERWAR PERIOD
(1920-,10)

China provided Ho Chi Minh and other leaders of both the
ICP and the Kuomintang-oriented VNQDD with a convenient
Manctuary throughout the formative years of these revolu-
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tionary organizations. As discussed earlier, the orgraniza-
tional forerunner of the ICP, the Revolutionary Youth League,
was formed by Ho in Canton in 1925. In 1930 Ho formed the
ICP itself in Hong Kong. The Comintern had its Asian head-
quarteils in China during much of the twenties. After a wave
of French repression, such as that of 1930-31, the Vietflamese
revolutionary leaders would esLŽape across the frontier into
south China whence they attempted to smuggle propaganda
into Vietnam to rally the ranks left behind. When the Com-
munist Party was banned throughout the French empire
in 1.939 the Vietnamese Communist leadership fled as usual to
China. China's central government and the Kuomnintang
(Nationalists) had opposed the Cqmmunists since 1)27, ul .. OCal

officials and some warlords in south China were amenable
to Communist influence, often because of bribery and promises
of economic concessions in Vietnam freed from French
domination.

IADANE1SQt OC C 1_tDPATIONTf: 1104-41

The Japanese plan for the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity
Sphere envisaged a political reconstruction of Asia from which
European and U.S. influence would be totally expunged; but
when the Japanese came to Indochina in 1940 their ideological
sympathies for Asian nationalists were, for the time being,
overruled by strategic interests. Faced with the necessity of.
a swift takeover in Southeast Asia, Japan needed a peaceful
Indochina as a base of operations and staging area for the
invasion of Malaya. The desire of the indigenous people for
independence was to be respected and fulfilled but with certain
restrictions compatible with Japanese. hegemony. The ulti-
mate goal of the Japanese called for the "autonomy of the
Annamese" within 20 years, followed by "nationhood." 1"
Until the successful completion of the war, however, French
sovereignty was to be recognized. The Japanese polic, pro-
posed that:

Although the telf-guveruiiernt or the participation in politics of the
Annamitem will have to be recognized to sonie extent on, some proper

ccrttsion in tie future, for the present we shnll not perimit their inde-

lPen10 en movements, though we !; h ill tS ' Fratnce to inip'ovv thc
pI osition and welfare of the natives in gneral I,11

Later, when Japan needed the support of Asians in the prose-
cution of the war, it beg,:an encouraging the nationalist move-
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ment in Indochina. In February 1944 under the close surveil-
lance and supervision of Japanese police, discussions between
Japanese and Vietnamese leaders took place in Hanoi and
Saigon. While recognizing the sovereignty of the French and
ostensibly cooperating with them, the Japanese were at the
same time negotiating with both the traditional mandarinate

.... di'-7ii...... a'n '-dical n'ationalist revolutionary movement.'12

By early 1945 the Japanese had decided to "elevate and sup-
port" the independence of Vietnam whenever it might be appro-
priate for the conduct of the war.'' Reacting to the threat
posed by the continued advance of U.S. forces in the nearby
Philippine Islands and doubting the willingness and ability of
the French to cooperate in defending Indochina from an Allied
invasion, the Japanese overthrew the French colonial regime
on March 9, 1945. Two days later Emperor Bao Dai renounced
all treaties with France and proclaimed the independence of
Vietnam under Japanese protection.

By far the most significant Japanese contribution to the
development of the Vietnamese revolution was the expulsion
of the French colonial officials in March 1945 which destroyed
the facade of French control over Vietnam. Psychologically,
and from the standpoint of practical power politics, a return to
the prewar status was henceforth impossible. Moreover, the
Bao Dai regime which the Japanese set up was basically a
puppet regime with no permanence or viability. Once' the
Japanese surrendered, the Bao Dai government was doomed
because of its affiliation with the defeated power.

ALLIED INVOLVEMENT DURING WORLD WAR II PERIOD

When the Allies were ready to shift thei!r Yhin effort from
Europe to the Far East for the final offensive against Japan,
the issue of the political and strategic significance of Indo-
china' came to the fore. Since 1942 the Free French had
maintained military missions in China in the Yunnan Province
and at the Nationalist capital of Chungking to. contact anti-
Vichyites in Indochina, organize them into an underground
resistance movement, and then enlist Allied support for, the
liberation of Indochina from the Japanese and VichyFre~nch.I'll
In 1943 the Free French announced that after the war Indo-
china would have fiscal and customs autonomy and alluded
to the possibility of more self-government but reaffirmed
French sovereignty. The Vietnarest-- exile colony in] south
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China was called on to support the Free French. In reaction
to this proclamation and to French activities in China, the
Chungking government called for the deliverance of Indo-
china from both Japanese and French control through the
Chinese Nationalists, and sought to enlist all Vietnamese
revolutionaries into a Kuomintang-sponsored group known
as the Dong Minh Hoi (DMH).* At the same time, the Chinese
Nationalists set up along the border an elaborate system of
espionage designed to prevent all communication between
the French military mission and the interior of Indochina.ilf

The exact relationship between Ho Chi Minh and his Viet-
minh organization and the Chinese Nationalists during the
period after 1941 is difficult to determine. After- having
afforded refuge to the Vietnamese Communists from 1939 to
1941 and havinrg permitted the organization of the Vietminh on
Chinese territory, Chungking officials arrested Ho in 1942 alleg-
edly because of his Communist background. They released him
a year later with the understanding that the Vietminh would
cooperate with the DMH in operating a more effective espion-
age and intelligence network throughout northern Vietnam.'"
It was at this time that he adopted his famous alias, "Ho
Chi Minh," so that his former Communist affiliation would
be less conspicuous.** Relations between Chinese Nationalist
officials and the Vietminh remained strained, with the Viet-
minh taking every opportunity to increase its power and in-
fluence under the inefficient and inconsistent auspices of the
Chudgking government. At the same time the Nationalist
Government made it clear that China .had designs on Viet-
nam in the postwar settlement and that a French return was
definitely not acceptable.***

It was during 1944-45 that Ho Chi Minh made his first
contacts with U.S. OSS agents in China, requesting aid and

'support for clandestine activities, in northern Vietnam against
the Japanese. Regardless of the amount of material aid

-Thu DM|I was primarily backed by south China warlords (jla-tun, Ionf-Yon, Chiari. Fa-kwei, and
Siao.Wen) intmrestfd in gaining ecenumie e con cssions in 'T'onkin after the war.t

1

I e .crording LWone iaccount, 1o Chi iM in h was relneaed froan prison fiy (laI nag Pa-kweii, the semi-
indepondent wairlord in Kwanpsi Provineo. Chong teportedly had thia own ideas abonuL I ola hilia1n and

hi,;iil Li, ktill 11o1 fid l il Vilailinlh to rurth(er him own pilans. Chang ]"in-kwei wans oat in f tI,, Wijan, joi
c i, h ti. e lui g.kigbr g r•rlIril it, t...i Ii i, h,, d,- LId it.. w lfln of lie ýiiolnuL Loljing lihirng .Koi-n l, i k,
whereupon iit, wlio had I..cn iailed in Nguy.,n Ai Qi,', I tl1 ,ie d LI, iliir n" Hit Oln Miiih it, eidr o i, 'n-
ieil bIt Li-lie e W ltity f'iln the , c ef ofthe K om inting pe "e,Ti'.li

In* ain C1lItnire abowpo (,r, lie iirly [fi. I ir 'lnnne ioi' (if IPl2, rli. ('hi, Ko-vhfilg, Oni, Pl.iva if L-IrO Nai

U.iiiial (Chi .1 i11, 1 iliV'er'ity, i -lttt. d ,IuL II,(. i,,,Ij p , h o it, . r In ina t i-n ino i o ult L o fOui Rt il fu ioltliwi-4t

(illrilii, Its iII area for mutually helnpfielil traidl, relatlins, an'] in a ilefveniv, ri-oruiot. AL it fuitul'r Ireere

cotfer1ne+ In, lie itlvilledi Chlna to isk for tlh, (lndc il feio C d hil and to, offi r to ir,<fon, itii t t(L Url'

hr . ( oli d W.1ii t ileI tliiit Chinai ci ter ii not pernaiLn[nini'lin, ii lndel iiii.' it rto, the Flioiir r Friuane, WIlo-t

siir'r•tnier in 11(1 wre'. i nil fitn d the rlatt if SIri, ijiiiri, - n ,uoitht'at Asia.--!,
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given to Ho by the OSS, the main effect of his contact with

them was psychological. The Vietminh could later claim that
they had, U.S. support and were part of the Allied effort against
the Japanese and their Vietnamese puppet regime. The aid
itself was not inconsequential. According to one observer,

"throughout the months before the Japanese capitulation,
OSS officers and men operated behind Japanese lines, to arm,
lead and train native guerrillas who were organized by the
Vietminh."1711

U.S. policy toward Indochina was indefinite with respect to
military and strategic action in this region. In November
1944 Gen. Albert Wedemeyer, the Commanding General of
U.S. forces in China, reported that the French were making
an intensive effort with British help to recover their prewar
position in Indochina, and for his guidance, Wedemeyer asked
Washington for a definition of policy regarding Indochina.
President \Roosevelt indicated that the Indochina questionl was
a matter for postwar settlement and that IU.S. policy was not
to be forn-ulated until after, consultation with the Allies at
a forthcoming Combined Staff Conference. The President was
against dealing with the French authorities "in such a way
as to give French interests in the Far East official recogni-
ti on." 71

On March 24, 1945, Roosevelt told Ambaisador Hurley and

General Wedemeyer in Washington that n" supplies were to
be given to French forces operating out of China. In addi-
tion, the President Said that the San Francisco Conference
would set up a .United Nations Trusteeship to make effective

the right of a colonial, people to choose the form of government • . 4

under which they would live as soon as, in the, opinion of the
United Nations, they were qualified for independence. While
cautioning his chief subordinates against French machinations
in Indochina, Roosevelt indicated that purely military support
of the French effort against Japan would be permitted."'
This proved very difficult to carry out in view of the political im-
plications of military aid. While this policy dashed French
hopes of liberating Indochina,* it did not imply large-scale
OSS aid for the Vietminh. It appears that U.S. help for both
the French and the Vietminh was intended to be on such a
low level as only to keel) them both active in the anti-Japanese
effort.

[lit, Jotint ChiefR hniqd d-eided that the military significannce of thu r-it0Ae geroups in Imnrwhinr
"A', 11' noyr, ea-At, In ,-, t. hit u .0A j. Sitrd . rlkt, i A hnrd frir 1j4ur w(nrerrfr! rch., Art Id. A st 1 int .t i r Aur
rgrt-In' that thre logiAtival efhort for sudh a -onmanijtirnnt AiS L ,ir - Ar ldnaiv, al waold dtrhv't .r0rn 1 -1'cr
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At approximately the same time (the early months of 1945),
the issue of territorial responsibility for anti-Japanese activi-
ties in Indochina became a pressing one for the Allies, par-
ticularly as the British from the Southeast Asia Command
(SEAC) in Ceylon had begun to fly air sorties in support of
French guerrillas in Indochina. By unofficial agreement be-
tween Wedemeyer and Mountbatten, operations in Indochina
came under the China Theater. U.S. officials in China, particu-
larly Ambassador Hurley, were upset about the British air
actions and the issue was carried to the Potsdam Conference
in the summer of 1945. At that time the 16th parallel was
agreed upon as the boundary between SEAC and China Theater
operations. Active operations in Indochina were not antici-
pated by the Allies in the final war plan against Japan. Mount-
batten was directed by the Combined Chiefs of Staff to liberate
Malaya, maintain pressure on Japan across the Burma-Thai
border, capture key areas of Thailand, and establish bridge-
heads in Java and Sumatra."'

On August 14 Japan accepted the surrender terms, and on the
same day Mountbatten was ordered to take over responsibility

* of the area of Indochina south of the 16th parallel. On the

previous day he had been instructed that his primary tasks
in the case of Japanese, surrender would be to enforce the
terms of the accord, the 'disarmament of Japanese forces, and
the liberation of prisoners of war. He was specifically in-
structed to send a force to Saigon and take control of the Japa-
nese southern armies whose headquarters was in this city.171

Responsibility for the surrender of Japanese troops north
of the 16th parallel fell to the China Theater and Chiang Kai-
shek. Thus,-on the eve of the takeover by the Vietminh in
August 1945, foreign involvement was a matter of crucial con-
cern for the revolutionary leadership. Allied plans for the sur-
render of Japan indicated clearly to the Vietminh that if a
seizure of power were to be successful it would have to take
place before the arrival of the Allies. Precious little time was
available in which to seize power and thus present the Allies
with a fait accompli.

"The Vietminh moved at a time when the Allies were not in
a position to influence the situation directly. Mountbatten
was overwhelmed by problems in Malaya, Burma, and Indo-
nesia and was not able to take action in Indochina. Meanwhile
the slowness of the Chinese Na:tionalists, the ominous inter-
vention of the Soviet Union in Manchuria, and the ever-present
problem of the Chinese Commun~ists prevented the Chungking
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regime from being in a position to influence events in the
northern area of Vietnam.

For the Japanese the situation was different. On hearing of
Japan's capitulation, Admiral Decoux, who was still in Indo-
china undelr Japanese arrest, urged the Japanese Conmmander
in Vietnam, General Tsu~shibashi, to release him and all his
interned troops' so that they could reassert French control.
He hoped to be able, with these troops, to regain control of the
admini6tration and prevent the triumph of the Vietminh.
But Tsushibashi replied that without orders and direction
from the Allies, Decoux would remain in captivity. The
Japanese made no effort to aid the French in recapturing their
position and did nothing to prevent the spread of Vietminh
control.'

76

Between the time of their surrender (August 14) and the
arrival of the Allies in mid-September, the Japanese released
arms and equipment to the'Vietminh. General Tsushibashi
denied that official Japanese policy provided for the large-
scale supply of Vietminh, and presumably the act was done on
an unofficial basis- Nevertheless, this arming has been re-
ported to be part of Japan's poliky to provoke guerrilla warfare
between the Vietnamese and the Allies which would last for
years so that the French, or even the Chinese, would never
adequately control the situation.177

The actual amount of aid received by the Vietminh-from the
Japanese is difficult to appraise. Most of the Vietminh arsenal
at this time actually consisted of French arms which the
Japanese 'had taken during the 'disarming of the oolonial
army in March. According to General Tsushibashi, these arms
did not go directly to the Vietminh but had been issued to the
troops of the puppet Bao Dai regime. When thýV, yietminh
established its regime in August, it took over these troops and
some eight thousand rifles.

According to the U.S. officer who arrived in Hanoi to accept
the surrender of the Japanese, the latter had been quite gener-
ous to the Vietminh. He noted that there was ample oppor-
tunity for the Vietnamese to secure arms and ammunition
both from the Japanese who opened their armories and supply
dumps, and from'French stocks captured by the Japanese in
March.lTh In addition, he never saw any heavy weapons larger
than an 81-mm. mortar among the equipment turned in by the
Japanese to the Chinese occupation forces. The Japanese
claimed that they had destroyed this equipment,' 7• but Japa-
nese armaments were later captured from the Vietminh forces.
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British Involvement South of 16th Parallel

By mid-September 1945, British forces arrived in Saigon to
accept the surrender of the Japanese Army below the 16th
parallel. They were gradually complemented by an increas-
ing number of French military units. Almost immediately
difficulties arose between Allied authorities and the Viet-
namese revolutionary regime which had assumed power in
late August in Saigon as the southern branch of the Hanoi
government.. It must be emphasized that during late AugusL,
before the arrival of Allied units, a series of Franco-British
agreements had recognized French sovereignty in Indochina I
anil provided that French forces would cooperate with Mount-
batten as soon as they became available to carry out the terms
of surrender below the 16th parallel.I8O
* Maj. Gen. D. D. Gracey was appointed by Mountbatten to

carry out occupation in Indochina for SEAC. He was given
five tasks: to secure the area of Saigon; to maintain order; to
rescue Allied POW's; to disarm the Japanese; and to liberate
Allied, territory. Allegedly'to ensure the safety of his forces
and of the French civilian population in Saigon, General ,Gracey j
asserted his authority and responsibility in the> areia and
ignored the pretensions and activities of the local repriOsenta-
tions of the Vietmnnh regime. On September 23, Frencý'troops
just released. froth internment acted on their own iflitiative
and seized all government buildings and police stalions in
Saigon, removing them from the control of the Vie imnh.181

The latter retaliated with street fighting in Saigon afhd guer-
rilla warfare in the rural area. British forces helpdd to keep
public utilities going and the interned Japanese provided the
necessary labor support.

On September 24, Mountbatten reported the situation to
London and suggested that two alternatives were available:
actively to implement Gracey's assumption of authority, or to
confine British responsibi}ity to enforcing the surrender of the
Japanese and maintainin$.:order in Saigon alone, leaving the
French with the responsibility for exercising authority else-
where, The Chiefs of Staff replied that the "unavoidable de-
lays" in the arrival of Frepch troops made it necessary to widen
Gracey's functions and to assist the French in maintaining
order outside of Saigon.! By October the French were firmly
established in Saigon And the colonial High Commissioner
returned at the end of the month. He was nominally under
the operational command of General Gracey. British troops
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never were called upon to assist in the reestablishment of
French administration or the maintenance of order outside
the "key areas" in Saigon. On January first the French had
some thirty thousand troops in southern Vietnam, and they
then assumed full responsibility from the British for law
and order throughout the country south of the 16th parallel.:'

Chinese Involvement in the North

North of the 16th parallel the situation was quite different
for the French. They tried, without success, to obtain Chinese
aid and recognition for the assertion of French sovereignty in
northern Vietnam. By mid-September the Chinese Nationalist
Army of Occupation, under General Lu-Han, arrived to carry
out the stipulations of the Japanese surrender agreement;
the Chinese recognized the DRV Government as the existing
regime, responsible to General Lu-Han for administration.
General Lu-Han announced to the people of Vietnam that the
Chinese forces had come to effectuate, the surrender, disarma-
ment, and evacuation of the Japanese. To coordinate these
efforts, hetold them he would supervise the civil authority
through "[their] present governmental officials and organiza-
tion, so long as normal functions of government are carried
out, and peace and order is assured at all times.'"'" Lu-Han
took his orders from Chiang Kai-shek, and according to U.S.
observers in mid-September, the Chinese Nationalist policy
seemed to be "coasting" by favoring neither the Vietnamese
nor the French. Nevertheless, it was well known that Chiang
Kai-shek favored Vietnam's independence.1 "4

Between the surrender of Japan on August 14 and the advent
of the Chinese Nationalists in mid-September various U.S.
officials arrived in Hanoi. An OSS missiolh arrived on Au-
gust 22, followed by a military government (G-5) section, and
lateron, a U.S. liaison mission, under the command of Brig.
Gen. Philip E. Gallagher. By the end of September they all
came under the command of General Gallagher.

Guidance on U.S. policy available to Gallagher and his staff
was apparently based on the concept that Indochina would
ultimately come under a United Nations' Trusteeship. Al-
though in September 1945 the "existing government" estab-
lished prior to Chinese occupation was recognized by U.S.
officials in the area as responsible for administration, these
officials acted on the understanding that the official status

0()I 1 , nn u vy 2 8, 19 4 6 . th , A llie d ( 0r, trn l (eO I slIni f or S aig o n w ee d i g -l - i, e n d (efln cre l (lrm ey i.r L

(hu I ,nly. On, M,,'lh .I. fi,( ll of1" Idldhinen wag exrluded From Mo,, helhto,,i'm .EAC operetie,,,.e.,
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of Vietnam would not be decided until the world leaders met
at the United Nations.' 85  Chinese Nationalist antipathy
toward the return of the French was indicated by the refusal
of the Chungking government to allow some six thousand
French troops who had fled across the border into China in
March to return to Indochina in September. Late that month
U.S. liaison officials in Hanoi 'Were informed that, although
the postwar settlement of-Indochina through a United Nationh
Trusteeship had not been definitely dropped, the "Chinese
were to facilitate the recovery of power by the French."

At approximately the same. time that they were told to facili-
tate the return of the French, the Chinese Nationalists be-
came interested in withdrawing their'troops from Vietnam for
use in Manchuria; In early October 1945 Sino-French talks
began in China and in Hanoi in, regard to the transfer of
power."8" While Chiang Kai-shek undoubtedly Wanted to fish'
in the troubled waters of Indochina and definitely hoped to
see an independent Vietnam develop, it seems that Manchurian
affairs, combined with his suspicions about a.U.N. trusteeship
and about Ho Chi Minh's Vietminh "regime, led him eventually
to a settlement With the French. In Manchuria, the Chinese
Communists had svwiftly. taken power ifter the defeat of the
Japanese, and Chiang Kai-shek was eager to check the moves
of Mao Tse-tung,

Sino-French discussions went on throughout the winter and
flnally, on February 28, 1946,-a series--of agreements were
signed in which China affirmed its purpose to withdraw all

troops by March 31, 1946. In return, France renounced all
,extraterritorial rights and commercial concessions in China,
guaranteed exemption from customs and transit duties for
Chinese merchandise shipped over the Haiphong-Kunming
rail line,, gave China ownership and management of the por-
tion of railroad which was in China, and assured Chinese na-
tionals living in Indochina the. legalrights of French na-
tionals.18 17

FOREIGN INVOLVEMENT IN THE COLD WAR PERIOD

It was not until January 1950 that the Vietminh regime re-
ceived diplomatic recognition and any active international sup-
port from the Sino-Soviet bloc.* In the 1945-50 period not

According to Dr. William C. Johnstone, who was prmaent an an observer ait the Anion Relation,,.Con-
ference in New p)olhi in April 1947, there were 3l to 5 Vietrniinh reprenentativen in attendanfe whli had
long meetiigs vtith Soviet ropreaentatlvea. Similar matliny.g occurred in 1948 at the Calcutta Youth
Confvrvnnr and aLt a meeting of the Indian Communiat Party attended by Vietminh lepreaontativen.-
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even the Communist Party in metropolitan France snupl)orted
the Vietminh's demands for independence.' 8 9 These were days
when the principle of geographic contiguity with the Soviet
bloc territory determined the bloc's active interest in a Com-
munist-oriented revolutionary movement. Until the arrival
of Mao Tse-tung's forces on the frontiers, of Indochina, the
Franco-Vietminh. conflict did not take on the characteristics
of j, cold war confrontation between the Communist and non-
Cotnmunist worlds. By May 1950, however, U.S. Secretary of
"Stite Dean Acheson announced that the United States Wouid
extend military and economic assistance to France and theiBao
Dal regime.1,'0  The. aid given the Vietminh by the Chinese (/om-
niutnists after 1950 has already beenmentioned.

'"This aid and military assistance was the subject, of a reported
agieement between the DRY and the Chinese Cpmmuni'sts.191
Regardless of the exact natqre of such an agreement, the total
aspect 6f the revolution agdhnst the French was precipitately..

chai~ged. The Chinese Communists wanted the Vietminh to
remain in the fight, even i4 Peking was not fully committed
to a policy of military victory for the Vietminh regime, Ac-
cording to a defector'from the Vietminh, there was an agree-
ment between the Peking and Hanoi regimes under which
direct Chinese intervention Would occur only in the event
of a decisive Vietminh defeat.'92 Henceforth the Vietminh was
"geographically linked to the socialist bloc."' 9 3 Then materihand logistical support given the Vietminh by'the ChineseCon•-

munists was significant in the final outcome of the conflict.
"In assessing the various factors whidh facilitated the success
the Vietminh, Giap recognizes the following: the revolutionary
armed forces represented by his "Liberation Army,'.. the Unitkd

,,Front organization, the establishment' of ."people's power"
in August of 1.945, the leadership of the ICP, and the support
of other Communist countries.14

Summary

The Vietnamese struggle against French rule saw a number
of foreign powers actively involved in aiding one side or an-
Sother. Because of its close proximity, China played the most
important role officially and nonofficially by harboring Viet-
namese exiles and allowing them to organize on its soil. Both
the Nationalist Government and the Communist Government
extended aid to the Vietnamese at various times. Japan also
made a great contribution to the nationalist movement; its
occupation forces encouraged the Vietnamese independence
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movement during World War I1 and offered the movement a
golden opportunity to establish itself when they brought the
French colonial regime to an end before capitulating in 1945.
Guerrilla warfare against the Japanese was encouraged by aid
from Allied Powers, including the United States, and Chinese
occupation forces in northern Vietnam dealt with the de facto
administration of the Vietminh. British efforts to help France
regain control were not encouraged in the immediate postwar
period by other Allies. Vietnam became a battleground of the
Cold War in 19'0 when the Sino-Soviet bloc went to the Viet-
minh's assistafice. The Franco-Vietnamese conflict '•as re-
solved by. an international body at Geneva in iq54.
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tive bureaucratic types. Finally, there is evidence of smne
unrest among the peasants. In 1956, for example, when the
Communist bloc was beset by ideological disputes, a peasant
revolt of major proportions occurred in. Ho Chi Minh's native
province of Nghe An, the same province which in 1930 had risen
against the French.19' •

The Saigon regime-in the south has been led by President Ngo
Dinh Diem since October 1955. Diem, who had been Emperor
Bao Dai's Prime Minister since shortly before tho Geneva
settlement, was elected to replace Bao Dai as Chief of State
when the South Vietnamese voted for a republican form of
government to replace the French reinstituted. monarchical
system. This government operates under a democratic con-
stitution in theory, but the realities of South Vietnamese politi-
callife vary widely from the theoretical structure of the
government.

Opposition to the Diem regime has had considerable. difficulty
in operating within the limits imposed by the government.
The South Vietnamese Government tends to regard all political
opposition to its policies as Communist-inspired and- there-
fore subversive. This attitude, which is not unique to South
Vietnam but shared by many anti-Communist governments,
tends to force non-Communist opponents of Diem into the Com-
munist camp and blurs the very real distinction between
Communists and non-Communists in South Vietnam." 7

The civilwar in South Vietnam, which began almost immedi-
ately -after the Geneva settlement, is led'by a Communist-
dominated guerrilla organization officially called the "Southern
Liberation Front" but referred to by the Diem government as
Viet Cong. The Viet Cong's ieadersxip cadres. were left be-
hind on Communist orders when the regrouping of Communist
forces north of the 17th parallel was effected in 1954-55;
others have secretly crossed into the southern, zone since that

time. Capitalizing on societal unrest, particularly in rural
areas, the Communist agitatois have built up a guerrilla or-
ganization capable of mountin4' disruptive attacks on govern-
ment forces and on elements \of the population sympathetic

to the Diem government.. Sinc4 1959 the Viet Cong's terrorist
activities and paramilitary operations have increased in
frequency and in intensity.

The government of South Vietnam has responded to Viot
Cong guerrilla activity by undertaking an increasingly vigorous
camipaign of couilterinsurgen cy operations and socioeconomic

reforms. The .United States has pairticpated heavily in this
118 .•
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response by making avwilable to the Smoth Vietnamese Govern-
ment forces large-scale economic and technical assistance
in the form of commodities andU.S. advisory personnel. Re-
cent developments in Southeast Asia point to a continued and
deepening U.S. involvement in the Vietnamese conflict which
has its roots in the revolutionary movement analyzed in the
above, study. Many observers feel that the prospects for
political stability in South Vietnam are particularly bleak
since the societal factors which contributed to the success of
the Vietminh in the colonial period have, for the most part,
not been changed.
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INTRODUCTION

Three case studies were prepared on the Algerian (1954-62),
Cuban (1953-59), and Vietnaniese (i941-54) revolutions using a
common conceptual framewoilk and study procedures, in order
to facilitate subsequent comparative analyses among the three.
This appendix contains-

(1) A summary statement of the conceptual frame of
reference underlying the studies;

(2) A general summary-of the procedures used in prepara-
tion of the case studies.

At the same time, a case study of the situation in Guatemala
between 1944 and 1954 is being prepared, using a different
approach more suitable to that situation. . ..

CONCEPTUAL FRAME OF REFERENCE

REVOLUTION DEFINED* A1

The word revolution is frequently used interchangeably with
such terms as rebellion, coup d'etat, insurgency, and insurrec-
tion, Various writers, Webster's Dictionary, and.the Encyclo-
pedia of Social Sciences disagree on a precise meaningp.f the
word. Except in the natural sciences, "revolution" usually
refers to any sudden change with far-reaching consequences,
"but may sometimes refer to a gradual change which has sud-
denly been recognized as having had far-reaching conse-
quences. The particular change is usually indicated by adjec- A
tives such as cultural, scientific, economic, industrial,, and
technological. Used without a qualifying adjective, the word
most. often describes political revolution; it is so used in these
three case studies.

More precisely, in the case studies revolution means the modi-
fication, or attempted modification, of an existing political order
"partially at least by illegal (or unconstitutional) force used
primarily by persons under the jurisdiction of the political order.
The terms revolutionary dynamics and revolutio-nary effort are
both used to refer to activities of all kinds of revolutionary
actors and organizations. Revolutionary movement is used
generically to refer to all the revolutionary actors and organi-

*This deflnition appears in a Iorner dimcu.sion of defintitlonn in the Canrbook on In argcm'ey and Re ',o
•Ilulbnalry 'orjaru 2$ llmorj,-u Acou.nlnts (Whsihngton: Special Operations Research Office, 1163).
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zations operating against a government during defined time
periods, unless specific organizations or actors are identified
in the text. Finally, revolutionary situettion refers to a coi-
tinuum of tensions within a country in which revolutionary
conflict has emerged as a major problem requiring direct allo-
cation of resources and effort by a government.

GENERAL APPROACH

A general, heuristic study model with two basic premises was
adopted. It was assuried, first, that a revolution is a complex
interaction of socioeconomic-po litical factors (revolution-
inducing factors) and organic factors of the revolutionary
movement. It was also assumed that particular factors do not
necessarily remain unchanged and that changes in the factors
and in their interaction are significant.

On the basis of the previous SORO study of 23 reyv01utions and
a review of other studies in the literature, a number of general
9,nd specific examples of these two kinds of factors Were identi-
fled; they have been offered in the past by other writers as
"explanations" of revolutionary phenomena, and they are
discussed in the next two sections. All of these exampleswere
treated as hypotheses for the 'three case studies and were
tested for their applicability to each revolution. They were not -4
judged a piiori to be causes of revolutions. They were studied
to determine their presence or absence in a revolution and
to determine their operation in time. The latter determil
nation was accomplished by submitting each factor to a crude
trend analysis-that is, organizing the information relevant to
each hypothesis through chronological periods,.,

A distinction between immediate causes of revolution and
long-range causes is not relevant to this type of approach to; the
study ýof revolution. The importance of historical ciretim-
stance as &/ precipitant of revolution, is not denied; it is simply
not accorded the central role here that some students of revo-
lution have attributed to it. The operation of historical
circumstance is discussed in terms of revolution-inducing
factors and revolutionary movement factors. The %t rend
analysis records the development of situations in which tihe
potential for revolutionary warfare may be laient, but r'ot
primarily dependent upon historical circumstances. Thus,
historical necessity is not implied by the trend analysis
approach - ,h.-'ges in both the socioeconomic-political environ-
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ment and in the structure and function of revolhitioary
movements can occur depending upon the actors involved.

FACTORS INDUCING REVOLUTION

It is suggested that factors inducing revolution may be
broadly categorized under three general hypotheses which
may be descriptive of a prerevolutionary situation: economic
maladjustment, social antagonism, and political weakness.
While no attempt has been made to assign relative weights t6
these various factors in a positive numerical sen-se, it appeared
initially-that political weakness as defined shouild rate highest
on any scaledevised to measure the revolutionary potential of.
a society. However, such conceptu.al refinements' must await
further analysis and are not reflected in the three case studied'

In the discussion below, each factor (and subfactor) is dis-
cussed as a conditional hypothesis regardless. of evidence
available concerning its validity, The purpose of the discus-
sion is to describe briefly the hypotheses as used inthe study of
the three cases. It will be noted that thehypotheses are sta~ted
broadly to allow identification of alr'the information unique to.
each revolution and, consequently, an evaluation 'of, the
hypotheses.

Economic Maladjustment

The economy of.a country may be considered to be a situation
of maladjustment when one or;more of the following condi-
tions is present: foreign control of economic life, concentration
of land ownership and alarge population of landless peasants, A
lack of a diversified economy, and chronic unemployment or
underemployment. These conditions may have concomitants
that provide revolutionary motivations. They mayaffect the
economic standard of living of the population in general, the
distribution of wealth, and the form of the social structure.

Foreign control over the economy (f a-colonial or so,called
semicolonial* country may entail certain socioeconomic troubles
for that Pountry, e-ven though, in-a strictly economic sense, the
relationship may appear to work to the country's advantage.
Higher standards of living enjoyed by resident foreigners and
hy those natives Who are affiliated with foreign economic

Sevwnvoloniel eouLri c are p•,litically ijndopejdenLt iiwtei whlich iie econormictilly de niient ior' in.
iI,iA triilieii I I t-ic, it irtivr latin American Ptrkitre•c hnýe 1wer economic r eo n l)pendwli r - 40 iI [rlbtil
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interests may have a. powerful demonstrative effect on the
native population; resultant dissatisfaction with their lower
living standards and their frustration over foreign influences
in the economic life of the country may produc, social antago-
nisms directed against both foreigners and nati:Ve beneficiaries
of foreign interests. If a native middle class is'/deprived of full
participation in the economic life of the ctpuntry, foreign
control may drive the social element best prepared to assume
the role of a political opposition into a revolutionary movement.

A system of land tenure in wi "landlordism" predominates
may be fraught with revolutionary potential. The national
economy may suffer as a whole from the inefficiency in agri-
cultural production sometimes associated with a high concen-tration of land ownership. Often the wealthy landlord may be

less interested\ in yields-per-acre than in rents and interest
payments from his tenants and peasant debtors. The landless
peasants may lack incentive to produce, since their experience
may have suggested little connection between efforts \and
rewards. Thus, poverty and low productivity can p'erpetuate
themselves in'a cyclical process..,

A low level of purchasing power in a country may hinder the
development of local industry and reinforce economic depend-
ence on one or two cash crops or mineral products for export.
The economic position of raw-material-producing countries in
relation to exporters of industrial goods has tended to deterio-
rate over recent decades due to-world trade conditions. A
more diversified economy has thus become a matter of economic
necessity for most raw-material-exporting countries. The lack ,
of a diversified economy may subject a country to the vagavries
of world market conditions andsthreaten its economic stability;
the socioeconomic effect usually is to narrow the range of
economic opportunities, thus tending to perpetuate a paternal-
istic type of society.

Another condition indicative of economic maladjtustment is Z!

chronic and widespread unemployment or undereq3 ployment.
Such a situation may result from the impact of wqrld market
conditions on a single-crop economy or from the seasonal na-
ture of the main cash crop. The socioeconomic effects of unem-
ployment may be more likely to reach a critical point when those
out of work are urban workers, or at least are living on a money
economy rather than a subsi'itence economy. Generally, it
cad be hypothesized that the higher the level of industrializa-
tion the greater would be the revolutionary potential in a
period of unemployment, for idle workers frequently make up
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the mass following of revolutionary movements. Native
middle-class and intellectual elements tend to blame periods of
unemployment on foreign control of the economy and on the
lack of a diversified economy; this type of agitation around
economic issues maybe used to rally broad mass support for
the revolutionary movement.'

Social Antagonism

Tensions within the.sovial struct.ure,.a&demise of a traditional
way of life, and the marginality of intellectuals may be re-
garded as aspects of social antagonism which may be related to
revolutions.

Tensions within the social structure may include conflicts
between ecqnomic classes, clashes alonig ethnic, religious,
cultural, and racial lines, and generational cleavage3. Revo-
lutionary potential may be greatest when those divisions hap-
pen to be superimposed on one another, as when one element of
that population is defined along the same racial, religious, and
economic lines. Such is the case in colonial territories and in
soine semicolonial countries in which a nonna~ive population
element dominates 'economic life. Social tensions in racially
homogeneous societies may take the form of a so-called "'class

struggle" between those in control of economic and political
power and the out-groups. Economically underdeveloped
areas may be particularly vulnerable to extreme social tensions
between a dynamic and emergent new middle class and a static
traditional 6lite. The introduction of Western edLication and
modern mores into these areas may greatly exacerbate already
existing gent/rational cleavages.

The de%., i• of traditional society, which many countries are
experiencin'• as a result of urbanization and industrialization
or of soqa .and political"'revolution, may have important
psychological implications ftrthe growth of a revolutionary
movement, Traditionally accepted social values and social
attitudes which support the status quo-tend to be undermined
by such historical developments as decolonization, the emerg-
ence of new nationalisms, and the expansion of the Sino-
Soviet power bloc. One function of the demise of traditional
society has been the emergence of a new class of Western-
educated intellectuals* to challenge the tradition-oriented
older intellectual ,lass. 1! q

I In the Sqit -,o ipt BhI- this new 'lass• ig the ('o l "1 ist-d li te d t ',t ,
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These new intellectuals, many of whom find themselves in
a condition of social marginality, may be a critical factor. In
the revolutionary process. Marginality, in the sociological
sense in which the term is used here, implies a state of being
"incompletely assimilated and denied full social acceptance
and participation by the dominant [political] group or groups in
a society because of racial or culfural conflict."' The'marginal
intellectual may tend to become spiritually disenchanted
with, or alienated from, the prevailing ethos of the' sociompoliti-
cal systeimto which he is denied access. Students of revolution
have noted a correlation between the alienation of intellectualsi
from the ruling elite and .th development of a revolutionary
movement.,

The term intellectual, when applied to uunderdeveloped areas,
generally has broader application than it has in more advanced
countries. In-the Cuban case study,,the term is used in a har-
rower sense and is applied only to those whohave had univer-
sity education, or to middle-class professional groups. In the
Algerian and Vietnamese case studies, however, it applies to
anyone with a secondary education or more. a

"This is in no way condescension toward the new states. It is only an
acknowledgment of, the smaller degree of" internal differentiation
which has until now-,prevailed within -the educated class in the new
states, and to greater disjunction which marks that class off from the _Z1
other sections of the society.2

Thus. the emergent middle class in colonial and semicolonial
societies may be regarded as an intellectual, class, since the
membersof this group have some familiarity__with Western-

--- values and modern economic methods and, most important of
'all, are politically consciou-s.

Political Weakness

Included under this general 'headirg are'fa ybrs of political
imbalance, political fragmentation, and inefficiency of govern-
mental machinery.

The political system of a country may be regarded as being.

in a state of imbalance when the niass of.the population i's
depriyed of-representation and participation in the govern-
ment." Thus, colonial institutions may have an inherent weak-
ness because of their inevitable discrimination against the
native population in favor of metropolitan interests. Native
participation in the administration of Lolonial government with-
out native political responsibility may intensify revolutionary
.potential. If for any reason a country's political institutions

1,10
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fail to function as a clearinghouse for conflicting' claims from
all elements of society, then that country's political system
may be in imbalance and a Certain element of revolutionary
potential may be present.

Political fragmentation, as the expression is employed here,
refers to hostility among opposing elements in the political
elite and the political opposition groups of such violent propor-

tions that these elements are unable to operate within the
normal channels of political compromise and coalition. The
expression does notimply the type of loyal opposition that has
been characteristic"of Anglo-American political experience.

Governmental inefficiency may be regarded as a factor re-
lated to the development of a revolutionary movement and to
the efficiency of the movement once started. It. may not be

enough for a governmental apparatus merely to maintain-
order and administer routine public services and utilities;
perhaps it must function as an "honest broker" between con--
flicting- elements in the society and.the polity. Thus, political
imbalance and fragmentation may seriously detract from the
efficiency of a government, aithough on the surface it may
appear to function quite efficiently. When normal ad',inis.
trative operations,' such as police prof0ection arid comm inicah-
t tions services, become' impaired, then the latent revolutionary
potential generated by political imbalance and fragmentation
may rise to critical proportions. The dynamics.and timing of
Sgovernmental response to the revolutionary movement may be •

of the Uitmost importance in the efficiency of th't response,
which may have to include political and institutional adjust-
ment asiwell as •restoration and maintenance of public order'
and goveqrnmental control. ' greyn

ORGANIC FACTORS OF THE REVOLUTfONARY MOVEMENT

For each revolution.historical and descriptive data have been
collected under the following six aspects of revolutionary war-
fare: actors, strategy and goals, ideology and mystique, or;4ani-
zation, techniques, and foreign influence. Within these
categories data have generally been presented in chronological
sequence. \Since these are self-defining terms, it will only. be
necessary to point out some of the conceptual refinements and

generalizations developed in the course of this study. A more
elaborate delineation of these concepts must await further
analysis.
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Actors

The leadership cadre and the followers of that revolutionpary
organization which ultimately came into power in each sitsa-
tion is the group primarily treated under the category of actors.
Thus, the actors of a revolutionary movement are defined by
the results of the movement; the question of how one group of
leaders gains control of a revoli.tionary niovement to the ex-
clusion of another group of revolutionists is\not the main focus
in this study, but does receive some attention. Revolutionary
actors are discussed in t.erms of (1) the socibpolitical composi-
tion of the leadership and mass following,I; (2) the historical
continuity of personnel and the effects of a revolutionary
tradition, and (8) the impact of conditions in the world at the
time of the revolution, or the effects of the so-called Zeitgeist 4

(spirit of the times) on the revolutionary actors.

Overall Strategy and.Goals

The category of strategy and goals is concerned with the
overall manner in which the successful revolutionary organiza-
tion attempts to secure its revolutionary objectives., Strategy,
which seems to be flexible and highly variable in most revolu-
tions, is discussed within the context of time and circumstances
rather than in terms of consistency with doctrinaire principles
This approach permits changes in strategy to-be directly rpr
lated to situational factors. These factors may be depende It A

,uponpurely local developments, such as.a change in the strateg
nad tactics of the security forc-s, br iapon i major international

S .......... development of a military, diplomatic, or political nature.
Revolutionary objectives, or goals, are discusseýd in terms

of appeals fo6,, political, change, socioeconomic reform, or a corn-
bination of these, often expressed in nationalist slogans-
particularly in colonial revohltions. Where there are differeit
appeals made to various segments of society, these are
discussed and compared.

I'deology or Myth

It is generally accepted that an essential part of any revwilu-
tionary movement is its "social myth" or revplutionary
ideology. Generally, ideology in a revolutionary sitlixation func-
tions as a synthesis embodying both a critique of prerevolu-
tionary society and policy and a sociopolitical progrram for
postrevolutionary development. In the discussion of ideology

1,12
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in these studies, particuiar attention is paid to (1) national
orientation, (2) Inernaiitional .rienLation, (3) socioeconomic
emphasis, (4) religious emphasis, and (5) the "mystique." What
has been termed the "mystique of a revolution"-' is similar in
many respects to esprit de corps, and is composed of intangible
elements such as the revolutionary tradition of the country,
the charismatic quality of the leadership, and the revolution-
ary movement's prospects of success.

Organization.

It appears from other studies that no specific organizational
form is necessary to ensure the success of revolutionarymove-
ments. They have included p:aramilitary units, regular mili-
tary and auxiliary organizationS, clandestine cells or an
underground movement, legal and illegal political parties,
labor organizations, social organizations, paragovernrnental.
organs of state :'power, governments-in-exile, or'a conibination
of these. In each of the, revolutions studied, atteintion has ,,

been focused o.n both the, organizational and.functional aspects
of the above types of groups which made up the revolutionary-
organization ultimately coming to power.

Techniques

, This category discusses thewide variety of techniques which
revolutionists use, including psychological, diplomatic, eco-

. .npomic, and pplitical warfare; conventional military operations
and unconventional paramilitary operationis; terror, sabotage,

propaganda, strike,s, and demonstrations; and the recruitment
and training of revolutionists. Because the srpecifi''techniques
used by the revolutionists interact with the countertechniques
used by the government or security forces, both are discussed
wfthin the same context.

Foreign Involvement

The question of foreign involvement is of crucial importapee
to the.course of a revolution. Considerations related to t'lIis
question may affect bth ,Lhie strategy and the techniques
adopted by the revolutionarj actors, For instance, the advan,.
tages for a revolutionary imovement 'of a sanctuary and of
diplomatic, economic, and 'military support from a foreign
power are well known. Tho number of foreign powers in-
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volved, the extent of the aid, political intervention by states°
or international organizations, and direct military intervention
are discussed under this category.

GENERAL SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES

The procedures used to prepare the three case studies were
straightforward and standard for each.

DEVELOPMENT OF CASE STUDY FORMAT

The first step, described in.the previous section, consisted of
the development of hyp6thc~os and the preparation of a stand-
ard format for the organization of each case study.

IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF. SOURCES

As a second step, a. systematic search for sources of informa-
tion was conducted. This consisted of two parts: identification
of the sources and selection of:sources. To identify sources, the
SORO open-library files and Library of Congress files were
reviewed, avail'hble bibliographies perused, and knowledgeable
"persons consulted. Sources were selected on the basis of their
relevance, in terms.,of the information they contained, to the A

hypotheses formulated and on the basis of recommendations
of the subject experts consulted. Selection was limited to un-
classified secondar.r sources. However.some use wast made of
primary materials,"when readily available, to fill in. gaps in
coverage. In the se\'ction of sources every effort was made to
obtain a "balance" among known political viewpoints of those
wh•o have written on the subject revolution.'..

INFORMATION SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS: DRAFTING OF
RE IPORT

Information relevant to each hypothesis was systematically
culled from the various squrces, synthesized, and put in the
standardized case study format. Generally speaking, attempts
were madu to use only information which appeared in meorethan onc source independently; in practice, thiindcpcndcncc
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was very difficult to ascertain. Conflicting or inconsistent in-
formation was resolved by cu1ucking for consistency with other

sources considered reliable.

EXPERT REVIEWS AND REVISION

As a final check on the. substance of each case study, it was
submitted separately to a number (two tosix) of subject experts.
Each consultant reviewed the study in terms of factual accuracy
and reasonableness of interpretation. Each study was then
revised on the basis of a synthesis of the experts' coniiments.
When conflicts in. fact or intei~pretation could not be resolved
through discussion, both viewp~ints were presented in the text.

71
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FOOTNOTES TO TECHNICAL APPENDIX

1. Webster's New~ Collegiate Dictionary, 1961, p. 5.14.
2. Crane Brinton, The Anatomy of' Revolution (New York:I

Vintage Books, 1960), pp. 41-52.
8.Edward A. Shils, "The Intellectual in Poihtical, Develop-

ment,," in Political Change in Underdeveloped Covntries:
Nationalism and Communi, ed. John H. Kautsky (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1962), p. 199.
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